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$ Civilimtion and Peeundity,

whole of the complex called civilization. He main-

tains the thesis that fecundity has increased with

civilization.

Before proceeding with the detailed considera-

tion of the grounds of his contention, it is necfssary

to see how complex is the concept of civilization.

Givilization includes the growth of skill as applied

(1) to the production offood and the necessaries, thus

rendering their supply more regular, (2) to the

production of comforts and luxuries, (3) to the

creation of works of art—both literary and plastic,

and (4) to the building up of scientific knowledge

^ etc. It also comprehends the development of per-

sonality, the rise of the great industry and the

great City with the consequent nervous strain and

the frequent cinema-theatres and cheap novels to

relieve it a&O various usagds. As the concept of

civihzatiou is so wide, while trying to estublisfi

any relation between civilization and any other more

or, less defined character, we must: define the peculiar

a^ect of this complex idea that we wish to pick

up for enquiry ;
otherwise any genwafisatloa i&at

we may make, even though based on figures, can-

not be said to he scientificl
‘

Further if We ftid any change in fecundity

aoeoMpahying ditfereitt’*'stages in bivilkatio'n we

mukt make it Clear whether we look upon nudh a

change as a modification only, which is present in

any eiviliza&nal stage, whefr the factor, with which

it is correlated, is present, and absent Whe-n. Ae
latter does not exM j or a genetic change Which

is so radical that in certain communities it persists

evnn in the absence of its oprrelate'.
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. : Oarr-Saunders in one place seems to single

out tbe fact of regularity of food-supply as the

character with which fecundity bears the relation

Iv^hioh is sought to be proved .
^ Yet the following

remarks clearly show that in tBe actual investiga-

tion Of the problem he sets to himself, he has

the whole complek of civilization in view, firstly,

with certain reservations, he considers the primi-

tive races to be representative of the prehistoric

man of Europe. He observes, “They represent

‘relicts’ of stages of culture through whi(^ the

civilized races have passed Though we can

not think of the Tasmanians and Australians as

actual relicts of the Heandetthal racial type,

: which we know in Bufope, We may think of

AUltotiian culture in its broad general features as

representative of the Middle Palaeolithic”. ^

Secondly, he regards countries like China and India

as intermediate between the prehistoric peoples of

Europe, represented by modern primitive peoples,

and the European people, also referred to as

“modern civilized races”. ^

As regards the nature of the change in

fecundity, once he clearly maintains that it is only

a modification^ “Since the time of prehistoric man

fecundity has increased—this increase being ap-

parently in the main in the nature of a modification

due to the changed conditions of life”. But in

other places he seems to contemplate a geneho

change; for on this assumption alone we can

properly understand the following remarks of his ;

“Additional support to the view that feOUndity

has moreased with civilization is given by certain
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other types of evidence, In the first place, it

appears to be a fact that the reproductive organs

of the more primitive races of mankind are smaller

and in all respects less well-developed' than those

of civilized races. It is not meant that' the orgahs

differ qualitatively in any way ;
they are merely

smaller relatively to the other organs than among

eiviliaed! races. It is dohbtful how we should

Interpret these facts
;

but it does not seem

unreasonable to assume a connection between a

lesser development of the reproductive organs and

a lower degree of fecundity”. ®

Leaving these fundamental considerations aside,

Carr-Satwder’s position may be thus summarised:

. l^e(^nditj^, meaning thereby “power of reproduc-

tion as measured by the number of ripe ova

prodooed” has - increased with civilization, lilfdure-

ptactising hunting, fishing or a rude type of

agricdiaice, who may roughly be taken to be re-

pi^entatives of the prehistoric peoples of Europe

in tWir culture conditions, show a fecundity lower

th^ thnt of the modern European peoples. Peoples

of ancient Civilizations, like those of India and

China, who may be tnkMi to typify the internledialfe

of culture, are qjore fecund than nature-

less so the European peoples,

modem European* peoples, among them-

selves, show “no differences in fecundity”.

The nates of jte p^mpal evit^ee'

m

^ 4^ generalisation is based is not very satisfismtoryi

EIrst, about the nature-folk or primitive peoples ;

Here Oarr-Saunders has to depend upon mere-
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observations of travellers as far as they are avail-

able, the result being that conaparatively few

peoples can be taken into consideration. Furttier,

he omite altogether pastoral and higher agricultu-

ral peoples. The observations of' travellers refer

_to the number of children seen in a fhmiJyi

rendering them of no account in a scientific

investigation of a statistical nature. First, we can-

not be sure, in such cases, that the families are

complete, i. e., the woman was past her child-

bearing age. Secondly, travellers cannot have made
any allowance for the various usages that prevail

amongst such peoples and which are I&dv to

have foore or Jess marked effect on numbeit

of living children in a femily at any time. Thus

the usages, that are rampant among these peoples

and which; affect the number of living children,

viz,, abortaoD, and infanticide ® are not given any

weight. Though the reproductive powers of a
people may be very great, yet if, under fim

influence of some sentiment, they practised abortion

and infiintioide on a large scale, the travellers

would very likely meet with only a small number

of living dtildren in each family. Thirdly, sudh

ofeservatibns oannot have taken notice of ©ftmr and '

natural agencies for the elimination of young life,

like miscarriage, still-births, and infant-mortality.

Hence it would be* vm'y unwise to take these

@b>en by' travellers, as an indmation of

the feeundity of these peoples. Oarr-Saunders

hiniself 'is quite awuEe of this defect in the

eyideaee. IjEe,; remurku: .‘^For the most part these
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observations have reference only to the number

of children seen alive, and therefore, are not even

a measure of the fertility—far less a measure of

fedundity”. ’ Further, if reliance can be placed

on Such evidence then the observations of Benjamin

Frantlin about the fecundity of the Europeans,

made in the middle of the eighteenth century, go

to indicate th&t European fecundity was generally

I6w0r than that of many primitive peoples or at

best equal to theirs. He says : “If it be reckoned

there (in Europe) that there is but one marriage

per annum among one hundred persons, perhaps

may reckon two; and if in Europe they have

four births to a marriage (many of their marriages

being late)” etc. s

On the other hand, such general statements

regarding the prolificity of primitive peoples are

not Wanting. Westermark supplies us * with some
references to remarks "where primitive women
‘%re stated to be more or less prolific*’. ® About
the Australians, N. W. Thomas writes; “Although
owing to infeinticide, the* number of children reared
Was probably small, there is no reason to suppose
that the blacks, who are dying out fast, thanks
to European vices, are at all un-prolific; the
largest family on record was borne by a woman
nami^ Aenny, a Victorian, who was the proud
pQSsessof of thirteen olive branciies".

As regards the peoples of the intermediate
stage, Car-Saunders has been able to deal mm
only two—those of Ghina and of India. In the
case of China the evidence is mostly vague.
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Further, he does not advance any data to show

that the fecundity of the Chinese and the Indians

is higher than that of the primitive peoples, but

perhaps takes the difference as proved. Though

he lumps together China and India, presumably

because, according to him, their fecundities are

similar, yet he has not tried to uphold this view

by any figures. Nay, he has actually failed to

realise the significance, from this point of view,

of the figures for China and India respectively

that he has qouted. The , crude birth-rate for

India calculated on 1000 of the whole population

is 38*59, while in the case of China it is ‘^asserted”

to approach 50. He dismisses the Chinese figure

with the following remark: “Exact figures are,

however, lacking. There is no doubt that the

corrected birth-rate would be much less". If

it is borne in mind that the marital conditions

as regards frequency, age, etc. in China are similar

to those in India there is not much probability

of the great disparity between the crude birth-

rates being substantially wiped off by the correct-

ing factor that is used for getting the corrected

birth-rate. On the other hand, many a travellea?

has testified to the enormous fecundity of the

Chinese. “European observers picturesquely report

that children in many parts of China are born

like flies and die like flies”.

furnishes us with more definite data-

Carr-Saunders dra-sys up6n P, K, Wattal for his

information. He quotes from him to the effect

that the nuinber Of children per 1000 wives aged



leS-45 in India ^nd in England respectively is 160

nnd 196, from which fare jumps to the conclu-

tion tii<at Eng^h feomnlity is higher than Indian.

3Bh»t he fails to notice the figure worked out by

Wiattal for Burma on page 7 of the same work.

The number of children per thousand wives of

years of ,age in Burma is 229, a fact very

awfeHiord for the generalisation formulated hy Carr-

Saunders, this %ure being far h^her than the

English one, viz., 196. But in the calculation of

€ns rate for India, Wattal has fallen into a

idhbake. Ble takes the number of births roister-

ed in British India for the year 1911 and ;the

number of married women fi:om the table in the

Oensas of India for 1911, which gives the figures

for the whole of India, induding the Indian States.

If take fihe number nf married famales of lj5-45

nf in British India, the average number

ofvdbfidren per ,1000 such woiuen oomes out to

. henpproxinjately 206 and not 160 as Wattal has it.

lidet us ^fetther investigate the method, of arriving

at thw %ufes, Wattal takes the number .of the

Mirths rBg*stta®d m ^11911. .and j^iides it by the

number c€ ^ves aged lSi»4fi in Jttiat year, thus

giving ns average number of children per one

thomiand wives of the age-group 15-45. The
folkwring points will show how unsatisfactory this

method is. It takes for granted that registration

of hir&s is perfect, which, as far as India is

OTnom'ned, is far from reality. The Public Health

tlommissioner with the Government of India observes:

^Mrth-registration is notably defective, and it is
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probable that the registration of female births

suffers more than that of male”, Dr. Brahmachari

made a special inquiry into the accuracy of regis-

tration for a selected area in Bengal and the

conclusion to which he comes is : “About 50 per

cent can be added to recorded birth and death

rates to obtain true rates for Bengal’*, The

Health Commissioner remarks thereupon : “The

degree of inaccuracy discovered in registration is

startling, but it is doubtful if the conclusions

can be applied to the whole of India where

villages are more compact”. Yet an independeq,t

investigation carried on in Baroda by Mr. S. Mukerjea

with the help of mathematics upholds Brahma-

cterfs conclusions. He observes: “W© have’ totthd

that the births are more unsatisfactorily registered

than deaths. According to the estimate we have

made the registered annual births are out of the

truth by about 56 per cent”, ^ ’ i. e. the register-

ed births fall short of the actual births by 56 per

cent. We must also remember that this inquiry

excluded the still-births. Still-births are recorded

over a very small area,

As registration of births is so defective, we

may better use the data about children under,

one year furnished by the Census Reports.

Children that are recorded as under obe year in
•

any particular year of the Census must have ajf

*

been born during the same year, though, of course,

they cannot be the whole number of children that

were born ip jjhat year. They are the. children
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that survived the ravages of disease daring their

first year of life. “About a quarter of the children

die withiu twelve months”, Hence to get at

the actual number of children born during , the

year of the Census we must add to the number

of children recorded in the Census Report a num-

ber equal to one-third of the recorded figure.

l^aMug this corrected figure and the number of

mves aged 15.-45 as given in the Census

Report— a procedure not entirely free from draw-

backs,—we have the average of 2it8 children per

thbusand married women of the age-group 15-45

as against the English figure of 196.

Secondly, this method of computing fecundity

does nob make allowance for abnormal economic

eonditiohs that may have prevailed during the

year. The number of births in a community in

any given year depends not only upon the num-

ber '"Of wives aged 15-45, as is assumed in the

method under consideration, but also on the

composition of this group of wives based on their

at marriage and duration of marriage. JBut

no allowance is made for this in the method Used

by Wattal and followed by Carr-Saunders.

The foliowing table, which "gives some figures

that I worked out by the same method as - that

of Wattal for India the various Provinces and the

Native States,) will show that the results accord-

ing to this method of computing feoundity ' are,

after all, neither so smooth nor so definite as

Carr-Saunders makes them out to be. The number

of children taken as the basis of this calculation
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is that recorded in the Indian Census Report of

1911 as having been under one year of age,

without the necessary correction for the deaths

that occurred among infants during the year being

introduced.

Number of Children per looo wives aged 15-45.

India Madras
United
Provin-

ces.

Bengal
Bombay
states

Bombay
Rajpu-
tana

Agency

Central

India

Agency

179
j

157 172 178 179 182 197 : 200

Assam Baroda State Punjab Kashmir

201 201 243 248

Bearirng in mind that the number of children

per thousand wives aged 15-45 in England is

196, we can perceive that the differences in fecun-

dity amongst the various Provinces of India are

far greater than that between India and England.

Further, the AnimiSts of India, who would be

better classed with the primitive peoples than with

Indians, show an average of 191 children per

thousand wives of 15-45 years of age, which is

higher than that for the whole of India and much
higher than that for either the United Provinces

Or Madras. It is much nearer to the English

figure than to the Indian. These considerations

ought to astablish clearly the futility of enunciat-

ing a generalisation as regards chaj^e in feeundifey
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OD the basis of the method of computing upheld

by Oarir-Saunders.

Further to substautiate his conclusion Carr-

Saunders thinks it necessary to prove that the

European peoples among themselves show no dif-

ferences in fecundity. He refers to the following

statement of Newsholme and Stevenson for his

support. It runs : “There is no evidence of differ-

ence of race-fertility among these civilised races”,

"Whatever the authors of the paper may mean by

their statement, the following table, with* reference

to which the above statement is made, and which

' gives the birth-rate per thousand of population,

oorrected by the method devised by the authors,

shows considerable differences of fertility, in so far

as the figures are any measure thereof.

Legitimate Corrected Birth-rate for i88i

per thousand of population,

ria

B4- 1

gium
Nor-
way Scotland Sweden Denmatk Saxony Ireland

as-oe 37-69 36*47 36-44
,

35^66 35*56 36-06 34*69

Italy England and Wales

33-40 32-86 32-73

Various other sources furnish uS with figuers

which prove the existence of differences of fecun-

dity among the European peoples. The following
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table of figures, arrived at by the same method of

computing fecundity as that approved by Carr-

Saunders in the case of India, is very conclusive

on this point.

Legitimate live-births per thousand married
women aged 15 to 49. 22

Period
England
& Wales

Scotland
i

Ireland
'

Denmark
*

German '

Empire
Holland

1376-85 250 271 250 268
;

293

1886-95 229
;

256 246 236 368
1

.
m

Period Italy Norway Sweden
I

1876-85 264 248 262 240

1886-95 236 249 259 231

As regards the United States of America the

registration statistics of the State of New Hamp-
shire give the average annual number of births

per thousand married women of 15-45 years, from

1898-1902, as 115*3 for the native born women
and 236*8 for ^he foreign born women. 23 Or,

again, Carr-Saunders could have found in the

following figures, regarding the averege number of

births to a marriage, worked out by a totally,

different method and quoted by Newsholme, 24 a

refutation of his opinion as regards thei fecun-

dity of the European peoples, •
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Number of births to a marriage in 1876.

Italy

1

Prussia Sweden Netherlands England Belgium
Spain

[1870]

5-16 4-92 4-84 4‘83 4*63 4-48 4-47

- \

Denmark
1

!

Austria

'

4-24 3-73

Above I pointed out a defect in the method

approved by Carr-Saunders for computing fecuU(Jjfy>

viz.j that it did not make allowance for the diffe-

rences in the age-constitution of the group of

wives aged 15-45 in different communities. Ne^-
sholnxe and Steyer^op have devised a method

which enables them to obviate .this difficulty. The
figure, thus obtained, they call the standard birth-

rate. “Standard birth-rate takes into account both

the ages and the number of the wives and the

resulting fiactor corrects for the both’\ ^6

The following table of figures, arrived at by

this method, establishes the fiwt of considerable

differehiees in ferhility .amongJhe variQP European
peoples.

Standard legitimate birth-rate based on the

experience of married women aged 15-45

(Tfrdess otherwise stated the year is 188I

)

New
Zealand

German
Bmp.
[18801

36-90
1

36-80

1

35*38', 34-77 34*34 34-30 32*25
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There is one fundamental assumption in the

whole argument of Carr-Sauoders which, though

I oanaot here deal with at great length yet

must he slightly touched upon. It is about the '

evolutionary sequence of human history—viz; that

the primitive peoples of to-day are approximately

good representatives of the peoples of ^e Stone

Age in civilization and economic conditions. This

supposiiaon has been stoutly opposed, during the

la^t few years, by many eminenfe aathropoloi^la.

Further,, as regards economic conditions, we must

remember that ‘there are such great differences in

the habitat of the various peoples that there are

bound to be considerable variations as regards the

ease with which food can be procured. Hence

many of the primitive peoples of to-day are likely

to be much better placed than the Palaeolithic

man of Europe. This variety in natural environ-

ment leads one to expect similar differences in the

ease of procuring food among the various primi-

tive peoples. As Heape observes : “Among
different savage peoples there is the same variation

of environment which civilised communities experi-

ence. Some, for long ages, experience great

ha^hips aud the struggle for existence is strenu-

ous, while others inhabit areas where Nature is

prodigal, strife rare and life comparatively easy”. ^

As good examples of such variations we may
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instance the Australians—the diflferences in their con-

ditions according as they inhabit either the more

fertile coast lands or the more arid interior—as

well as the hunting and fishing Chukchi of the

coasts of North-eastern Asia and the bison-hunters

of North America.

To escape such serious objections what Carr-

Saunders ought to have done is to take one or

more countries of Western Europe and establish a

correlation between the rise of culture and better-

ment of economic cooditions on the one hand and

increase of fecundity on the other. Thus, in the

case ctf England, as famines have been unknown

since 1316, he ought to have shown that fe-

cundity in England after the 14th century has

been greater than before when the economic con-

ditions were so bad that great famines were not

quite rare. But materials for such a comparison

are not available. The following data for Sweden

clearly indicate that during one century, before

the general fall in the birth-rate in Europe daring

the third-quarter of the last century, there has

been no tendency towards increase of fecundity in

Sweden, as judged from the number of legitimate

births per thousand married women of the age-

period 15-50.

Sweden : Legitimate births per thousand

wives aged 15-50. a ^

1756*65 -66-76

1

-76-86 -86-96 -96-1805 .^0645

251 242 245 232 232 253 240
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-36-46 -46-66

335 241

The least objectionable method to determine

the fecundity of any community for the sake of

comparing it with that of any other is to take a

very large number of women, who have had a

continuous married life till they had exhausted

their powers of reproduction, and to determine

how many pregnancies they had. In such investi-

gations, generally the age-limit, at which the

reproductive powers of women are supjpos^ to

have come to an end, is put as 45. I shall

adduce grounds to show that such a procedure

is erroneous. Firstly, it may be that, among some

peoples, women cease reproduction at thirty-five

or soon after that. In these cases the limit at

forty-five means that ^e shall be able to consider

comparatively few cases of completed marriage and

that we shall thereby be arriving at the figure

for fecundity, which is more abnormal than normal,

as the women who normally cease reproduction at

thirty-five cannot have been considered in obtain-

ing the figure for fecundity. Among Tasmanians

womeii “ceased to bear at or soon after the age

of thirty-five”. There is some reason to think

that in India the conditions approximate to the

Tasmanian experience. The Census Reporter for

Travancore observes : “The enquiries were confined

to married women or vtidows of not less then 35
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years of age. TJbe age thirty*fi.v.e \ras. fixed, as

births after that age are rare areopg Indiae

women'.’. mtbe eeuntriee of Weatern.

Europe, where women marry at a comparatiyely

'w:i.th, the age IjMf aJ. fwfy-fi.ve, a part

of the fertile period of a womenjs life is sure to

lie kfe o^t; fes ‘‘a wQWao’s fertility at the latter

ages: appears to he greater, the later she was

matjied”. Shat in, [England not a negligible

propojrJioB cf their, total nnmber of children fe

beiae by. wremen after the ege. of fortyrfiye whli

be rendered ofear by the following table.

JIaKalsioa

Number of children born per 100 families.

"Itf Wife^s age at Marriage.

16-19 20-24 .26-29

2^30 741 683
i

’SMO
'

>*, « •

-
,m

j

'
^

i

640 473

I

1

‘Vwa'" 844 7-q,6"

'

630
*1

50-60 863 73s”' 566
"1 ’

Hence, to be more accurate, we inust select a

criterion of the cessation of reproduction, other.,

than the one of the age-Umit of forty-five. We,
shall avoid rpost of the methodological d^ects, if

we include in our inquiry all married women of
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More thftii thirty yeire of age, whose last child,

was h6rn a bertain htiteiber of years ago, HbW
many yearn ago the last child of a woman should

hiwe beeii born ih order that wO regard Hef lis

ohb, whose feproduoiive powCtS are exhausted,

should depend upon the expetienoe of the pal^^

cular cbthmunity bdneerned. Perhaps it may he

fouiid that a Woihen Who bore her last child five

ot seven years back is not very likely to cOii-

tihUe bearing children; EVen with the preeaUtidna

the method proposed is not entirely ftee &om
faults. Some bf the fiatihally shali families wlli

be eieluded iroin bur enquiry ; becai^e as Snow
bbseiWeS i “pbreifli of halbrally small "families do

not survive to dd age in the same propOrtibn as

db other parents” ;
^ * and it is not sure that the

last child of such a woman would have been born

five or seven years before her death so that she

Would be included in our survey. But, I think,

the error inttodueed by this defect will not be

great.

Fecundity of any community, thus determined,

is one that is affected not only by the economic

Conditions but also by the social cUstomS of the

particular community. Some of these social cus-

toms, Mke those of premature copulation, pfolohged

lactation, or conscious birth-control militate agaii^t

feb^ndity. In India it is Well-known that at the

tinie of her marriage i girl is premature. In

some parts of tpe country, like Bengal, dohabita-

tiqn begins immediately after mawnage» while in

other parts, where there prevails Ihe eusibm of a
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second ceremony of either sending the girl to her

husband's or of consummation, copulation does not

take- place when the girl is premature but im-

mediately after ^ the apearance of the first signs

of puberty. It may, therefore, be generally stated

that girls begin their effective marriage before

they have attained full physical development,

Garr-Saunders makes the foUowmg pertinent

remark: “It is known that early intercourse is

injurious to the general health, and it is not

difficult to understand in a general way how, if

this is so, the reproductive functions would be

adversely affected”. The practice of prolonged

lactation is recognised by Oarr-Saunders as one of

tho methods of restricting number. He refers

to the extension of lactation “for a considerable

length ,of time” among the A.siatic races and

says: "The Japanese sometimes do not wean their

ehildren until the fourth year”. To this 1

must add the following observation about China

made by Mr. A. H, Smith : “Many children con-

tinue to nurse at the breast for a series of years

and whenever they cry this is the sole method

of effectually quieting them”. ® ® In India generally

lactation is eontinued till an advanced stage of

the naxt pregnancy or until the child is two or

three years old. In Western Europe conscious

limitation of family plays such a large part that

it is well nigh impossible to know the fecundity

of the people.

Even with this method, therefore, whht we
can. do is to compare the fecundity, of one com-
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munity as determined by the particular economic

conditions and social customs, some of which are

definitely detrimental to Ligh reproduction, with

that of another group either similarly circumstanor

ed or with one in which the restricting factors

are non-existent. Anyway such a comparison is

not very enlightening as we compare units that

are either not similar or in which factors operate

whose unequal effects it is very diflScult to calcu-

lates The only clear case where we can compare

similar units as regards the data about feoundiiy

is that of the countries of Western Europe be-

fore tbe third quarter of the last century, TVherer

after the fall in birth-rate, probably an effect of

OOTsCioas, birth-control, occured.

Below I bring together much of the available

data about fecundity as determined by the num-

ber of children borne by women who had a

married life till forty-five years of their age or

who were past child-bearing. Oarr-Saunders gives

us some figures for primitive peoples. In

Western Australia forty-one women, past child-

bearing had, on an average, 4-6 children each,

while in Central Australia, ^ ® observers have

found the average to be 5. Among the Yakqts

of Northern Asia Jochelson found the average

number of children to a married woman above

forty years old to be more than five. Nine

hundred and eighty-four Bantu women, all of

whom might not have ceased bearing childreu,

had 5621 children, giving the average 5-6

children, to every married Woman. "[fhe state-



meiit of Easfcmah *2 about tbe Nor& Am'eribAn

IndiauSj that it tms oastotflary to liriciit the ehild-

rotl of OHIO tfiotiUBr to -5, leads one to infet that

moi:^ thah 5 bfaiMren ^er matried woman Was

not an infeSquent phenomenon; The Indian Census

for 1921 ptovides tis with similar data at least

for some of the proviooes of l^at country. In

Ba^oda 28,011 eases of women, who had attained

4§ years of agbi were investigated and only live

births were noted. '^Normally -Only the female

who was oOntinuotisiy married to one husband and

who had her husband alive at the tune of the

enqtdiy was the type of eases taken up”.

Out of the total number there were 22,465 women,

who had begun their effective marriage at 13 or

li years of their age. The average number of

children per such completed marriage was 5*24.

In the Ftmjab there were examined 34,561 cases

of marriages which had lasted for 30 years and

over. They gave an average of 5*68 children per

each woman. The enquiry included only

ohffdren born alive and not also the still-born

ones, The Bengal inquiry was more comprehen-

sive and included also the ' siai-horn babes.

Examination qf 10,000 families, in which the wives

were married for thirty-three yeatrs and over,

gives us the average of 6V84 ohildreh per complet-

ed family. 160 Ghiuese Women pf over 50

years of age had 1169 children giving an average

of 7*3 children per completed marriage. About
Acaerica Hoffrnann finds from the study of a

nttmher of geneaologies that' the average number
of children per family was nearly 7 in the 18th
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centij^y; aJid that that 47 average sank to nearly

5 ui the first half of tlie 19th century, Accord-

ing to Stevei|Son th,e average number of

ehil<iren in England tp. every carriage contracted

during 1861-71 and lasting 40-50 years is 6!*79

while to one contracted duringJ|a5]j-61 and lasting.

50,-60 years it is 7*28. The averages for fho

different clj^ses, into which, he divides the English

population, range in the former case from 6*07 to

7*77. Map:jiage of 25-30 years’ duration had

an average of 7*41 and 5-83 children per mamed,
woman according as her age at marriage was

15rl9; or 20-24. In Scotland, wotneo, who were

passed durmg 1861-65 and were 20-24 aged at

their, marriage, Imd borne on an average, when

they had atained the age of 45 and over, 7*80

children each. A woman manned 17 years

old, when she had attained 45 years and over

she had borne 9*02 children. The predicted

fertility of a woman married at 17 years of her

age and when her marriage had continued for 20

years, was 8*81. In New South Wales we

have 8*32 where the Scottish figure stands at

7f80. In Australia the average number of

children borne by wives, whose age at the hfrlfr^^.

of their, last child was 40-44 and whose marriage

had endured for 25-26 years and who, therefore

must have been married at 15-18 years, was 10* 45.

These
.
%nres show that the Scotch differ from

the Anglo-Saxons in fecundity and further that

among the various pff-shoots of the. Anglo-Saxons

t|i9ms||iyee ,
thep are great differences , in

,
fecundity.
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The Chinese may be said to be approximating to

the English conditions while at least some parts

of India come nearer the English figure than the

figures for the primitive peoples. Some parts of

India seem to show fecundities similar to that of

the primitive peoples, I do not think that, under

these circumstances, we can draw any such conclu-

sion as that propounded by Carr-Saunders.

That variations in conditions of work and

supply of necessaries may lead to difiPerences in

fecundity has been recognised by biologists. Thus

W. Heape observes :
® ^ “Increase of luxury tends

to reduce both the inclination to breed and the

power of producing offspring among women, while*

it increases the sexual activity of man Such

B the case both among the savages of Australia

and our own people ; and domesticated animals

are subject to the same laws. Hardships and

strain of any system of organs in the woman
checks the functional activity of those organs

^hioh enable her to store nutriment for the

embryo, and an inefficient supply of stored energy

interferes both with her sexual activity and her

ability to withstand the strain of maternity”,

This proposition is quite different from that of

Oarr-Saunders
; for, if thfe’ were true, differential

fecundity won’t necessarily be tracisd along either

national or racial lines but only along the econenilb,

Such a theory more or less assumes eq^Ual feeahdity^;

within certain limits, for the Whole of the human
species, and traces the observed differences to

economic conditions. Hence even in England one
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may be prepared to find differences in fecundity

among the different classes in so far as their

economic status affects their conditions of work

and supply of necessaries.

If, as some biologists suggest, the rate of

reproduction is so tuned to the average expecta-

tion of. life that with greater expectation of life

there is reduction in the “average number of

ehildi'en”, then we have good reason to expect

that in the case of Western Europe at least

fecundity should tend to decrease ; for “whereas

in England at the age of 15 the expectation of

life for boys is 45 years and for girls 48 years,

in Rome it was 20 and 15 years respectively^’.

In England the expectation of life has been on

the increase during the last fifty years.

Conclusions.

I have tried to show
: (1) that the nature of

evidence adduced by Carr-Saunders for substan-

tiating his thesis about fecundity, is such that a

scientific generalization cannot be based there-

upon; (2) that even with the defective method,

the then available evidence, if properly sifted,

would have proved the unsoundness of Carr-Saun-

ders’s conclusion
; (3) that better methods of

computing fecundity establish differences in fecundity

among the European peoples thernselves and

generally do not support the thesis that fecundity

has increased with civilization
;

(4 that, on the

other hand, there is some reason to think that

fecundity might have decreased in European

4
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countries with the progr^sively greater expectation

of life; (5) that fecundity may be conditioned by

economic factors ; but that difierences in fecundity,

then, will be found not only among various

nationalities or races but also among the ditferent

classes of the population of one nation.
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11. THE ABORIGINAL TRIBES IN THE
RIMaYANA.

By G. Ramabas, b. a., m. r. a. s.,

The Ramayana of Valraiki is generally considered

to be a poem of no historical value. This opinion

is mostly due to the supposition that it is filled with

characters that are quite different from honafide

men. Prof. A. A. Maedonell writes, “The poet

knows nothing about the Deccan except that Brah-

man hermitages are to be found there. Otherwise

it is a region haunted by the monsters and

fabulous beings with which an Indian imagination

would people an unknown land.’’^ The orthodox

Hindu believes these ‘monsters and fkbulous beings’

had had once real existence in flesh and blood
;

and they refuse to be convinced by argument.

But when the descriptions of these beings, their

habits and customs as given in the epic, are studied

in the light of the ethnology of the tribes living in

India at present, these monsters and fabulous beings

transform themselves into real men. This kind of

examination has never been made, though attempts

have been made to identify the Vedic Dasyus, Anasas

&c with the aboriginal tribes still found in the hills

of India. The word Dasyu which is interpreted to

be the Vedic form of Dasa, appears to be a modification

of ‘Desya’, (original inhabitant), a name applied to the

tribes living in the jungles and hills by the civilized

men from the plains. These Dgsyas still preserve

^ Imperial Gazetteer of India vol II, p. 238.
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the ‘early stage of human progress as that ascribed

to them by the Vedic poets more than 3000 years

ago.” 2

In this paper it is attempted to elucidate the

habits and customs of the several tribes that

RSma was made to meet with in his wanderings ;

and to identify them with the tribes found in

India to-day.

From the time the precincts of Kosala were

left, Rama met with both inimical and friendly

tribes. As in the Vedas so in this epic also the tribes

that offered opposition to the progress of the Princes

of Ayodhya, are called RakshasS, while those that

helped them to subdue the Rakshasas are called

Vanaras. The former are said to be living in the

forest of Dandaka and the later had their habitats

beyond the forest.

The first Rskshasa that confronted the Princes

in the forest was Viradha, the type of a tribe that

had been almost extinct by the time. He is thus

described in the epic ( III 2 ) :

—

4'. Dadars'a giri-s'ringabham purushadam maha-

svanam.

(Jambhiraksham mahasatvam vikatam vishamodaram.

5. Bhibhatsam vishanam dirgham vikatam ghsradar-

s'anam.

Yasaiiam charma-vai-ySghram vasSrdam rudhirokshi*

tarn.

6. TrSsanam sarva-bhutanam vyatitasya-mivantakam.

7 W. Wim Hunter.
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Trinsimha-chartur6*vyagraa dvaa-Vrikau prishatan-

dasa.

7. Sa-vishanam vasodishtam gajasya-cha s'iromaliSn.

Avasajyayase s'ule vinadantam maha-svanam.

“Vast as some mountain peak in size,

“With mighty voice and sunken eyes,

“Huge, hideous, tall, with monstrous face,

“Most ghastly of his giant race.

“A tiger’s hide the Rakshasa wore

“Still reeking with the fat and gore ;

“Huge-faced, like him who rules the dead,

“All living things he struck with dread.

“Three lions, tigers four, ten deer

“He carried on his iron spear

“Two wolves, an elephant’s head beside

“With mighty tusks which blood-drops dyed. *

Here is a being of the most horrible appear-

ance. There may be a little exaggeration in this

description; but to men living in the hills of

Vizagapatam and Ganjam districts of the Madras

Presidency, the very picture of Viradha presents

itself in a hill-man returning with a thigh or

head of a bull or buffalo on his shoulder. Black

sun-scorched skin, bushy hair, completely nude but

for a strip of cloth round his loins, sweat stream-

ing down his body and the bleeding leg or head

of the ox on his shoulder, is a common sight in

the hill tracts. The above description of Viradha

appears to be true to nature for men accustomed

* This and other metrical translations of passages from the

Eamayana are taken from Griffith’s translation of the ‘RanpLayana’*
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to see the hillman after he has obtained bis

share of the carcass.

Viradha was clad in skins and the spear was

his only weapon. He himself informed Rama that

he was the son of Jaya and Satahrada. Above

all these, greater importance is laid on the dis-

posal of his dead body. This enables us to find

the race better than thousands of personal descrip-

tions; for, “the race is judged by the views it

holds on the futurity of the soul and by the

honours it pays to its dead”. ^ Viradha begs

Rama to bury his corpse in a pit, for by so doing

he attains salvation ( III. 4.

)

Avate-eha-pi mam Rama prakshipya kus’alee

vraja.

“First under earth my body throw

“Then on thy way rejoicing go”,

because—(20) Rakshasam gata-satvana-mesha dharma-

sanatanah.

Avate ye nidhiyante tesham loka-sanatanah.

[“Such is the law ordained of old

“For giants when their days are told.-

Their bodies laid in earth, they rise

“To homes eternal in the skies”.]

Here Viradha is made to state the Sanatana

Dharma of all -the Rakshasas. All of them were

buried, and burial was the custom of the men of

primitive times. “The burial customs certainly

ejcpress a kind of worship of departed souls whioh

has played and still plays so important a part in

the religious ideas of all primitive peoples and is

® India by Ragoziti,
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one of the oldest fundamental notions common to

mankind”. ^

The Rakshasas were the primitive tribes of

India. They were the ; because they inhabited

the country before the advent of the Aryans, the

tgi That they were created when the world was

filled with water is said in Uttarahanda, canto 4.

Prajapatih pura srishtva hypa-ssalilasambhavah,

Tasam gopa,yane satva-nasrija=tpadma-sambhavah.

Te satva=ssatvakartaram Vinitava=dupasthitah.

Kinkurma iti bhashantah kshut-pipa,sa bhayarditah,

Prajapatistu tanyaha satvani prahasan-niva.

Abhashya vficha-yatnena rakshadhva-miti mannadah.

Ityukta-ste kshudha-vishtha ambhamsyadatu=

mudyatah.

Ambhara-syetani raksharaa ulitavanta=statha-pare.

Jnatva Prajapati=stesha=maha dhatvardha-samyutam

Yaksheti jakshane dhatu=statha rakshas-tu palanat.

Yakshna=dyaksha ityukta=stiida rakshastu palanal.

Rakshametieha tatranye jakshama iti-chapare.

Bhukshita bhukshitai=rukta=statastanaha bhuta-krt

Rakshiameti cha yai=ruktam rakshasa=ste bhavantu-
vah.

The Lord of Creation, born in the lotus, creat-

ed at first the, watery world. To protect the

waters he created beings; but not. knowing what

to do, though suflfering from hunger and thirst,

they prayed to the Creator; He said smilingly,

“You must carefully guard ( the waters )” Though
told so, some, pinched by hunger, began to drink;

but the others undertook to keep guard. The

liarmsworth History of the Worlds vol I,
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Creator understood their inclinations and spoke

so as to suggest the root meaning of the words;

for, ‘yaksha’ comes from a root which means ‘to

eat’ ;
while the root of ‘raksha’ means ‘to protect’.

So by eating they became yaksha ; and the others

by keeping gaurd became raksha. He said, “those

that gaurd, shall be known as Rakshasa”.]

Those of the created that wished to protect

the waters were called Rakshasa. This clearly

shows that these were the primitive tribes. The

Ramayana tells us that they were of three tribes,

each having its own parentage. Viradha is the

representative of the class that descended from

Joya and S’atahrada. The second class were the

descendants of Pulastya and Diti. The third and

the last class were the children of Danu,

To the second class of Rakshasas belonged the

tribe of Ravana, the lord of Lanka. As intimat-

ed by ' Viradha, burial was observed by this class

;

but the poet had no occasion to mention it in

particular with regard to this tribe. Once for all

he made Viradha tell us of a custom common to all

Rakshasas. Whenever a tribe is found to follow

a different one, he does not fail to mention it.

Since the Rakshasa of Ravana tribe did observe

the Sanatana Dharma with no change, it was

needless to say it over again.

But the funeral of the lord of Lanka had to

be specially described as his corpse was given

Aryan rites. The Aryanised Vibheeshana did not

consent to give such honours to the body of a
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arT!w4»fT, ft, fsnff, and w?mfiT*TW!r (VI 114 *95 ).
*

But Rama intended to introduce Aryan customs

into the Rakshasa race by giving Pitrimedha rites

to Ravana, the lord of the class. With this object

in view Rama said, (VI. 114 ), ‘I admit that

—

Adharma-nrita samyuktah kamam tvesha nis'acharah.

( This Rakshasa had disobeyed the law and was a

liar );

but he was—Tejas'vi balavan s'Ora-ssamyugeshu

oha nityas'ah.

(a man of prowess and strength and always a

warrior in battles).

S'atakratu mukhai-rdevai-s's'ryate na parajitah.

[It is also heard that he had never been defeated by

the gods led by S'atakratu ( Indra
) ]

Mahatma balasampanno=Ravano=loka-ravanah

(Though Ravana had vexed the world, he was

illustrious and had great strength)

Moreover,—maranantani vairani (all enmity ends

with death) and also nivrttam nah prayojanam

( our purpose is attained ); therefore,

—

Avas'yantu kshamam vachyo maya tvam

Rakshas'es'vara.

You shall excuse me, 0 lord of the Rakshasas
!, if

I speak to you ( thus ).

And,—Tavapi me priyam karyam
;
(you must oblige

me;

)

twat probhavat-ccha me jitam. (It was by
your prowess that I could win). Excuse me and—

* l^afcta-dharma-vrata, krira, nrs’amsa, Anrita and para-

darabhzinars’ana.

( one that left the observenoe of the law ordained, cruel,

destructive, a liar, one who touches others’ wives).
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Kriyatam asya samskarah; [give him (Vedio)

funeral rites ].

for,—mama-pyesha yatha tava; (he is as much related

to me as he is to you.)

Tvat-sakas'at-ddas'agreeva-ssamskaram vidhipurvakam

Praptumarhati dharmajna tvam yas'obhag-bhavishyati.

(Ravana deserves to receive Vedic funeral rites ab

your hands. You know the law and you shall obtain

fame.
)'’

Why did Rama take so much trouble to make

the unwilling Yibheeshana give Aryan funerals to

the body of Ravana ? Was not his object fulfilled

with the death of the demon King ? By saying

nt«rr!?nf5T Sttftr Rama expresses a desire to make

the Rakshasas friendly to the Aryans. This could

be attained by converting them into ‘Aryanism’.

Since the disposal of corpses was considered to be

the most important, it was thought that the

whole race would embrace Aryan religion if their

lord’s body was cremated according to the Vedic

rites. Ravana’s body was given cremation and the

Rakshasas were sought to be Aryanised in culture.

Here is found the Aryan system of permanently

subduing an inimical people.

Are not the African savages subdued by con-

verting them into Christianity ? History tells us

that Asoka preached that the conquest by Law
of Faith was better than the conquest by arms.

This was not a discovery or innovation made by

the great Mauryan Emperor. Long before the

kingdom of Magadha had its existence, the Aryans

of the Punjab recognised its efficacy. (R. V. I. 160*5)
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# sft' wfif wa':^ i^ia^

sriaat ^ifvr ffNtaa'm fima'i aar

awftaft afa'»aaia^ii

*'Praised by us, 0 Mighty Heaven and Earth,

vouchsafe unto us great glory and sublime supre-

macy ; unite us with admirable energy whereby

we may ever spread our (religious) race everywhere”.

It now clearly appears that Big Vedic Aryans

believed that the ‘sublime supremacy’ could be

obtained only by the spread of their ‘religious

race’. Rama also acted on this principle.

Yet in spite of such evidence of a permanent

conquest of Lanka by Rama, it is remarked that

Rama was not described as ‘establishing Aryan

dominion in the south or as intending to do so’.

The third tribe of Rakshasas is represented by

Kabandha, the son of Danu. He had a queer

appearance and lived upon every being that came

into his embrace. As there was a little difference

between the disposal of the dead bodies of this

tribe and the Sanatana Dharma of other Raksha-

sas, the demon had to give instructions with

regard to his own funerals. (III. 72.30).

K.intu yavan-naya-tyastam'savita sranta-vahanah,

Tavan-mam-avatg kshiptva daha Rama yadha-vidhi.

“Now ere with wearied steeds the Sun
“Through western skies his course have run,

“Deep in a pit my body lay

“And burn it in the wonted way”.

What that Vidhi was, is to be inferred from the

way in which fire was applied to the pyre by

Lakshraana (III, 73*2.

)
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Lakshnaatiastu mahslkabhi-ijvalitabhi-ssamantatah,

Chita-madeepayamasa saprajajvala oha sarvatah.

(Then Lakshmana taking brands of burning

flame applied fire to every part of the pyre that

it might burn as a whole ).

Lakshmana took burning brands of fire and

placed them on all sides of the pyre that it

might burn simultaneously and wholly. This

appears to be the Vidhi spoken of by Kabandha.

Even now in India there are tribes that observe

this system of funeral. Thurstons’ Castes and

Tribes of Southern India describes the funeral

rites of the Nayars thus :

—

“A small pit about the size of the corpse is

dug and across this are placed three long stumps

of the plantain tree one at each end and one in

the middle, on which as foundation the pyre is

laid It is a matter of greatest importance

that the whole pyre burns at once. The greatest

care is taken that it burns as a whole consuming

every part of the corpse”.

Thus the three tribes that were inimical to the

spread of the Aryan race were vanquished. The

Viradha and the Kabandha tribes, which had been

already decaying, entirely disappeared from the

Dardaha forest region after the advent of Rama,

The third one which was numerous and which

ofiered greater resistence was first subdued by

force of arms and then were converted into the

Aryan faith so that they might not relapse into their

primitive habits again.

Then those tribes that offered hospitality to the
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Princes, or helped the brothers to overcome the

stubborn Rakshasas have to be studied. First of

such tribes were the Nishadas that lived between

the borders of Kosala and the Ganges,

Sringi-bera on the Ganges was their chief town

and Guha was their lord. The Nishadas were

good archers and they were so proud of their

archery that they even ventured to oppose

Bharata. Their proximity to water and the

abundant supply of timber in the forest made

them good boat-builders and ferrymen. When
Rama expressed his desire to cross the river with

his wife and brother, Guha ordered his men to

prepare a boat suited for the purpose, (II 52*6)

The number of fighting men is intimated in

ard WHW I

ffiS*5?[asrf>ari»w II

There were five hundred boats and in each boat

there were one hundred archers.

The Nishada King was a friend of Rama;
when he heard of the arrival of the Princes in his

country, he accorded a hearty reception to Rama,
Seeta and Lakshman. The meeting of Rama and Guha
was cordial. Rama went in advance and embraced

the King of the Nishadas. (II. 49*35).

Tamartastam Guho Raghavamabrabit.

Then Guha offered all kinds of food to Rama
(II. 50-89)

Bhakshyam bhojyafl-cha peyancha lehya-fich-edamu-

pasthitam.
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S'ayanani-cha mukhyani vajinatn kbadanaficha te.

[“See, various food before thee placed,

“And cups to drink and sweets to taste,

“For thee soft beds are hither borne,

“And for thy horses grass and corn”. ]

But Rama accepted only the fodder for the horse*

and declined the other things with thanks. It

was not that he had any objection to eat the

viands but because he had taken the vow of

hermitage. (11. 49’44).

Fsf^ w arw ii

Bharata who was not bound by such vows accept-

ed every kind of food similarly offered by Gruha.

From these facts it clearly appears that the

Aryans had no objection either to touch the men

of the forest or to partake of food given by

them. As the name Sringi-bera, which is half-

Aryan and half non-Aryan, indicates, the Nishadas

seem to have been serni-Aryanised by their close

proximity to the kingdom of Kosala,

This friendly tribe helped them over the river ;

and having roamed in the Dandaka forest for ten

years Rama, Seeta and Lakshmana went to live

in the Panchavati. There they met with JatUyu

who offered to watch over Seeta, whenever tEe

brothers were absent on hunting excursions. No
particulars of this tribe were given. Similarly,

when the Vanaras that had gone to the south in

search of Seeta sat in despair on the shore of the

sea, Sampati came out of a mountain cavern and

told them that he was the brother of Jafayu
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But nowhere are given any particulars of- their

customs. Jatuyu tells Rama of the origin of

species, and Sampati tells the Vanars of the

different varieties amongst the birds. Though both

of these accounts seem to be rather tiresome, still,

I think, that some hints as to the origin of

totemism and its divisions may perhaps be derived

by a careful study of the two accounts.

Rama and Lakshmana, searching for Seeta,

arrived in the hermitage of Sahari, a representa-

tive of a tribe of Sabaras that lived on the banks

of the lake of Pampa. The description of the'

abode with its hearths and the courteous reception

offered by the old woman to the brothers show

how a non-Aryan tribe was absorbed into the

.^Lryan fold. The old woman entering the funeral

pyre, is perhaps, a symbolic way of describing the

complete Aryanisation of the tribe. Whatever it

may be, this character does not show any direct

bearing on the main'story. She did not condole with

Rama in his misery; nor did she even tell him in

what direction Seeta was taken away. For a man
sorrowing like Rama, no such words as are said

by Sabari will be consoling ; they will be, on the

other hand, boring. Then what might have been

the purpose of the poet in introducing her here ?

A careful consideration shows that she was intended

to intimate the nationality of the people living in

the country to the south of the Dandaha forest.

This half-Aryanised comdition of the people, p^haps, made
Manu give them aa origia as the offspring of a Bradmam father and
a Sudra mother ( See Muir’s Scmkit Texts, Vol. I. p, 481).
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Her abode is placed just at the entrance of

Kishkindhya, the centre of Vanar influence. But

for her, it is an unknown and insoluble problem

to identify the Vanars, the supposed man-like

monkeys, with any of the tribes living now in

India.

< Having left the hermitage the brothers went

towards the hill Risyamuka, the refuge of

Sngreeva and his followers. When Sugreeva saw

the brothers coming towards the hill, he lost heart

and fleeing away with his followers, hid himself.

1 Tau-tu drishtva mahat-manau bhratarau Rama-

Lakshmanau.

Varayudha-dharau veerau Sugreeva-s's'ankia5-bhavat.

2 Udvigna-hridaya-ssarva dis'a-ssamavalokayan.

Navya-tishtbata kasminschi~ddese=vaaara--punga-

< vah.

“Sugreeva moved by wondering away

“The high-souled sons of Raghu saw,

“In all their glorious arms arrayed

;

“And grief upon his spirit weighed.

“To every quarter pf the sky

“He turned in fear his anxious eye,

“And roving still from spot to spot

“With troubled steps he rested not.”

Even now the men of the hills of Ganjam and
^

Vizagapatam run away at the sight of an official

;

livery or turban. Bui amongst them there may '

be. one or two persons that have grown bold and

courteous by associating with the civilised classes.

All the official or bartering work of the villagers

6
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is managed by such men who are regarded with

some respect. Such a man was Hanuraan who by

visiting the Aryan colonies in the Dandaha forest,

had acquired not only purity of speech, but also

refinement of manners. Therefore he approached

the princes and spoke to them gracefully .and

courteously.

The inhabitants of Kishkindbya celebrated their

festivals with song, music and dance as the hill-

men do even now. IV. 27,

IV. 27. 28. Geeta vaditra nirghosha-sVryate jayatam-

vara.

Nardatam vanaranancha mrdanga-dambarai-ssaha.

Labdhva bharyam kapivarah prapya-rajya

subfdvrtah.

Dln’uvam nandati Sugreev-ssamprapya mahateem-

s'riyam.

(Oh best of warriors
j ) “Sweet music and song of

the ministrels

“And, when the Vanars dance, will come

“The sound of tabour and of drum,

“Again to spouse and realm restored,

“Girt by friends, the Vanar lord

“Great glory has acquired ; and how

“Can he be less than happy now

The inhabitants of Blishkindhya live qhiefly upon

roots and fruits though they have plenty of corn

in their granaries. The tribesmen living in the

hills of Ganjam and Vizagapatam eat chiefly the

roots they dig out from earth and the fruite the

forest trees yield. The produce of .the
, field is

used occasionally for festive days; while most of
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it is utilised in bartering. Both men and women

take intoxicating drinks which is also a charac-

terestic of the men of Kishkindhya. Tara was

«r ( IV. 33. 37^ ). When Laksh-

mana approached her, she was ursr^tniFff&retwrafWi

(ibid. 39|^).

The younger brother married the widow of his

brother. Sugreeva married the widow of Vali.

Kama says, (IV. 27'A).

wftinat Hwt i

frar^‘ fammta II

“With royal Euma by his side,

“Or Tara yet a dearer bride,

“He spent each joyous day and night

“In revelry and wild delight”.

This appears to be a custom compulsory on the

widow. Vali himself enjoins Sugreeva not to dis-

grace Tara but maintain her in the rank he had

given her (IV, 18‘56).

Maddosha krta-dosh5m tam yatha TarSm tapasvineem

Sugreevo-navamanyeta ta tha^:vasthatu-marhasi.

“Let not Tara, left forlorn,

“Weep for Sugreeva’s wrathful scorn.

“Nor let him, for her lord’s offence

“Condemn her faithful innocence.

“And well and wisely may he reign

“If thy dear grace his power sustain”.

Though Tara was entrusted to the care of Sugreeva,.

her son Angada had to be specially placed In thf

protection of his uncle; for Tara did not under-

take to be responsible for the up-bringing of Angadn.
^

This fact proves that the widow had no hold '
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either on the property or the children of her late

husband. Nacha-ham, hari-rSjasya prabhava-myanga-

dasya vS, Pitrvya-stasya sugreeva ssarva-k5rye=

shvanantarah.

[“No rule or right, a widowed dame

“O’er Angad or the realm I claim.

“Sugreeva ia the uucle, he

“In every act supreme must be.”]

These customs are still to be seen amongst the

Savaras of Ganjam. “A widow is considered bound
to marry her husband’s brother The man
that marries the widow says on oath that she

has taken with her no property belonging to the

deceased or his children.” (Qastes and Tribes of

Southern India, Thurston ).

The custom of marrying the widow does not

extend to the elder brother. It is an offence if

'^the elder brother lives with his younger brother’s

wife. It was for this offence that Vali suffered

death. (IV. 18*19 ).

The Vanaras that were sent in search of Seeta,

looked for her in every place during the day

,
time but at night-fall they all assembled in one

i place and slept three ( lY. 47. 4 & 5 ). This is a

^
peculiar habit observed amongst the hill tribes of

V Ganjam and Vizagapatam. Even in drinking ale

{ »»§ )
the habit of the modern hill tribes presents

^
itself in Eamayana wherein the Vanars are said to

drink in cups of leaves (^?!r) holding them with
^both hands, V. 61. 9.

Madhuni drona-bahubhih parigrihya te.

Pibanti kapayah kechit sanghs'a-statra hrishthavat,
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(Those monkeys, holding the leafy cups, containing

the drink quaffed it ; some made merry in bands ).

(VI, 4. 91^) nonsrifsr amsruiTftr arurn: i

»ig: ngffsf ||

Where the tribesmen drink, the whole tribe

sit together and drink ale in cups made of leaves.

The sylvan habit is intimated by the ‘dronas’ made

of leaves.

There is not much to be inferred from the

funerals of Vali; for even in modern times, every

Savara dead body is cremated. The grand cere-

monial way described may be a little exaggeration.

That all the villagers should follow the corpse to

jthe burning place, is a custom commonly seen

^ amongst the hill tribes. Greater similarity bet-

ween the Savaras of to-day and the Vanaras of

Kishkindhya is found in the principle of classifying

themselves into septs.

A study of the words used in the epic to

denote the inhabitants of Kishkindhya shows that

every word indicates a special character of these

beings. Before the real significance of these words

is discussed, it is but necessary to show that

Valmiki never intended that these beings should
’

be understood to be monkeys that are now found
'

in the jungles of India.

When Sugreeva said to Rama, (IV. 7. 7).

HI mf^ aisrtifd hh i”

he intimates that the class of men to which be

;

belonged were Frakritah ( men of nature ). This
'

contrasts with men of civilisation. This ofearly

appears in the words, “agvj ifti wfaTil ¥ #l¥:” (VI,
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15.7) where Ravana calls the Priaces and

the Vanars by wiffnt. There are several places

where is used in the sense of ‘an inhabitant

of cities and janapada^. Sugreeva is spoken of as

one of the four ‘pursharbhas’, ( Rama, Lakshmana,

Vibheeshana and Sugreeva) that had gathered in

one place (VI. 25’29-30), and the rest were Vanaras.

(ibid. 31 )
ffWis I. Again

When Vanaras were fleeing on seeing Kumbhakarna,

Angada cbided them for being afraid like the

real monkeys. (VI. 66.5&21) sp tttrt

UTfcU uvr mffTi fitrs clearly means the natural real

monkeys. This proves that these Vanaras were not

monkeys as they are generally understood to have

been. Though all words that are common both to

> the monkeys and the inhabitants of forests are

found used, the word is nowhere found in the

epic used for the followers of Sugreeva. The male

!'^ members of the class are said to have had tails;

but the women are not described to have had

jthis appendage. In addition to these facts, a

study of the real meaning of each word used to

i denote these men, farther confirms the view that the

i members of the army of Rama were human beings

^and not the monkeys that are .generally seen in

! the forests of India.

Of all the words used to name these people,

Vanar is found repeated 1080 times. Its significance

is intimated by the explanatory compounds such
as a;rwfr5T, &e. (VI. 4.65) arstir a;rjftwti:i

IV. 50-18^ am
I
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ibid. 53.25. afsw fS ^5JT*L'

WlftfltWSf grip II

From these it clearly appears that the word

signifies a forester and not a monkey. It should ;

be derived from UfH a wood, and w to playj but

not from 5T implying resemblance and h? a man

?Fi which is used 540 times is also explained

by and other compounds that it might not

be . misunderstood for a monkey.

(IV. 39.12
)

wsrfiffly i

(VI, 42.22) iltarf ^anfir waw h

The word seems to be used for that class of

Vaaaras who differed in colour from lar: who are

said to be of dark complexion. (VI. 27.5),

whtFw i

^ rar nir ^^vm: .i

In such compounds as * ^am, the differ-

ence in colour alone appears to be emphasised.

Both * g': and aisitr! were under the sway of

Sugreeva ; he was l When Havana ,

spoke about the individuals of this class, he

draws no distinction amongst them,

V. 46,10. fw: g#’w ftrg’a Faarm! i

airB^^ wicsrata a^aar: ii

V. 60.15. Havana calls wToraiw a and in
|

^Twartig’WisT^ he includes the Hiksha-r§ja
j

amongst the wws i. Nor did Hama obseve any ^

difference between the Vanaras and * w*. *
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( VI.76.57i) wsrt 3?r* i

q-fftrtw ^Mgrsr wTwrg- wfiat jsth* h

In spite of Aese glaring statements in the epic

itself, it is inconceivable how the word could be

t understood to mean ‘a bear’; its original signi-

ficance must have been either forgotten or its

original form must have been so mutilated as to

obscure its real meaning.

The is used about 240 times, its use

appears to be appropriate wherever it is used. It

signifies their capacity to run. V. 60 ’1.

n'gituV Wherever the word is used

it should be understood to intimate the quickness

of their speed or their natural habit of running.

They run away at the sight of civilized men.

Because Hanuman was the best of runners he was

sent to bring the herbs.

Kapi which is used about 420 times furnishes

us with a clue to identify the people of Kish-

kindhya with the modern hill-men. ‘Kapi’ means a

monkey but we have seen that other words

used to name these men signify the tribes wan-

dering in the forest. It has already been proved

that the customs, and manners of the people of

I
Sugreeva are still found in a hill tribe called the

Savaras. Bat the Ramayana describes these Vanars

to have had tails and therefore they were hovpayah.

It is this appendage that has misled many to

understand the Vanars of Sugreeva’s army to have

been monkeys. That this tail is not a natural

one is intimated in V. 53j3, where ‘Vibheesbana

says—
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WlftSTt ftlf' W9fS I

’That tail is an important ornament but not a

limb of the body. Among the Savaras there are

;

a class of men who wear the ornament of a tail.
'

“A tribe of Savaras is called Arsi or Arisi

which means a monkey in the Savara language. Their

Oriya neighbours call them ‘Lambo Lanjiya’

(long-tailed) which is the Oriya translation of

the Savara word “Arsi” (Oastes and Tribes of S. 1.).

They got this name from the long piece of cloth
;

which the males allow to hang down. The name

signifies the peculiarity in the dress of men and

it does not appear in that of women. In Rama- \

yana also the Vanar women are not said to have
j

had tails. If the Savara ‘Arsi’ is translated into

the Oriya ‘Lambo Lanjiya’ even in modern times,

what wonder if it has been translated into the

Sanskrit tufa by the poet Valmiki ? As these forest

men wear a long piece of their dress, hanging down

they were called ww* and the word signifies, as ^

every name in the epic does, a striking feature

in these men.

Just as the Vanaras were divided into the
'

ifw: and by their colour or complexion, the

long appendage in the dress gave rise to the

two classes of aisrrTJ and We have al-

ready seen that the significance of wfir was a- :

long hanging piece of dress ;
from its root

meaning, signifies a tail with a tuft of hair at the

end. In spite of this, it is understood to mean

a long-tailed monkey with a black face; but this

7
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monkey has no tuft of hair at the end of the

. tai]. The tail of this class of is a piece

of ornanaent like the tail of the Arsi ( 9sfTi ) The

chief feature of the is a tuft of hair at

the end. This kind of tail also is worn for

ornament by the Savaras.

“Usually the Sacra’s dress (his full dress)

consists of a large bunch of feathers ( white gene-

rally ) stuck in his hair on the erown of his head,

a coloured cloth round his head as a turban, and

worn much of the back of the head, and folded

tightly, so as to be a good protection to the

head. When feathers are not worn, the hair is

tied on the top of the head or a little at the side

of it” ( Castes and Tribes of S. 1. ). A tuft of

hair hanging^ out loose from a knot, two or three

inches high, gives the idea of the end of a cow’s

tail. Hill-men with such a head dress have been

noticed by previous writers.
#
^

Since the Vanars of the Ramayana resemble in

dress, customs and manners the Savaras of today,

and many of the names of persons, places and

objects existing between the Ganges and Lanka

are of Sayara origin
;

it is clear that Sugreeva

and his men were Savaras or of tribes allied to

them.

In modern times all the tribes allied to the

Savaras are called the Mundaris and the name
includes the Savaras, the Gadabas, the Asuras, the

Mundaris &c living in Central India from Indore

onthe west to the Ganjam District in the east.

But these tribes being influenced by the neighbour-
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ing Aryan classes have partly adopted the Aryan

languages and customs, or have altogether for-

gotten their original language and became Aryanised

completely.

“There are, on the ot^r hand, several Aryani-

sed tribes in Northern India who have certainly

once spoken some Munda dialect. Such are the Cheros

in Behar and Ohgta Nagpur; the Kherwars, the

Savaras who have formerly extended so far north

us Shahbad, many of the so-called Rajbansis and

so forth... At all events Munda languages must

once have been spoken over a wide area in Cen-

tral India and probably also in the Ganges valley”

( Grierson ).

Plolemy writes, "Towards the Ganges are the

Sabari, in whose country the diamond is found in

great abundance.” That their original home was

to the South of the Ganges can be understood

from the distribution of the Savaras in modern

times. “We find them largely spread over the

Orissa division and the Orissa tributary states

Farther to the north they occur in Saugar arid

Damoh and in former times they are said to

have been settled in Shahbad.” (Grierson).

The Vanars of the Ramayaria had their head-

quarters at Kishkindhya which, from the statements*

made in the epic, clearly appears to have existed

to the north of the Vindhya mountains and south

of the Ganges. To the north of the Ganges lived

the semi-Aryanised foresters called the Nishadasj

who had their chief centre at Sringi-bera. Therr

how did these foresters living between the Ganges
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and the Vindhyas come to spread themselves from

the Vindhyas to the hills of Orissa? The reason

is not far to seek. The political changes that had

taken place in the North-west of India had dislocated

the forest tribes and compelled them to seek shelter

elsewhere. Sir Herbert Bisley says, “Ijocal tradition

ascribes to the Savars the conquest of the Cheros

and their expulsion from the plateau of Shahabad

in about the year 421 of the*Salivahana era or

A. D. 500.” The occupation of Shahabad by the

Savars is evidenced by a number of ancient

monuments in the district that are still put down to

the SavarSj who are supposed to have been driven

South by the inroad of Rajputs under the

Bhojpur chief which made an end to their rule”.

The disturbances caused to the peaceful rule of

the Eastern Ganga Kings of Kalinga during the

7th, 8th, and 9th centuries by the hill tribes show

the incursions of the Savars into that country.

Kanaka Dharraakhedi, a vassal of Vajrahasta HI
says in his grant dated A. D. 1054 that he

had terrified a host of enemies on the western

mountains. In the '7th century the earlier dynasty

of the Gangas had been overthrown by one

Baladitya; Kamarnava I had to defeat the

enemy and establish the Ganga rulq again. These

tlocumentary evidences combined with the evidences

offered by the place-names such as Jayati, Kindam
&c clearly show that the Savaras had made serious

attempts to establish settlements in the kingdom of

Kalinga until they were finally subdued and were
forced to settled peacefully during the reign of Vajra-

hasta III of Kalinga.
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From these considerations ib can be seen that

the Savaras were, from time to time, dislodged

from their settlements and were compelled to

find new homes. Being naturally accustomed to

live in forests and hills, they seem to have

always occupied such tracts as the plateau of

Shahbad and the forests of the Eastern Ghats. A
careful study of the localities now occupied by

the Savaras show that they preferred to migrate

through hills and forests. This natural propensity '

to avoid cities and other centres of civilization .

and to move over hills and dales is mentioned in

the Ramayana. When Rama led the Vanar hordes

to Lanka, they avoided the cities and Janapadas
,

and marched along the hill sides, (VI. 4*39).

snJiTiHriart

By taking this route ib was easy for them to
'

obtain roots and fruits they chiefly lived upon.

Wherever they settled they were particular to

see that the chief articles of their food were

abundantly procurable. This natural habit is

poetically expressed when Rama was made to pray

to Indra to bless the Vanars that roots and fruits

should be abundantly obtained wherever they ^

inhabit, (VI. 123'8|)

—

fia*raT i armtis ||

The above considerations show that the Savaras

or the Vanars had their original home between

the Ganges and the Vindhyas, but -v^ere, in subs-

quent times, compelled to leave those homes and

find new ones elsewhere. Even in their original
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homes they seem to have been divided into tribes

as in modern times, according the amount ofadmixture

of Aryan civilization in their customs and langu-

age. The Nisbadas on the banks of the Ganges,

the Jatayu tribe at the Panohavati, the Sabari

tribe at the Pampa, the Vanars of Kishkindhya

and the Sampati tribe in the Vindhyas,—such are

some of the tribes of the Savaras mentioned under

;

the name of the Vanars or foresters in the epic.

Prom the distinct mention of the detailed

habits, customs and manners of the tribes of the

' so-called Rakshasas and of the Vanars, and the

use of the aboriginal names of persons, places

and objects with such changes as would be

required by Aryan intonation, it may be reasonably

inferred that Valmiki had personal knowledge of

the peoples and of the places lived in by those

men; if not, he could not have depicted them so

faithfully and so truthfully. This inference may
help us to rightly interpret the tradition attached

to the origin of the poet.

It is said that, though he was born ^ Brahman,

at first he led the life of a Chand^la for a long

time when seven Rishis took pity on him
and initiated him in *the mantra of Rama.
Uttering the name he sat down in a place and an ant-

hill grew over him. Narada came to the ant-hill

after sometime and told him the story of Rama’s
wanderings. Because he came out of an ant-hill

he was named Valmiki. Because he has narrated

the story of Rama, he has been raised to the

rank of a rishi This tradition, as all traditions
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are, must have been built on the acquaintance of

the poet with the customs of the aboriginal

tribes who, from time immemorial, have been

considered to be Chandslas. That Valmiki was inclos-

ed in an ant-hill may be taken to be a metaphorical way

of indicating the disappearance of the poet from the

Aryan community. During this period he might have

been wandering amongst the forest tribes studying

their customs and language. When he again revealed

himself to his own class of men, he brought out

the story of the “Wanderings of Rama,’’ which

becacne very popular and raised him to the rank

of a rishi. Had it not been for the faithful and

real representation of men and places, the

poem would not have been so much appreciated

as to make a rishi of its author.

On these considerations it cannot be denied

that the persons said to have been inhabiting

the region of the DandaTca forest were not ghosts

and demons created by the imaginative brain of

the poet, but were bona fide human beings having

real existence and following such customs as are

still found amongst the forest tribes who still

maintain, uncontarainated, those very customs

which they were observing in primitive times.
*

* This paper was read before India Ormt^ Omfereme

at its third session at Madras, on the 24th Decwnber, 1924.



III. SOME NOTES ABOUT MARRIAGE, FOOD,
DRINK, AND OCCUPATIONS OF CASTES

AFFECTING SOCIAL STATUS IN THE
CENTRAL PROVINCES.

Bt Rai Bahadur Hiralal, b. a., m. e. a. s.,

Rules regarding intermarriage and interdining

among sub-castes are not uniform throughout the

Central Provinces. In the Southern

Endogamy and districts interdining is not only

Commensality. permissible between sub-castes of

a caste, bub between distinct castes

also, for instance not only may Tirole and Khaire

Kunbis interdin e, but so may Kunbis and Marathas,

Kunbis and Malis and so on. In the Northern

districts mutual inter-dining between castes is rarely

found. A caste may eat at another caste’s, which

then becomes the superior of the other and would

therefore refuse to dine with the one which dines

at his . own. A reciprocity is, however, found

among sub-castes generally in the matter o^pakTci,

water and smoking from the same hikha but not

in what is called Kachchi to be referred to later

on. The prevailing rule however is to keep aloof

altogether both in the matter of dining and

marriage. There are certain sub-castes which

however practise hypergamy, such as the highest

sub-divisions of Dangis with others, the Kanaujia

Brahmans with Jujhotias, the Khonds with their

Vtar or Sathhuiyan s^b-divisions and so on, As
a matter of course interdining follows hypergamy,
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but sometimes it is confined to the families con-

nected. The Kanaujia Brahmans, Bankas, Bhunjias

Kharias, Sonjharas &c. have however curious

customs, in that they do not interdine with their

own caste-fellows excepting their near relatives.

Penalties for breach of rules is excommunica-

tion from the caste by the caste Panchayat,

Excommunication is usually tempo-

Penalties. rary and is mitigated by a caste

feast, unless the offence is so

grave as to call for permanent exclusion. In the

case of a member of a sub-caste giving his dau-

ghter to a member of another sub-caste, the oflPence

is not so grave. The Panchayat, however, may

order future connection of the family with the

daughter to be broken off and the offending

member may be admitted to caste intercourse by

giving a feast to his caste fellows. • But the offence

of taking a wife from another caste is reckoned a

graver one in view of the fact that the caste can-

not avoid intercourse with the wife brought from

another sub-caste. This may seem somewhat

strange in view of hypergamous connections, where-

by some people may bring a wife from a lower

sub-division without degrading themselves. But it

must be remembered that hypergamy is an excep-

tion and not the rule. In many castes the man taking

a wife from another sub-caste may be permanently

outcasted along with his wife who may or may

not be admitted into the lower sub-division from

which she has come. This would be the case

among Brahmans and Banias, but among other

8
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castes a strictness like this; is seldom^ practised.

Penalties for interihning and inter-smoking are

light, a feast to the caste fellows being a very

common form of panishment inflicted by the

caste elders.

Caste as a rule is not affected by change of

traditional occupation, but there are some occupations

which lower the status of a

Occupation. person and may even cause

excommunication from caste. For

instance, spinning of thread is prohibited among
Koltas on pain of excommunication. In Chanda
no caste but a Kapu or Gond may drive the

Teli’s bullock used for the oil press^ S<m or

hemp may not be grown by most of the agricul-

tural castes. Those who have taken to it have

been degraded and are looked down upon. Among
the Kurmis they form a separate sub-caste known
as Santora Kurmis. The Lorhas of the Hoshangabad

District say that they were originally Tuar Rajp-

uts but they were degraded as they took to &om
growing. Similarly cocoon rearing, al

( madder )

growing, turmeric planting &c. carry a sort of

degradation with them. Not every caste would
condescend to follow them. If they did they would
And themselves out off by their caste brethren.

It need not be pointed out that those occupations

which are universally known as degrading are

strictly forbidden for castes other than those which
practise them traditionally. Such, for instance,

are the vocations of scavengers, cobblers, washer-

men and the like. Not to say of following
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such occupations, other castes would not do a

thing which would suggest a likeness to them,

for instance, a Darzi (tailor) would refuse to

make a hole with his needle in a piece of leather,

as it suggests a Chamar’s work. In several castes

towards Betul selling shoes for a greater or less

price than the one voluntarily paid, merely for the sake

of getting rid of a pair which is not suited for

the purpose, invloves excomtnunication, as it sug- ^

gests trade in shoes. The Dhimars of Jubbulpore

have recently made a rule that they should not

cover shoes with polish, although they may
clean them otherwise. Polishing suggests a

part of the ChS-msr’s work. In the northern districts

there is no objection for a Dhimar to wash the

dhotis of his master, but in the southern districts

it is held to suggest a Dhobi's work, and there-

fore the Dhimars would not do that work. At a

meeting of Kunbis held at Nagpur the repairing

of old latrines was proscribed, as it suggested a

Mehar’s work. Some occupations such as oil-

pressing and shaving may not be done by any •

caste other than that which follows . its

traditional occupation. Numerous examples of this

class can be quoted, but they do not involve per-

manent exclusion though punished all the same.

Many of the ministering and serving castes

have got well-defined clientele and should any

other member of the caste

Poaching on the encroach on what is considered

preserves of their exclusive privilege, the caste

others. members take a serious notice of it

and may exclude the eneroacher
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from caste iutercourse. Such are the offices of

Brahmans, Nais, Kumbhars, Dhobis, Basors

Chamars, Sunars, Lohars, Barhais, Dhirnars &c.

Most of these it would appear are village menials.

There is now more freedom in this connection

than before and the matter is regulated more by

the choice of the employer than by the hereditary

- claim of the menial. The original arrangement is

however an economical one in view of the fact

that the hereditary menials do service more

cheaply than the new ones, as they get compensated

for at festivals and festivities.

The untouchable castes as^ a rule are not

allowed to draw water from a public well. A
wooden net work is usually put

Public wells and on the mouths of wells to prevent

Water. accidents and in many places

persons of two castes may not

draw 'water simultaneously as the connection of

the wood pollutes their gharss ( earthen pots ).

This notion is now softened down, especially in

populous towns, where they cannot wait long

enough to allow persons' to draw water one by

one.

The lower castes usually depend for their water

supply from rivers or springs dug by themselves

and wells specially made for themselves.

As for drinking of water from other castes the

general rule is that all castes may take water

from the one from which a Brahman has no

objection to take. This applies only to Hindustani

Brahmans, as Maratha Brahmans do not accept
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water from the hands of any caste but a Brahman.

The water taken should be brought in a metallic

pot such as copper or brass. Water in an ear-

then pot not before used may also be accepted,

but not from a vessel which has been used at

home. Kansa or bell metal is considered equiva-

lent to earthen-ware in the northern districts

but in the eastern districts its place is taken by

brass. A Chhattisgarhi may easily lend his hnnsu

(bell-metal) plate to a member of another caste, but not

one made of brass. Exactly the reverse of it would be

done in Saugor, Jubbulpore and other neighbour-

ing districts. As regards inter-drinking of water

between castes which are not twice born (vi:^

Brahman, Kshtriya or Bania) the practices in

different localities vary so much that it is diflS-

cult to reduce them to any systematic rule.

Members of the same caste belonging to different

sub-castes may not drink from each other. Some

Gadarias drink water from a Kalar, others do

not. Some Barhais may take water from a Lohar.

others may not. As a rule, water brought from

a sacred place as holy water is not polluted by

the touch of lower castes, Water in which milk

or curds have been mixed is regarded as pure.

If this was not so regarded, it would have become

very difficult for higher castes to take milk or

curds unless they possessed their own cattle. In

Berar it enables Brahmans to take milk &c. from

Musalraan Gaolis who mix water from their own

pots as assuredly as the Hindu Gaolis do.

Food cooked with qhi, is what is known as
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pnkUy wfaich is a -degree higher than- water in

its susceptibility to - defilement.

Pakki. A.mong the Brahmans especially

Marathas and Gujratis it is some^

times divided into two classes, that in which no

water has been put at all—the flour being kneaded

with milk, and that which has had water put in

to make the dough. The pakki done with milk

is dess liable to pollution than the polkhi done

with water, but great stress is not laid on this

minute diflEerentiation. A. Brahman usually eats

pakM from a twice-born caste and some even

take it from the hands of some of the higher agri-

cultural and artizah castes, such as Lodhis, Ahirs,

Kalars and Sunars, though such Brahmans are

usually looked upon as degraded.

As regards the custom of castes other than

Brahmans, JRajputs and Banias, local differences

* as in the case of water exist. It may be noted

here that rdti or bread in Ohhattisgarh is regard-

ed as pakki, while hhat or cooked rice comes » in

the category of kachchi to be“ presently described.

Bhat is food cooked with water without the

use of ghi or oil. In the same caste the taking

’ of hhat with a person leaves no

Kachchi. objection for contracting marriage

relationship with him. Among
Kanaujia Brahmans bhat is eaten at relatives’ so

connected and not with other members of the

caste. The same is done among the aboriginal

tribes of Kharias, Bhunjias, Malyars, Sonjharas and

IBankas, all of whom are more or less of mi^ed
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blood. In Berar there is less restriction in the

matter of taking food Tcdchchi or pdhhi, than in

other parts of the province. A. Kunbi may eat

with a Mali, Dbangar, Hatgar and Shegax, all

of whom reciprocate. Dhangars may eat at

Hatgars, but the latter may not eat with the

former. Barais may eat with Kunbis and. Phrd-

malis. But the latter may not reciprocate. In

some villages (Jalgaon, Sungaon, Jamod &c. )they

may. These examples show a complexity which

cannot be reduced to any fixed rules because

they are not s^ablesi There are instances v?here

a member of a caste would not take whey from

a Jain Bania, while another of the same oa«le

and sub-division may eat huchohi at his. Similarly

members of the sanie caste belonging to the same

sub-division are known in some places to eat with

Dangis, at others with Gond and elsewhere to

refuse food cooked by a Brahman. Again distinc-

tions are made according to pots they are cooked

in. The Bhainas take boiled rice only from

Kawars or Brahmans, if it is cooked in a brass

vessel and not an earthen one by a male and not

a female, while they would accept baked chupatis

and other food from a Gond and a’Rawat, In

Sambalpur they would take this frorh a Savara

and not from a Gond.

In the matter of taking hichchi, females are

very particular. They may not take it from the

hands of the caste from which their husbands

have eaten. Even low caste females would

refuse to eat Mchchi cooked, by a Birman.
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While abstinence from animal food is consider-

ed elevating, its use is hardly degrading in view

of the fact that the highest

Animal food, section of Brahmans, the Kauaujias,

have no scruples in that direction.

Their menu of course is restricted chiefly to her-

bivorous animals, such as goat, sheep, deer, fish

and a few birds, like green pigeons &c. and these

are considered to be suitable for consumption by

the lower castes, without entailing any degradation.

The consumption of other animals or birds is

considered somewhat degrading. These are ducks,

fowls, pigs and beef, together with lizards, crocodiles

and other edible carnivorous animals. In the

Maratha country ducks and fowls are not looked

upon as impure, and almost all the castes which

use goats also use fowls for food. In the northern

districts the fowl is looked on with abhorrence and its

mere touch sometimes entails the need for purification

by a bath. It is said that the pollution is due

to the bird eating all sorts of dirty things although

even so, if not worse, is the case with fish which is

given the appellation of “Jal Semi” or water bean

and is devoured by those orthodox Brahmans

who would abjure even goat’s flesh. The pig is

really a dirty animal, especially the village pig,

and only the lowest castes such as Mehtars,

Basors, Ohamars would eat it. Higher castes

such as Dangis and even some sections of Raj-

puts may eat a wild pig, but not a domestic

one. To a Musalman even the name ' of a 'pig

is revolting. He has nothing to do with any
kind of pig. He would not even prondiinw th#
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name of the animal and, if neoessity obliges him

to refer to it, he would call it had jmwct/r (bad

animal
)
and would expect others to do the same

in his presence. He would not drink water from

a Sonar because that artizan uses a pig-bristle

brush to clean silver ornaments. Of the same
'*• type is beef to a Hindu, but here the hatred is

actuated by a different motive. A cow is a most

sacred animal to a Hindu and to think of killing

and eating it is abominatian to him< There was

a time when Brahmans are believed to have

partaken of that food but long ago it was strictly

forbidden, an interdiction which continues to

be followed with Ibe same fervour with whitdi

it probably started. Yet there are castes included

in the Hindu fold which consume them such

as OhamaiB, Basors &c. There used to be monkey-

eaters at one time, but they are not to be found

now. The aboriginal and hunting olass^ such as

Pardhis, Bhunjias, Bahelias &c. would eat almost

every thing—lizards, crocodiles, snalres, jackals or

even tiger flesh if available. Rats are a delicacy

to the Gonds and corpses to Aghoris, but we have

no regular caste of Savakhias ( or eaters of corpses

)

as in Orissa. The low castes that have given up

flesh eating are the Satnami Chamars and

Eabirpanthis. There are many castes following

Kabirpanth who also abjure flesh, but coraf^psd

with the total strength of their caste they do

not form such a proportion, as Pankas dbv Ai*

most every Panka is a vagetarian.

9
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In addition to flesh-eating, the Kabirpanthis

and Satnamis abjure also liquor which finds great

favour with all the labouring

Liquors. classes including aborigines and

•lower Hindu castes. There is a

curious tendency, these days, for castes to whom
the liquor is prohibited to drink it, and for those

to whom it is allowed to abandon it. This last

inclination is usually stimulated by a desire to

rise in the social scale. Brahmans and Banias as a

rule do not drink at all, but Rajputs sometimes

do. Kunbis, Kurmis, Ahirs, and Marathas are

much given to intoxication, and castes below these

have, generally speaking, no hesitation in taking it.

Among Jains and Musalraans the use of liquor is

strictly prohibited by religion and as a rule these

people do not drink openly. Among Hindus there

are only later Shastrie injunctions condemning

its use but the early and the purer Aryans used

it freely, heaping praises over it. It was con-

secrated, it was worshipped, it was praised, it was

prayed to. The popular gods still like it, and all

those tribes who offer at least fowls to their gods

do not omit to offer a libation of liquor to them.

When a pigs is performed a little of the liquor

is put in the hollow of the right hand and gra-

dually allowed to trickle down from between the

fingers, while the name of the god to whom it is

offered is pronounced, with a request to accept

the offering made by the devotee. Almost all

forest gods and godlings; chiefly malicious spirits,

arn fond of drink. Births, marriages and deaths
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also are made the occasion for making an offering

which is always followed by distribution of the

stuff to the party present on the occasion. A
remnant of the old-time regard paid to liquor is

found among the Basors, Ohamars and Kumhars

of the Betul District, who when they bring liquor

for ceremonial purposes, for instance, at the time

of marriage, perform a sort of propitiatary cere-

mony. The liquor on such occasions is usually

brought in a metal pot which is painted on its

outside with turmeric powder, which is always

used on auspicious occasions. Before the pot is

filled the distiller throws a few grains of wheat

or rice in it and receives a special present for it.

The pot is carried on the head of the Sawasa

(bridegroom’s brother-in-law or father’s sister’s

husband )
accompanied with tomtoms from the

liquor shop to the mandwa under which it is

placed on a well-decorated platform. The home-

distilled liquor is very dear to gods, sueh as Ban

deva of Berar, but they now submit to the

Excise Department rules, perhaps unwilling to see

their devotees put to trouble for their sake. In

fact they now get satisfied with a substitute, such

as, mahua fiowers mixed with water, liquid

jaggery or sharhat made with it; curds mixed

with gilr is also considered equal to liquor and

non-drinkers sometimes abstain from taking such

a preparation.

The great festivals like Diwali, Pola, Holi &o.

offer opportunities both for worshipping gods and

indulging in drinking. .
The higher castes includ-
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ing Brahmans may enjoy rey.elTy of this kind if

they become worshippers of Batuk Bhairon.

^These persons known as Bam-margis do it secretly,

especially on the 8th of the is'win month or on the

last day of any month or on the occasion of an



IV. ON A MEITHEI APOLOGUE AND ITS
BENGALI VARIANT.

By
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Calcutta.

Apologues have been defined to be “stories

with a conscious purpose and a moral and are

thus nearly allied to proverbs”. *
It is stated

that, in the course of legal palavers held in West

Ahrica, short stories are narrated by way of

examples, according to which the Court may guide

itself. Then again, it is recorded in the English

Bible that Jotbam, in a similar mannar, recited

to the Israelites the well-known apologue about

the trees’ electing the bramble as their ruler.

The practice of composing and, moat likely,

of narrating apologues or “stories with a conscioij^

purpose and a moral” was prevalent in ancient

India. We have two collections of such apologues

in the Panchatantra and the Hitopodes'a, both of

which are in Sanskrit, Of these two works, the

more ancient is the Panchatantra which existed in

the first half of the sixth century A, D., and

appears to have been, in the first instance, written

for the instruction of kings’ sons in the principles

of good conduct (niti), a kind of “Mirror of

Princes’’.

* AmMooh of Folklore, By C. S. Burno. New Edition,

liOyeton Sid|wiQk and Jackson, Xtd. 1914. Bage 210,
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Then again, the Hitopades'a is stated by Dr.

A. A. Macdonell to be “more than 560 .'years

old, as the earliest known MS. of it was written

in 1373 A. D”.
*

Both the Panchatantra and the Hitopades'a

were originally designed to be treatises for teach-

ing kings the principles of domestic and foreign

policy. Naturally, however, ethical maxims have

been introduced in great profusion into these two

works which were composed for the especial pur-

pose of serving as handbooks of practical moral

philosophy.

The Panchatantra includes a story which

illustrates the triumph of intellect over brute force.

In this story, a weak and puny hare brings

about, by the exercise of his keen intellect, the

death of a strong and powerful lion. There is

another story, in this same collection, which sets

forth how a crane killed all the fishes in a lake

under the pretence of conveying them from the

said reservoir of water to another but, in his

own turn, was killed by a crab whom he sought

to deceive in the same way, but who saw .through

his trickery—thereby pointing the moral that deceit

and hypocrisy do not succeed in the last resort.

Strikingly similar to these two Sanskrit stories

or apologues are the two tales which were col-

lected from the Malayan peasantry by the

members of the expedition which was sent by the

University of Cambridge in 1899 to explore the

‘ * A History of Sanshnt Literatv/rej By A, A. Macdonell, M,' A.,

Ph, D* London ; Williatn Hoine-mann, 1900, Page'374, - ^
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remoter States of the Malayan Peninsula. These

Malayan tales, along with several others, have

been published by Mr. W. Skeat under the title

of Babies and Folk-Tales from an Eastern Forest.

Now, the story of The Lion and the Hare,

as given in the Panchatantra, has an exact paral-

lel in the Malayan folktale entitled—-TAe Tiger

and the Shadow which is published in Skeat’s

Fables and Folk-Tales from an Eastern Forest,

while the Sanskrit apologue of The Crane, the

Fishes and the Grab, as given in the former work,

appears to be a strikingly similar variant of the

Malayan story of The Pelican's Punishment which

is set forth in the latter work.

I have shewn elsewhere * that the strikingly

close similarity between the aforementioned

two Sanskrit apologues and the two Malayan

folktales is to be accounted for only by the fact

that the peoples of South-eastern Asia and of the

Malayan Peninsula, who were, from a remote

period of antiquity, acquainted with the classical

Sanskrit literature of India which includes the

Sanskrit collections of fairy tales and fables,

borrowed the fore-going stories from the Pancha-

tantra, and, after giving them a local colouring

and setting them in a purely Malayan native

framework, adapted them as their own.

I shall now show, in this paper, how an

apologue which is current among a people belong-

* my paper “0» the Malay Versions of Two Anciant

iTidicm Apologues^^ in The Jowpml of the AnthropologicaZ Sodety

of Bombay (Silver Jubibee Memorial NumW for 1911),

pages 67-75
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ing to the Kuki-Chin groap of the Tiboto-Barman

family has, in a manner similar to that whereby

the afore-mentioned two Sanskrit apolognes have

been borrowed and assimilated by the Malays,

been borrowed and adapted by the Bengaii-epeak-

ing peoples who live in the lowlands situated to

the w^t of the Assam hill-traotSk

Kow this apologue, of whieh an abridged* iretSBion

in English is given below and which illustrates

the truth of the saying that ^Triokery can he

met only by trickery", is current among the Meitheis

or Manipuris who inhabit the Valley of Manipur

and belong to the Kuki-Chin group of the Tibeto-

Burman family.

The Meithei or Manipuri Apologue.

Once upon a time, a man bad two sons. After

some time, he died, leaving behind him a she-

buffalo, a pomegranate tree, and a curtain : When
the two brothers proceeded to divide the property,

the younger brother, who was more clever than

his elder brother, partitioned the same in the

undermentioned manner. He allotted the front

portion of the she-buffalo, which included her head,

to his elder brother. While he himself kept the

beast’s hind portion from the tail forwards.

Then he gave the lower portion of the .pomegra-

nate tree to his elder, and himself took the top-

most portion. Lastly, he himself used the

curtain during the night time, and left it to bo

used by his eldefr brother during the dayi

When the buffiilo browsed upon other pcepltils

crops, the younger brother compelled his eld^ leather
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to pay the damages, as the outrage had been done

by the beast’s head which belonged to the latter.

Bub the former himself took the milk and the

calves that were born, as also the fruits of the

pomegranate tree.

A.fter some time had elapsed in this way, the

elder brother, according to the advice of his

neighbours, proceeded to cut down the pomegra-

nate tree for the purpose of getting fuel. There-

upon the younger brother proposed that thence-

forward they should divide the fruits between

themselves. This prevented the cutting down

of the tree.

Thereafter the elder brother decided to kill

his part of the buffalo, because it gave him such

trouble by browsing upon other people’s crops.

Thereupon the younger brother stopped him from

killing it, and proposed that thenceforward they

should divide the milk and the calves in equal

halves.

When the elder brother began to soak the

curtain in water during the day-time, the younger

brother proposed that they should use it alter-

nately.

The elder brother agreed to these proposals.

Thereafter he and his younger brother lived in

peace and amity.
*

This adaptation in English has been made by me from

the literal translation of the Meithei apologue which has been

published at page 41 of Grierson's Linguiuio Swtmy of

Vol IIL, Part III..

10
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Now, the foregoing apologue or "story with

a conscious purpose and a moral” appears to have

been borrowed from the Meitheis or Manipuris

by the Bengalis who, after giving it a local

colouring and fitting it into a Bengali frame-work,

have transformed it into the following form which

may be called the Bengali variant thereof:

—

This Benuali Variant Entitled ‘Cunning Outweitted

By Cunning’,

A poor man named Umakanta had two sons,

of whom the elder one was named Ramakanta and

the younger one was named ShyamakaPta. At
the time of his death, Umakanta left the follow-

ing properties only, namely, (1) one cow

;

(2) one

arecarnut tree; and (3) one blanket.

Of the two brothers, the elder Ramakanta was

a shrewd and cunning man; while his younger

brother ShyamakSnta was a simpleton and, there-

fore, no match for his elder brother’s cunning.

In order to defraud his unsophisticated

yomjger brother, Ramakanta proposed that the

(aforementioned properties left by their father

should be divided in the following way :

—

(o) -That fhe himself should take the cow’s hind

portion which included her udder (so .that .he

might be enabled to appropriate the milk given

by her.), and the topmost portion of the Areca-

nut tree (so that he might be in a position to

ta^e the fruits borne by itj).

iJj)
While his younger brother should take the

cow’s front portion whmh included her head and

mouth (so that he might be obliged to feed her
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daily in order to keep her alive and make her

yield milk ), and should also take the lower

portion of the areca-nut tree (in order that he

might be under the necessity of watering it daily?

and manuring it occasionally for the purpose of

keeping it alive and of making it bear fruits).

(c) As the blanket was incapable of division,

it was arranged that Bamakanta should use it

during the night, and that Shyamakante should

utilize it in any way he liked during the day-

time. This arrangement was proposed in order

that the former might wrap himself up with it

for the purpose of keeping himself warm during

the cold hours of the night; while it would be

of no use to the latter during the heat of

the day.

Shyamakanta, simpleton as he was, could not

see through the selfish motives and the cunning

devices of his elder brother, and, therefore, agreed

to the afore-described division of the properties.

Accordingly, Ramakanta appropriated the cow’s

milk, took the areca-nqts borne by the tree, and

used to wrap himself up with the blanket on

cold nights for the purpose of keeping himself

warm. In this way, he lived in comfort and

affluence.

On the other hand, Shyamakanta passed his

days in great poverty and earned his livelihood by

working as a day-labourer. He had, moreover,

to feed the cow daily but was debarred

from taking even her dung, as the beasts’ hind

portion belonged to his elder brother, Then again,
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he had to water the areca-nut tree daily, loosen

the soil round its roots, and manure the same

from time to time, but, notwithstanding all

this labour and attention bestowed by him upon

it, he could not appropriate the fruits thereof, as

the top portion of the tree belonged to his elder

brother. While his elder brother slept in comfort

on cold wintry nights by wrapping himself up in

the blankket, it was of no use him in the heat

of the day-time.

Things went on in this way for some time

until one day when the brother of Shyamakanta’s

wife came on a visit to his brother-in-law’s place.

Now this man was possessed of a good deal of

shrewdness and cunning and was, therefore, more

than a match for his brother-in-law’s elder brother

Bamakanta.

Seeing his brother-in-law Shyamakanta’s simpli-

city and foolishness, he advised the former to do

the following things, namely

—

(a) to abstain from

feeding the cow for a few days; and (b) to make

a sham show of cutting down the areea-nut tree

by pretending to hack its lower portion with an

axe.

To this advice of his brother-in-law, Shyama-

kanta listened, and acted accordingly.

As the cow had not been fed, the beast did

not yield any milk to Ramakanta when he pro-

ceeded to milk her. Seeing that Shyamakana was

about to cut down the tree and fearing that he

would lose the fruits thereof in the event of its

being cut down, Ramakanta realised in his heart
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of hearts that, having been advised by same body

else, his foolish younger brother had outwitted

him. For this reason, he agreed, from that time

forth, to give his younger brother Shyamauanta

half shares of the cow’s milk and of the ripe

fruits of the areca-nut tree.

Thereafter the brother-in-law advised his sister—

Shyamakanta’s wife—to steep the blanket in water

during the day-time, and to givs it dripping wet

to her husband’s elder brother on the approach

of evening, simply because, in its wet condition, it

would be of no use to Ramakanta during the

cool night-time. Accordingly, she did as she

was instructed to do.

Having been finally and completely outwitted

by his younger brother’s wife, the elder brother

Ramakanta now proposed that the blanket should

be sold and that the sale-proceeds thereof should

be divided in equal moieties between himself and

Shyamakanta. The latter having agreed to this

proposal, the blanket was accordingly sold, and

the sale-proceeds thereof were divided half and

half between the two brothers.

Owing to the cleverness and sagacity of his

brother-in-law, Shyamakanta was enabled to outwit

his cunning elder brother and, thereby to get

back his rightful shares in the properties left by

their father,
*

* This abstract in English has been made by me from the

Bengali version which was published at pages 535-537 of

the Bengali monthly magazine Prahdsl (published from Cal-

cutta )
for Magha 1329 B, S. ( January-February 1923 A, D.

)
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Bbmakes :

Now arises the question : What are the rea-

sons which have led me to infer that the

Bengalis have borrowed the apologue from the

Meitheis or Manipuris and assimilated it as their

own ?

In reply to this question, I should say that,

on comparing the two versions of the apologue, I

have found that the Meithei one is more simple

and straightforward than the Bengali one, that

the forraar is devoid of all detailed matter and
»

does not even mention the names of the human

characters who figure in it. Whereas the Bengali

variant is more elabarate and detailed in describ-

ing even the trivial incidents of the story, gives

Bengali names to the principal human characters

who play parts in it, and describes the shrewd

device of selling the blanket for the purpose of

raising the money to be divided between the two

brothers—a business-transaction which is known

only to peoples possessing a higher culture than

the Meitheis. It is for these reasons that I am
inclined to think that the Meithei apologue is the

original version and that the Bengali one is a

later rendering of the former.

Then again, the following tabular statement

will shew the close similarity of the human and

non-human characters of the objects and of the

incidents mentioned and described in the foregoing

two variants of the apologue :

—
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The human and non-human

characters, objects and incidents

mentioned in the Meithei apolo-

gue.

The human and non-human

characters, objects and incidents

mentioned in the Bengali apolo-

gue.

(I) Father (without name) dies

leaving 2 sons (without names).

(II) Father dies leaving

—

(a) A she-buffalo.

(5) A pomegranate tree.

(c) A curtain.

(III) The younger hrother is

more clever thorn his elder hrother

and therefore defrauds the latter.

(IV) The younger brother takes

the hind portion of the she-

buffalo
;
while her front portion

is given to the elder brother.

(V) The younger brother takes

the top portion of the pomegra-

nate tree j
while the lower portion

thereof is given to the elder one.

(VI) The younger brother ad-

vantageously uses the curtain

during the night; while it is left

to the elder brother for use

during the day-time.

(VII) The elder brother, on the

advice of his neighbours^ outwits

his cunning younger brother

—

(a) By pretending to cut the

frcmtpoTtion of the She-

buffalo;

(I) Father named Umakanta

dies leaving 2 sons, of whom the

elder one is named Eamakanta,

and the younger one is named

Shyamakanta.

(II) Father dies leaving

—

(a) A cow.

(b) An areca-nut tree.

(c) A blanket,

(III) The elder broths is more

clever than his younger brother

andy therefore defrauds the latter.

(IV) The elder brother takes

the hind portion of the cow;

while her front portion is given

to the younger brother.

(V) The elder brother takes^ the

top portion of the areca-nut tree

while the lower portion thereof is

given to the younger one.

(VI) The elder brother ad-

vantageously uses the blanket

during the night ; while it is left

to the younger hrother for use

during the day-time.

(VII) The younger bi'ohher on

the advice of his hrothe^-m-lau^

outwits his cunning elder

brother

—

{a) By not feeding the cow for

several days;
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The human and non-human

characters, objects and incidents

mentioned in the Meithei apolo-

gue.

The human and non-human

characters, objects and incidents

mentioned in the Bengali apolo-

gue.

{h) By pretending to cut down

the lower portion of the

pomegranate tree;

(5) By pretending to cut down

the lower portion of the

areca-nut tree;

(c) By soaking the curtain in

water during the day-time.

(c) By soaking the blanket in

water during the day-time.

(VIII) Thereupon the Younger

brother agrees to give his elder

brother

—

(VII) Thereupon the elder bro-

ther agrees to give his

younger brother

—

(a) Half-share of the she-

buffalo^s milk;

{a) HaK-share of the cow’s

milk;

(6) Half-share of the fruits

of the pomegranate tree;

(6) Half-share of the fruits

of the areea-nut tree;

(c) Both the brothers agreed

to use the cv/rtaiu alters

natelg.

(d) Half-share of the sale-

proceeds of the blanket vjhich

was sold.

Lastly, there arises the question : How did

the Bengalis come in contact with the Meitheis

or Manipuris and obtain the apologue from the

latter?

In reply to this question, I have to state

that Bengal and Assam adjoin the valley of Mani-

pur on its western outskirts, and that there must

always have been some, if not a considerable,

communication and intermingling between the

Bengalis and the Meitheis through Assam, It

may, therefore, be presumed that, in the course

of this communication with each other, the Ben-
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galis might have heard this apologue being

narrated by some Meithei man or woman and,

thereby, have learnt it from the latter. There-

after the Bengalis began to narrate it to the

members of their own community and went on

doing so for a considerable length of time.

It is, however, in the course of its repeated

recital through a long period of time that Ben-

gali names came to be given to the human
characters of the story, and that the incidents

thereof came to be described with greater details

and, in a few cases, with some changes and modi-

fications,

I shall, now, conclude this paper by dealing

with, and saying a few words about, the ques-

tion : Whether any other variant or variants of

this apologue from any other part of India or

from Europe are known, and, if so, whether any

story-radical fitting the same has been framed by

the Folk-lore Society of London.

In answering this question in the negative, I

should say that no other variant of this apologue

either from any other part of India or from

Europe is known to me and that, probably in

the absence of any European variant, the London

Folk-lore Society has not formulated any story-

radical which fits into the preceding two apologues.

In the hope, however, that the future resear-

ches of some iStoriologist may bring to light some

other variant or variants of this apologue, I take

the liberty to frame tentatively the following story-

11
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radical from the aforedescribed Meithei and Bengali

versions thereof

(1) Person dies leaving a milk-yielding beast, a

fruit-bearing tree, and textile fabric.

(2) One of his two sous, who is more cunning

than the other, defrauds the other by giving the

latter the unproductive parts of the beast and the

tree and by compelling the latter to keep the

textile fabric during the day-time,

(3) The simpleton brother, on the advice of

others, outwits his cunning brother by trickery.

(4) Thereafter each takes his half-share of the

products of the beast and the tree, and uses the

textile fabric alternately or divides the sale-pro-

ceeds thereof equally.

ill - — = -.1
,

..

* This paper was read before the All Indian Science dongres at

its elerenth session at Lucknow in January, 1924



V. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
HOS OF KOLHAN.
By D. Majomdbe, m. a.

Short stature, dark complexion, short broad

and flat nose, small but dark eyes, wavy to curly

hair, beard or moustaches absent,—these are some

of the physical characters of the Hos of Kolhan. The

complexion varies from sooty black to dark

brown but often one meets with fair Hos and

this may be traced to the fair Rajput traders

who tour throughout the district with articles of

daily use. The chin is narrow and the lips are

medium. Slight prognathism is noticeable. Ears

are small and finely developed. Slanting eyes are

scarcely noticeable. Formerly they practised tattoo-

ing but the custom has fallen out of favour.

Where tattoing is practised, only the forelimbs,

especially the right hand is tattooed. The belief

connected with the practice is that if a woman
does not tatoo she commits a sin, for nothing

goes with her to the next world but these marks

on the limbs. They do not chip their teeth.

Anthropometry.

Measurements were taken of 200 Hos of diffe-

rent septs and localities and their cranial, nasal and

facial indices worked out. Care has been taken

to group the subjects on the basis of homogeneity

i. 9, the sample taken for anthropometric tests has

common social standards and common traditional

origin. For example, the Hos believe that the

members of a sept are descended from a common
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ancestor and marriage is forbidden amongst them.

A man of the Banra sept will not marry a girl of the

same sept but of a different sept, say the Kalundi

or the Deogam. So as regards tradition and

social standing each sept is homogeneous and for

this purpose I have recorded the tests of each

sept separately. . Another important point to be

noted is the possible errors of measurement which

may be called personal errors. However aoourate

the field-worker may be, errors are inevitable

for the conditions of field work do not allow time

enough to record the measurements in a way

possible in the laboratory
; when one has to finish

a dozen or more tests in 15 minutes, it is not

possible that he should apply his instrument a

second time to verify his first record. But this

can be remedied, to some extent, if we take a

sufficient number of subjects of each group, mea-

sure them, deduct the personal error which may

be ascertained by the laboratory method and then

work out the average. Bor example, if the first

record of head-length of an individual be 18*1 cms,

the second record 18*2 cms, the third record 18‘3

cms, the mean record must be 18*2 cms. But

if instead of making three observations on the

same individual, we take three individuals and get

the records, 18*1 cms, 18-2 cms, 18*3 cms, deducting

the personal errors we may arrive at the same

average i. e, 18*2 cms for the head length, and

for field work the second method is the only

method possible, for we cannot make a subject

submit to anthropometric tests for 45 minutes.
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The comparative anthropometry of some 140

Hos of 11 different septs is given below. It is

evident from the table, that the greater the num-

ber of subjects in a group, the more the average

agrees with the general physical appearance of the

teibe. The average indices for the Banra sept of

which 44 subjects were measured are, cephalic

73-6, nasal 79*1, facial 92*3, whereas the ave-

rage indices lor the Jamuda sept of which only

two subjects were available for measurement are

cephalic 77*9, nasal 74-6, facial 90. Again only

two subjects were measured of the Bansia sept, and

this gave the following average indices, e. g. ceph-

lic 79 '4, nasal 80-3, facial 93*1. So in order to

arrive at valid conclusions on the result of

averages, there must be a decent number of sub-

jects in each group.

Cephalic index.

Of the 200 measurements taken, 63 p. c. were

found to be dolichocephalic, 47 p. c. were meso-

cephalic and 12 p. c. brachycephalic. The head

length was measured from glabella to opistho-cra-

nium—the point in the median sagittal line of

the occiput, which is the farthest point from the

glabella. The width was measured between the

euryons, the most laterally projecting points on

the sides of the head above the supramastoid and

zygomatic crests. The average cephalic index for

the Hos is 75*5. The Honhaga sept has the

lowest average cephalic index, i. e. 73*0, and the

Bansia the highest 79-4, the Banra has 73*6, the

Sawaia 74*3, the Kalundia 74-7, the Barai munda
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74:-7, the Deogam 75*2, the Hembrom 75*9, the

Party 76-3, the Jamuda 77'9. Cases of artificial

deformation of the head were noticed in the

interior of Kolhan. A young man was seen with

a well marked fronto-occipital deformation which

showed a lateral increase in the shape of the

head. Another was seen with an occipital flatten-

ing the tendency of which is to shorten the head

in the antero-posterior direction. The custom of

manipulating the head of the newborn baby is

much prevalent amongst the aborigines and it is

to be ascertained whether this manipulation of

the head when the bones are in the process of

ossification, has anything to do with the moulding

of the head-form.

Nasal index.

The length of the nose was measured from

the nasion, i. e., the point in the median sagittal

line where the nasal bones join the frontal bone

to the subnasale, i. e., the point where the septum

of the nose joins the upper lip. The breadth was

•measured from alare to alare i. e., the laterally

projecting points on the wings of the nose or

nostrils. The point corresponding to the nasion is

very vaguely defined and in many instances diflfi-

oult to find. The width of the nose is taken at

the widest point on the alae by some observers

and at the point where the nose joins the face

by others. As the measurements of both dimen-

sions are very small, any small error of observation

seriously affects the average. To add to it there is the

custom of pressing the nose of a babe upwards with
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fingers against the sides, and of pressing the finger

against the hard palate to elevate the long septum

of the palate so as to rectify any depression in

the bridge of the nose. To come to the averages,

the Monhaga sept has the highest nasal index

i. e., 91'1, the Jamuda the lowest i, e., 74‘6, the ave-

rage nasal index for the Banra is 79’1, the Kalundia

77‘5, the Deogam 79‘5, the Hembrora 81 ’2, the

Bansia 80'2, the Sawaia 76‘0, the Baraimunda,

77 ‘5, the Purty 78 ’7, the Lagauri 8 6 '6.

Facial index.

The face length was measured from glabella

to gnathion—-the lowest point in the middle of

the bony chin. The face-breadth was taken as

the distance between the zygions, i. e. the most

laterally projecting points on the two zygomatic

arches. The head height was measured from

the bregma, i, e., the point on the head where the

frontal bone meets the two parietal bones, to the

right earhole. As regards the facial index, the

Lagauri sept has the lowest index, viz. 87*9, while

the Kalundia has 94, the Banra, 923, the

Deogam 93‘1, the Hembrom 93‘0, the Bansia, 93*2,

the Sawaia 93‘2, the Honhaga 89'1, the Jamuda

90, the Baraimunda 89 '3, the Purty 90 0.

Stature and Arms’ Reach.

The average stature is about 161 cms. The

Bansia sept has the lowest stature (average for

the sept) viz. 158‘2 cms., while the Sawaia sept

has the highest stature 164‘0 cms., and individuals
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measure IT’D eras or more. The average stature

for the Kaluudia sept is 161‘7 emsj the Deogam
lers eras, the Hembrora 160'1 eras, the Barai-

raunda 159*8 eras, the Purty 163*7 eras, the

Honhaga 159*5 eras, the Lagauri ]58’6 eras and

that for the Banra is 160*5 eras. At the age of

30 a Deogam was measured to be 177 eras, at

the age of 55 a Hembrora measured 159*4 eras

ooly.. So the Hos are below the average so

far as the stature is concerned. The maximura arms’

reach, i . e. 173*5, eras., is noticeable in the case of

the Sawaia sept while the Honhaga sept has only

166*6 cms. The arms’ reach is proportionate to

the stature, the higher the stature the greater

is the arms’ reach and the difference between the

stature and the arras’ reach of a man ranges

from 7 to 9 cms. The Bansia has an average

arms^ reach of 169*7 eras., the Lagauri has 172*8

eras., the Baraimunda, 167*2 eras., the Purty

172*2 eras., the Hembrora 168*6 eras., the Jamuda
168*0 eras., the Deogara, 171*0 eras., the Kalundia

172*0 eras., the Banra 169*3 eras. The average

arms’ reach for all the septs is 169*9 cms.
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VI. ON THE CULT OF THE JUJUBE-TREE.

Br Sabat Chandra Mitka m. a.

Lecturer in Social Anthropology, University of

Calcutta.

The doctrine of Animism or the belief that

spiritual beings pervade nature, which has been

so lucidly expounded by Professor Sir B. B. Tylor

in his great work on Primitive Culture, assumes

two forms or modiffcations. In the first form or

modification, the spirit or spiritual being is

thought of as being immanent in matter, that is

to say, some inanimate object such as a rock, a

stream or a tree is believed to be the manifestation

or embodiment of that spirit or spiritual being.

In the second form or modification of the

doctrine of Animism, the inanimate object, as for

instance, a mountain, a rock, a crag, a stream or

a tree, is believed to be the habitation of some

spirit or spiritual being, more or less separable

from bis dwelling-place, and visible, if at all, in

some other shape or shapes.

We have already shown that, in some parts

of Eastern Bengal, there is prevalent the curious

cult of the Tree-goddess, the outstanding and

underlying idea of which cult is that some tree,

such as the sheora-trea {Strhhltis asper), the

uduma or the dumura-tree ( Fictis glomerata

)

or

the Asmfm-tree (Murraya axotica) is believed to

be either (1) the embodiment or manifestation of,

or (2) is conceived of as being the habitation or

dwelling-place of, the goddessling Bana- Durga (or
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'^Durgd of the forest"), Bana Devi (or ‘Hhe god-

dess the f(^est'\ or Burhn "^ahardini 3( ©r ‘^'the

Old Dame") *

In this paper, I shaH deal with and -discuss

another curious cult which is current in the

district of PabnS in Eastern Bengal and in some

parts of the district of Nadiya in Central Bengal.

In this cult^ the jujuhe-tree nxsf '{Zizyphus jujuhoff^

is believed to be either (i) the embodiment or

manifestation of a godllng named Itokumara (52!-

firn:) or (ii) to be his deity-ship’s habitation or

dwelling-place; and, as the result of this belief,

this tree or rather a branch of it is worshipped

and prayed-to by unmarried girls.

It has been stated that the name Itokumara

{%^WK) may be a corruption of the name Ishta-

kumara which means ‘Hhe Bachelor

godling who is Coveted (as a Mudnxnd by the

Maiden-girls,
,)”

The vrata or cerenMnial worship ©f this god-

leBg Itokumara, who is believed to b© immaBemt

in the jujube-tree (Zizyphus jvguha), is performed

on^y by -lanmaiTied ^rls; whereas its performance

by iiMMPried g^Js is strictly prohibited.

No BrShmana-priest officiates in this worship.

The uraidea-girlS, who celebrate or perform this

Watta, themselves act as priestesses therein.

The method of yeorshipping this godling is as

follows

—

* ¥ide my paper 0% the GuU oj" the Tfee^Qoddess in Mmtem
Bengal ia Mm in India for December 1922, pp. 298^—24^.



la the moath of Falgima (February-

Maroh ), iMi tke adveat of the Spring season, the

maiden-girls ^of the countryside gather a branch,

budding forth into new and tender leaves, of the

jujube-tree {Zizyphus jujvha), plant it in some

lonely and quiet spot under the eaves of the

roofe of their respective houses or under those of

the thatches of their huts; and there they wor-

ship it by presenting to it the gorgeous scarlet

flowers (or, to quote Bishop Heber’s words, '‘the

ceibas’ crimson pomp”) of the silk-cotton or

SimuliteQ [Bomhax mala hoLrica), the paZasa-tree

( Btetea frondosa ) and other wild flowers. It is

for this reason that some persons have conjectur-

ed that this cult is a rural modification of the

ancient Spring Festival.

The performance of this vrata or the cere-

monial worship of the godling Itokumara or Ishta-

kumara is begun in the evening of the first day

of the Bengali month of Falguna ( February-Mareh)

and is repeated in the evening of every succeed-

ing day of the same Bengali month, and is

finished in the evening of the SaniJcrmti or the

last day thereof.

On the last day of this ceremonial worship,

offerings of rice-pudding ('nw) cooked without

eggs, are presented to the godling ItokumSra.

Thereafter, th-e branch of the jujube-tree^ which

bad been planted under the eaves of the house,

worshipped and prayed to during the whole of

the Bengali month of Falguna ( Fehraary-March ),

is thrown ihto scmie neighbouring itek or stream.
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The mantras or prayer-formulse or charm-

formulse recited on the occasion of the worship

of this godling—Itokumara or Ishtakumara—appear

to be meaningless folk-rhymes which are chanted

by the womenfolk of the countryside. Different

versions of these prayer formulse or charm-formulse

are current in different vollages. But the mantra

or prayer-formula by the recital of which this

godling is invoked at the commencement of his

worship and that to the accompani-

ment , of the recital of which the celebrant-

maidens do obeisance to this godling after his

worship has been finished 'jsfT

Sffr) are the same in language and sentiment

everywhere.

The text and the English translation of the

prayer-formula by the recital of which the godling

Itokumara is invoked at the beginning of his

worship are as follows :

—

Text in Devanagari Script,

'Ml ^ fwftr *n ^ \ I

R i ^ k ^rrsrsTT ^

«

Translation.

1. "O mother of (the godling)—Ishtakumara

!

erect a house [{lit., lay a foundation) for your

son].

2. As your son is going to- be married,

(engage and) bring a band of musicians {lit,,

musical instrument).”

The text (in Devanagari script) and the

English translation of the prayer-formula or Charm-
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formula to the accompaniment of the recital of

which the celebrant-maidens do obeisance to this

‘‘Bachelor-godling who is Coveted as a Husband”,

are as follows :

—

Text.

“ \ I srfT: 'kIz #5^1 1

I ^ ^ ti

"

Translation.

1. “0 godling
j

this year (Izt., time) go away,

taking (with you) the physical ailments and the

moral evils (and misfortunes) (that are impend-

ing over us) (lit., boils and itches).

2. In the coming year ( lit., next time ), come

and bring with you (for us) shell-bracelets and

vermilion, ( that is to say, the happiness and the

blessings of a married life),
*

The most noteworthy facts connected with the

afore-described cult are :

—

(1) That the godling Itokumara or Ishtakumara

has no anthropomorphic image.

(2) That he is believed to be immanent in

the branch of the jujube-tree {Zizyphus jujuba),

(3) That his name does not appear to be

mentioned either in the Vedas, the PurUnas, or

in any one of the other works on Hindu my-

thology.

* For the description of the worship of the godling Itokumara.

I am indebted to a Bengali article entitled : “Itohmarera Pujd”,

which was published at page 250 of the Bengali monthly

magazine Prahdn ( published from Calcutta ) for Jyaishtha—1330

B. S. ( May-June 1923 A. D ),
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(4) That no Brataaana priest officiates in his;

worship.

(5) That the celebrant maidens (or unmairried

girls ) themselves act as priestesses in this worship;.

(6) That the worship of this godling by

married girls is strictly prohibited.

(7) That the two mantras or prayer-formulm

or charm-formnlm recited at the beginning of

his worship and at the ooaelusion thereof are

not translations of any Sanskrit texts, but appear,

from the dialect-words occurring therein, to be

the compositions of the women folk of the country-

side,

Trom a consideration of the foregoing facts, I

am definitely of opinion that this “Cult of the

Jujube-tree” or the worship of the godling Ito-

kuraara originated in the bare and simple recital

or chanting by the rustic maidens or unmarried

girls, of some magioo-religions rhymes or charm-

formulae, of which the sole object was to do away

with—to put an end to—the reciters’ or chanters’

enemy or source of trouble, their maidenhood or

unmarried state.

As no power over the personality of the

spiritual being or enemy who is mainly responsible

for their nmidenhood, could be obtained unless

and until he was invested with a name, I am
inclined to think that the womenfolk of the

country side dubbed him with the name of I^o-

kumSra (or Ishtakumar) and made him the

central figure-head with, reference to whom the
afotememtioned magical formulm were recited

chanted.
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Then, again, from what I shall state below, it

would appear that, by narrating or describing the

imaginary occurrence of some events connected

with Itokumara, the happening of which events

is supposed by the reciters or narrators thereof

to result in his godlingship’s marriage, the

celebrant maidens seek, by the magical force and

power of the aforementioned charra-formulse, to

bring about the happening of their own marriages.

All this will be evident from a careful examina^

tion of the texts of the aforementioned mantras

or charm-formulse.

It will not be out of place to state here that

the exponents of Cultural Anthropology, . which, as

an instance of the saying that “New Presbyter is

but old Priest writ large", is but another name

for the Science of folklore, have come to the

conclusion that the mantras or prayer-formulae made

up of one or more of the undermentioned

elements :

*

(a) Sacred or powerful names;

(b) Invocations, threats, or entreaties;

(c) Expressions of the commands, or wishes

or intentions of the operator;

(d) Sacred narratives of events similar to that

which it is desired by the narrater to

bring about;

(c) The exponents of Cultural Anthropology

are further of opinion that, in dealing with

* The Mandbook of Folklore, By G. S, Bwme, London : Sidg^ndi

and Jackson, Ltd. 1914. Page 148.

16
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spirits or invisible beings such as godlings and

goddesslings, it is essentially important

for the performer of magico-religious

rites to be acquainted with the name of that

spirit or being or, failing knowledge thereof, to

dub that unknown spirit or being with

some name or designation ; because natur-

ally, the aforementioned performer can

exercise controlling or compelling power

over the personality of a bodiless being

only through and by means of the latters*

name.

Now, if, in the light of the foregoing remarks,

we would carefully examine the texts of the two

mantras or charm-formulae given above, we would

find that the aforementioned elements (6) (d) and

(e) are present therein.

Let us, first of all, take the point (e). We
find that, in both the foregoing charm-formulae, the

womenfolk of the countryside, who have com-

posed the same, have given the name of Ito-

kumara of Ishtakumara to the bodiless and
invisible . being or godling, who is reponsible for

their girls’ maidenhood and who alone can remove
it, in order that the reciters 'of those charm-

formulm might be enabled to exercise compelling

power over him— to coerce him into removing
their state of maidenhood.

I shall next take up and deal with the

elements (6) and (d), both of which are presen

in the two mantras.

We know that the main characteristic of the
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element or factor (c?) is “the simple narration of

an event with a sequel similar to what the charm-

reciter now desires,” as will appear from the follow-

ing striking example thereof which is in vogue in

Cornwall, and, in a more or less modified form

in Kerry, Saxony, and many of the English Coun-

ties and which is used for the cure of tooth

ache :

—

“Peter sat at the gate of Jerusalem. Jesus

cometh to him and saith, ‘Peter, what aileth

thee.’ He saith, ‘Lord, I am grievously tormen-

ted with the tooth-ache.’ He saith, ‘Arise, Peter,

and follow me.’ He did so, and immediately the

toothache left him ; and he followed him, the

name of the Father, and of the son, and of the

Holy Ghost.” *

In the two charm-formulae recited or chanted

by the maiden-celebrants of the worship of the

godling Itokumara, they entreated that bodiless and

invisible being and his imaginary mother to cause

certain events to take place in his godlingship’s

own life, the happening of which would result in

similar events taking place in their own lives.

In the first mantra, Itokumara’s mother is

entreated to build a house fo)‘ her son and to

bring a band of musicians, as Itokumara would be

married. By the narration of the imaginary occur-

rence of these events, the maiden-celebrants of

the worship desire and pray that their future

husbands, whose exemplar is Itokumara or Ishta-

^ The Handhooh of Folklore. By G* L, Gomme. London ; David

Nutt. 1890. Pages 51-53*
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kumara, might be blessed with an abundance of

wealth and property and that their marriages

with them might be celebrated with some eclat.

Similarly, in the second charm-formula, the

unmarried girls entreat the godling Itokumara him-

self to bring shell-bracelets and vermilion

( apparently for his own wife
)

as he would be

married soon. By describing the imaginary hap-

pening of these events, the maiden girls desire

and pray that their future husbands, whose model

is Itokumara, should came and bring with them

shell-bracelets and vermilion, for the purpose of

marrying them with.

The time is most appropriate for the. perfor-

mance of the afore-described simple rites which have

now developed into “tAe Oult oj the Jujuhe-tree”

,

It is the commencement of the spring season.

Lord Tennyson, in his Lockdey Hall, sang :

—

“In the spring a livlier iris changes on the

burnished dove.

In the spring a young man’s fancy lightly

turns to thoughts of love.”

Modifying the second line of the preceding

couplet a little, we many say :

—

“In the spring a young girVs fancy lightly

turns to thoughts of love”.

It is for this reason that the young and un-

married girls of the countryside, on the advent

of spring, perform the afore-described simple

folk-rites which include the recital or chanting

of the charm-formulae given above, in order

that they might get married soon.
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Then arises lihe question; Why, of all other

trees, is the jujube-tree or country-plum tree

(Zizyphus jujvha) looked. the mam/ifestation

or embodiment or the habitation of the bodiless

and invisible being Itokumara, •

In the present state of my knowledge, I am
unable to give a satisfactory answer to the prece-

ding question, But I venture to think that,

because, at the commencement of the spring season,

the jujube-trees or country-plum trees put forth

tender leaves of a delicate green colour and whitish

green blossoms which emit a delightful fragrance

of a mild character, and, thereby, become “things

of beauty” and “joys for ever’’, they appeal to

the sesthetie sensibility of the womenfolk of the

country-side. It is, for this reason, that f^ese

latter hit upon these trees as the appropriate

symbol of the godling Itokumara

In addition to the jujube-tree’s appealing to

the aesthetic sensibility of the womenfolk of the

countryside, it appears to possess some sort of

magico-religions virtue or potency by reason of

which the leaves of this tree are also used in

the performance of another ceremonial worship or

vrata by the maidens or unmarried girls of Eas-

tern Bengal. This last-mentioned ceremonial wor-

ship or cult is known as the Kulahulati vrata

sut).

The maiden girls of Eastern Bengal commence

the performance of this ceremonial worship or

folk-rite in the evening of the last day (Sanikrtlnti)

of the Bengali month of As'vina ( September-
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October). This worship is performed in the

evening at the foot of the sacred basil or tulasi-

plant ( Ocymum sanctum

Each of the celebrant-maidens has to take

three gandos and three (that is to say, 15) leaves

of the jujabe-tree {Zizyphus jujuba) and, then, to

spread out the same at the foot of the aforemen-

tioned twZasJ-plant.

Then each of them should light a saucer-lamp

certaining oil and a wick made of new cloth.

Thereafter each of them should take, in her

hand, the lighted saucer-lamp, and, after purifying

her body and mind (that is to say, after enter-'

taining holy thoughts in her mind), should recite

the following prayer-formula ;

—

fl5ir*r ^ ||

”

Or
“1 and 2. ( 0 goddessling

)
Kulakulati who is

possessed of all womanly virtues (lit,,, who is a

respectable lady ) 1 I have lighted and placed a

saucer-lamp at the foot of the sacred basil or

plant (and have, thereby, done worship to

you).” ,

After reciting the preceding prayer^formula

thrice and passing the lighted saucer-lamp thrice

[Mark that three is a sacred number] with her

hand round the aforementioned tulas%-^\a,iat, each

of them should do obeisance to this sacred basil

plant to the accompaniment of the recital of the

undermentioned prayer-formula
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5Rr^ ^ irmt ^ w it

Or

“1. (0) goddess TulasI who is the wife of

Hari ( or Vishnu
) (

I do obeisance (to you).

2. 0 mother
{ (

grant me this boon, namely

that) I may finish my earthly career peacefully

{lit., ferry me across the river of this world at

my last moment).”

These rites of worship should be repeated

every eveening till the last day [Sanhranti) of

the Bengali month of Karttika ( October-November).

The ceremonial worship or vrata (folk-rite) has

to be performed by the maiden girls for four

years consecutively. *

[ Note the similarity of the Bengali name

Kulagachha
( )

of the jujube-tree and the

first portion Kula (f5l) of the name Kulalculati

( f )
of the goddessling who is the object

of worship in this vrata or folk-rite.

Then again, some kind of magico-medical pro-

perty is also believed to be inherent in the Kula

or jujube-tree {Zizyphus jxijuba), by reason of

which its leaves are, first of all, presented as of-

ferings to the goddes Gars'i on the occasion of her

worship in various parts of Eastern Bengal, and

then, being mixed with mustard-seeds and fenu-

greek-seeds, are made into a paste with which the

celebrants of the worship of this goddess besmear

their bodies.

* Vide pages 81-83 of ThaimUdira Thaky by Dakshina Ranjana

Mitra Majumdto.
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I am, therefore, farther of opinion that the

aforementioned magico-religioiis virtue or potency

and magico-medical property, which are believed

to be inherent in the Kula or jujube-tree, have

also led to this tree being hit upon as the symbol

of the godling Itokumara,

This cult affords an illustration of the curious

fact that, sometimes a particular godling of the.

Hindu Pantheon discharges different functions.. This

will be evident from the first line of the charm-

formula No. II, which has been given above and

which runs to the following effect :

—

"0 godling ! this year go away, taking ( with

you) the hails and itches”.

Now, this would seem to indicate that the

godling Itokumara, in addition to being the

deity presiding over matrimony, also exercises

jurisdiction over the domain of such ailments as

boils and itches. This being so, his godlingship

would appear to be a colleague of another godling

of the Hindu Pantheon whose name is Ghanta-

kama or Ghentu ( ^ ^5 ), who also presides

over hoils and itches, and who is worshipped in

every Bengali household in Lower Bengal. This

latter deity is worshipped very early in the morn-

ing of the last day (SankrMti) of the Bengali

month nf Falguna ( Pebruary-March ) in order that

he may protect this worshipper aud her family-

members from being affficted by such ailments as

boils and itches throughout the ensuing year.
,
In

this worship also, no Bralimana-priest offSoiates.

But it is the most elderly lady of tlje. fftinily wliP
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acts as priestess therein. The godling Ghantakarna

is represented by a soot-besmeared earthen pot

which is turned upside down and plastered alF

over with cow-dung. On this plaster of cow-

dung, some cowry-shells are stuck.
*

But we find that the godling Ghantlkarna or

Ghantakaran ( who is, I believe, identical with the

godling of that name who presides over boils and

itches) acts as the warden or dvdrapala of the

temple of some greater god at Badrinatha in the

Himalayas. *

Similarly, the goddess Manasa presides over

snakes. But, in Eastern Bengal this goddess is

also believed to preside over cholera. Therefore,

whenever an epidemic of cholera breaks out in the

countryside in that part of Bengal, this goddess

is worshipped with great eclat. In this capacity,

her deityship plays the role of a colleague of the

orthodox Hindu Cholera-goddess Ola Bibi or the

Lady of the Fluxes”).

In Eastern Bengal, there are shrines which

are especially dedicated to the goddes Manasa.

These are known as manasakholas (jfnranstw) or

“Plots of land set apart for the worship of

Manasa.”

* For further details of the worship of the godling Ghantakama,

see pages 194-197 of my paper on "The GuU of the LaTce-goddeet of

Omsa” published at pages 190-197 of The Jowmal of the Anthropo-

logical Society of JBomhay, Vol. XII.

* The Handbook of Folklore, By 0. S. Burne, Now edition,

London : Sidgwiok and Jackson, Ltd. 1914. Page 122.
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Bat there are no such shrines in Western

Bengal where this goddes is represented by a

branch of the manasd or syw-tree or spurge-wart

{Euphorbia neriifoUa).

On the Das'aharS day [that is to say, on the

10th day in the light fortnight of the Bengali

month of Jyaishtha (May-June)], on which day

the river-goddess Ganga or Ganges is worshipped

and prayed-to, this branch of the manasa-txee or

spurge-wort is planted in the house and then,

worshipped for several months onsecutively.

In the households of the Brahmanas, this plan-

ted branch of the manasQ-ixee is worshipped

every day ;
But, in the housholds of the members

of the Sudra caste, it is worshipped on the fifth

days of the bright and dark fortnights of every

succeeding Bengali month till the BijayS Day in

the month of As'vina ( September-October ). This

worshipped branch of the manasU-ivee, together

with the other nine plants [lit, nine leaves

(snri^WT)] which are worshipped in connec-

tion with the worship of the goddess Durga, *

is thrown into some river or tank on the , Bijaya

Dasami Day, that is to say, on the 10th day in

the light fortnight of the Bengali month of As'vina

(September-October), on which day the aforemen-

tioned goddess Durga is finally worshipped; and

* For the details of this Cult of the Niue Plants or - Leaves, see

page 130-133 of Kama Prasad Chanda’s The Indo-Aryan Eaces

( Edition of 1916 )
published by the Varendra Research Society of

Rajshalii,
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her deityship’s image is then thrown into some

sheet of water.
*

£ Compare the Hindu worship of Itokumara or

Ishtakumara, the godling of matrimony, with the

cult of Hymen or Hymen^us who is, in Cheek

mythology, the god of marriage, the son of Bacchus

and Venus, or, according to another account, of

Apollo and one ot the Muses, and who is usually

represented as carrying a bridal torchi[

* Vide page 733 of the Bengali monthly magazine Fram$i (pub-

lished from Calcutta) for Bhadra 1329 B. S. (Aiigust-September

19?2 A. D.)



ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTES AND NEWS.
Tlie twelfth annual meeting of the Indian Science

Congress held its sittings at Benares in January,

1925. The Presidential address to the Anthropological

section was delivered by Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis,

B. Sc„ M. A. ( Cantab. ) the subject of the address

being, “Race, Mixture in Bengal.’^ In this address,

which was illustrated with lantern-slides. Prof.

Mahalanobis maintained that the problem of caste

resemblance was much more complex than previous

workers had assumed. By a statistical analysis of

anthropometric measurements, he attempted to show

that each caste in India exhibited a dual set of affini-

ties, one set of affinities with other local castes of

different social status and another set with castes

of other provinces of the same or similar social

status. After a hurried review of older theories.

Prof. Mahalanobis gave a provisional account of

racial affinities and tendencies based on available

anthropometric data. He particularly discussed the

.racial position of the Anglo-Indian group in their

relations to Indian castes and tribes.

Abstracts of some of the interesting papers read

at the anthropological section of the Congress are

given below.

1. Observations on some of the Megalithic Monu-

ments in the vicinities of Halgur and Chennapatna

(Mysore State).—By B. Rama Rao.

The megalithic monuments found in the neigh-

bourhood of Halgur and of Chennapatna have been
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classified into ( 1 )
Cromlechs or Sepulchral Monu-

ments of stone Circles, (2) Virakal and Mastikal or

the Heroic Monuments of Single Slabs, and ( 3 )

Devakal or the Monuments of Abodes of worship.

These are briefly described in the paper and all are

regarded as of remote antiquity though their periods

of erection are believed to have had a wide range

in time. The Cromlechs forming the oldest of these

monuments are thought to be of iron age men or

their immediate successors; the Devakal coming next

in order is suggested to be of the ancient Shaivite

worshippers of early centuries; and the Virakal and

Mastikals are regarded i as of the historic races of

much later periods.

Some hand grasp> designs in the Paleoliihs found

in Mysore.—By P. Sampat Iyenoae,

The paleolithic finds at Biligere, Tiptur taluk

in the Mysore State, have revealed numerous clever

hand grasp designs suited to the purpose for which

each tool was probably intended. The hammer
stones, which have sharp edges all round, have grooves

in the middle of the sides for the resting of the

thumb and the other fingers, care being taken to

avoid the slipping of the thumb by the provision of

ridges close by. The combination types of scraper

and sword have all been designed to be used in either

the right or the left hand so as to enable the requisite

edge being presented outwards. The stones employed

for the saws are heavy and these present devices for

obtaining a powerful grip. The peculiar shaped

chisels are designed to produce the guillotine effect
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and spaces are provided either for hand grasp or for

shafting. Some of the offensive weapons such as the

arrow heads have admirable hand grasp designs quite

different to those already mentioned.

S. On the Indian folk-helief about the foundation

sacrifice.—By Sabat Chandra Mitra.

Foundation sacrifice is the custom of burying or

otherwise sacrificing human victims on the occasion

of the foundation of important buildings, bridges or

cities. This custom dates from remote antiquity and

was prevalent in ancient Palestine and in the middle

ages in Germany, Boumania and Trans-sylvania and

also till recent times in Siam and Burma. In India

the belief in the existence of this custom is still pre-

valent among illiterate classes and scares have arisen

at the time of constructing the Hooghly bridge at

Calcutta, the Dufferin Railway Bridge at Naihati

and also of the new Dock-yard at Khidderpore in 1924

A Note on the Incorruptibility of some Dead
Bodies supposed to be saintly,—By J. J. Modi.

Plato has referred to eases of uneonsumed bodies

and he attributes their incorruptibility to the

ollowing causes :

—

(1) The quality of air.

(2) Soil impregnated with salt.

(3) The dried up substance of the body.

(4) The particular kind of life, passed by the

deceased.

(5) The particular kind of death of which he

died.
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Out of these five, the last two are illustrated

from Persian history and writings. According to

Mr. Saintyves, Ammianus Marcellinus refers to an

illustration from the history of Shapur, who had lost

30,000 people in the battle with the Romans at

Amida. The bodies of the Roman soldiers killed in

the battle were consumed within four days after

death, but those of the Persian soldiers remained

fresh for a long time. This was due to their habits

of life, to their dry constitution due to the burning

hob air of their country and to their temperate habits

of life.

Herodotus ( Bk. Ill, 12 )
gives another instance.

The Persians had fought and won a battle with the

Egyptians at the Pelusiae mouth of the river Nile.

Long after the burial of the Persian dead, their

skulls were found to be more susceptible to breakage

than those of the Egyptians, because they ( the

Persians ) always covered their heads. The general

practice of the Parsis up to now is to move about

with covered heads. Again, the Persians always

carried long hair which made their skulls less suscep-

tible to breakage.

According to Plutarch, those who died of a

lightning flash had their flesh unconsumed for a long

time. The Avesta of the Parsis {Vendidad^ Ch. VII

4-5 )
says, that in cases of accidental or immediate

deaths, the putrifaction does not begin at once, but

takes ai^long time.
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5. On the Custom of Life-giving Charity in

Orissa.—By Sarat Chandra Mitra.

The custom of Life-giving charity is the practice

according to which piously-disposed persons or sick-

men set free captive birds, beasts, fishes and reptiles

either for the purpose of acquiring merit thereby

or with the object of obtaining recovery from illness

and thereby prolonging life.

It is prevalent in Bengal, Bihar and Malabar

and in Tibet, China and Japan where Budhism was

and is still the prevalent form of religion.

In this paper the author described a few cases

from Orissa.

6. Insect Pests and some South Indian Beliefs.—

By S. T. Moses.

Insect pests are frequently mentioned in Tamil

and Telugu literature, nursery rhymes, proverbs and

sayings. The popular belief of their origin is that they

are due to divine wrath. Time-honoured methods, of

combating the pests still in vogue are the chanting of

Mantras, use of inscribed leaves, ashes, charred sticks

from festival bonrfies, half-burnt bamboos, salt,

curious spraying mixtures 'Chazhi Kol’, ‘Chazhi Vala’

of Malabar.

7. Note on a Sacred Tree at Puri in Orissa.—

By Sarat Chandra Mitra.

There are many sacred trees in India usually

connected with saints and fakirs. It is a Bakul tree

and is popularly believed to have grown up from th§

teeth-cleansing tree-twig of the great Vaishnava
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reformer Chaitauya Deva, A legend is also given

regarding ifc.

8. A few types of Sedentary Games prevalent in

the Central Provinces.—By Hem Chandra Das Gupta.

In this paper an account is given of a few types

of sedentary games prevalent in the Jubbalpore

District. The games are 5 in number and are known

as Atharagutiala, teora, dash guti, gol-ehuish, Kaooa

and sat-gol.

9. Notes on a type of Sedentary Game known as

Gottugum.^ldy V. N. Rau.

The paper describes a sedentary game named

Gottuguni as played in Mysore, always by two

persons—generally girls.

10. Agharni-Simantonnayana—The First Preg-

nancy. —By S. S. Metha.

In all countries and at all times among semi-

civilised and highly civilised nations special impor-

tance is attached to the first pregnancy. In this

paper the history of certain ceremonies in connection

with first pregnancy is traced from the writings of

Manu, Asvalayana, Sankhayana, Gobhila, Kalidasa,

Bhavabhuti and other Sanskrit authors. A descrip- i

tion is then given of the same custom as prevalent in

Gujerat in the 14th, 15th and 16th centuries A. D.

In modern times the custom is still prevalent ( in

more or less modified form ) among many Hindu

castes and also among the Parsis.
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11. A Note on the citstom of the Interchange of

Dress between Males and Females.—By J. J. Modi.

The subject of the paper is suggested by an

interesting article by Mr. Kleiweg de Zuaan, entitled

“L’Echange de Vetements entre Hommes et Fem-

mes,” that appeared in the Revue Anthropologique,

Mars-Avril 1924.

A custom exists among different peoples of the

world, wherein, at times, males put on the dress of

females and females that of males. What is the

origin of the custom ? Why do people do so ?

The reply cannot be the same for all cases. Different

peoples practise this custom with different views under

different circumstances. The object of this Note is

to examine some views about the custom.

(a) Exchange of Dress at Initiation.—Among some

tribes, initiation into the fold of the tribe is accom-

panied by circumcision. At the time of this

ceremony, the boys have their hair cut, and are

purified and then adorned by girls with feminine dress

and ornament. The same is the case with girls, who,

among some tribes, are circumscribed at the first

period of menstruation which is taken as the time of

puberty. Then, they are made to put on the dress

of males. The reason or the origin of the custom is

said to be “to do something otherwise than usual with

a view to turn the course of events by counter-

magic” on soma extraordinary occasions. Dr. Modi’s

view of the case is, that here, the prime idea is that of

self-sacrifice. The male or* the female offers in

circumcision a part, however small, of the genital or

conceiving organ, which is their valuable possession.
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To a man, his manhood is sacred, and to a

woman her womanhood. Both, on this important

occasion of their life, vis., that of circumcision, offer

as a sacrifice, what is most valuable to them, their

manhood or womanhood.

(
h

)
Exchange cf Dress in Illness.—Among some

people in Java, when a child falls ill, they change its

dress as well as its name. Here the reason seems to

be that of deception. The illness may have been

caused by an evil-minded hostile person through a

part of the person’s dress. Magic is worked upon a

man through his clothes. So, the change of dress

means, the removal or rejection as it were, of the

disease. The object seems to be to throw the

sorcerer or the evil-minded man, altogether out of

scent.

(c ) Exchange ofDress in Accouchement.—Among
some tribes, a woman at the time of, or after, delivery

puts on the dress of a male. The reason seems to be

the desire to have some masculine strength to pass

through the difficult time.

(d) Exchange of Dress ofNew-horn Children.—It is

said, that in some parts of Scotland, a newly born

male child is dressed like a female, and tho female

child like a male. It is believed that thereby they

express a desire for the children not remaining

celibate. Here also, the case may be that of a kind

of deception, a case of deceiving the evil power,

( e ) Exchange of Dress on Marriage occasions.

—

Among some people in India, the father of the bride-

groom puts on for the wedding the dress of a woman

over his own dress. The object seems to have been
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a kind of vicarious deception. Evil or magic is

practised through clothes. To avoid the result, the

bride and the bride-groom should change at the

time of marriage their dress to practise deception

upon a practising magician. But here, it is the

father who does that. It is a kind of vicarious

deception.

( f) Exchange of Dress at the time ofPrayers .

—

Among some tribes, the males never reject the desires

of their wives. They always respect their wishes.

So, they think, that the Higher Powers also are

prompt in fulfilling the desires of the womankind.

Similarly the males put on women’s dress at

prayers to have their prayers accepted at once.

12. Kinship and caste in the Heroic Ages.—By
N. K. SlDHANTA.

This paper traces the parallelisms in the social

organisation specially in matters of kinship and caste

in the heroic poetry of diflferent parts of Europe and

India, A comparative account is given of kinship

and caste organisations in the Iliad, the Odyssey.

Beowulf and Nibilungenlied, the Cuechullin cycle,

the Volsunga Saga, etc,, and in the MahabhSrata

and the Sanskrit Puranas.

13. Prehistoric Geology or Prehistory of the

Chingleput and North Arcot District.—By V. S.

SwAMINATHAN,

1. A harmonious co-operation of the various

branches of Solences especially Geology, Zoology,

and Archaeology are necessary for arriving at a
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satisfactory solution of the problem of the antiquity

of man.

2. The stratigraphical position of the beds in

which the artefacts, or potteries, or burials occur is

to be known correctly before the approximate anti-

quity of the cultures or burials can be deduced.

3. The age of the “Lalefites’* in which most of

the Palaeolithic, Neolithic, and Pigmy implements,

besides Pottery and Burials are found, is discussed at

great length in the light of recent observations by

Geologists.

4. The chief centres of Prehistoric interest in the

two Districts are mentioned where

—

(A) Palaeolithic implements are found in situ,

(B) Neolithic implements „ „

(C) Pigmy crude, and polished,

(D) Potteries—crude, and polished and

(E) the Prehistoric burials.

5. In conclusion a definite sequence of the various

cultures is established tentatively.
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Ancient Hunters and Their Modern Repre-

sentatives.—By Prof. W. J. SoUas, M. A., Sc. D.,

D. Sc., F. R. S.
(
Third Edition, 19S4-> Macmillan

kCo.) PP, XYl-\-697. Price25s.net.

Anthropologists and archseologists all over the

world will, we are sure, eagerly welcome the pre-

sent revised edition of a standard work, considerably

enlarged and suitably modified by the addition

of the results of up-to-date researches on

the subject of pre-historic man. We are rejoiced

to find that the author’s cautious scientific mind

which long refused to accept eoliths as genuine

‘artefacts’ has now been convinced by fresh

evidence and further study that “the balance of

probabilities distinctly points to the conclusion

that these eoliths (of Puy de Boudieu) are the

work of an intelligent being”, (p. 98). Prof.

Sollas is obviously not prepared to attribute them

to ‘man’j for, says he, of the existence of man
antecedent to the great Ice Age, “itet a vestige

of evidence has so fhr been discovered”. The term

‘man’, according to him, can be correctly applied

only to Homo sapiens. Although for want of a

suitable name he would sufter Homo Neandertalensis

to be designated ‘Neandertal man’ and included in

the genus Homo, by courtesy, he would on no

account admit into the same genus such antece-

dent forms as Boanthropus and Palseanthrophus

{Home Heidelbergensis). (pp. 43-44). Some of

Prof. Sollas’ views will undoubtedly come to be
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modified in the light of further evidence, but

there is little chance of the book being displaced

from the eminent rank that it has so long occupied

in the literature on the subject. Here and there

perhaps an observation or statement may be

picked up which is not in consonance with the

trend of the generally-accepted views on the matter.

But the author has reasons in support of his

view. We can, however, find no authority or, if we

may be allowed to say go, justification for the

statement at p. 256 that “long-headed people of

existing races pass through a brachycephalic stage

in childhood”. The writer of the present review

lives in the midst of dolichocephals of Pre-Dra-

vidian origin^ and has been for years observing

them at every stage of their lives but has not

noticed any such remarkable change in the cepha-

lic index with age. On the whole, however, the

book remains a recognised classic in the literature

on the subject ; and in consideration of the high

value and importance of the work, we confidently

expect that a fresh edition will before long be

called for.

Men of the Old Stone Age, Their Environ-

ment, Life and Art.—By Henry Fairfield Oshom,

Sc. jD., L. L. D,, D. Sc., Ph. D., Research Professor

of Zoology, Columbia University. ( Third Edition.

Tenth Printing. Charles Scribner’s Sons. New York.

19^8). PP. XXVIIlJrBSQ, Price $ 5.00.

This is another book which has taken its

place among the classics of Prehistoric Archaeology
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and no serious student of pre-history can afford

to remain unacquainted with it; and the beginner

in the study of the subject should not omit to

read, re-read and digest its contents. As the last

edition of the work was written seven years ago

(
1918), and recent researches since then have thrown

new light on certain questions, we are eagerly

looking forward to a new edition of this standard

work, which, we are sure, with not be long ia

coming.

Prehistory : A Study of Early Cultures in

Europe aud the Mediterranean Basin.—% M, C.

BurUtt, M. A., F. S. A., F. G. S. with a short

Preface hy L’Abbe' H. Breuil, Professor at the

Institute of Human Paleontology, Paris. ( Second

Edition. University Press
^
Cambridge, 1925 ). PP.

XXVI+4S8. Price 35 s. net.

This well-written and handsome volume, which

was first published in 1921
,
has deservedly passed

into a second edition. It furnishes the student

with an excellent summary of pre-historic archmo-

lagy and art. Some interesting points of physical

anthropology are also touched upon. Chapter XIH
has been recast, and this together with the Pre-

face to the present edition and the notes appended

to some of the chapters bring the book up to date.

The book should form a most useful companion

to the student of European pre-history.
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The Origin and Evolution of Life.—-By Hetvry

Fainfield Oshorn, Sc. D., L. L. D., D. Sc.. PA. P.

( Charles Scribner’s Sons, New Yorh, 1921 ) PP.
XXXI-\-S22.

This is a remarkable book which turns the

attention of students of Biology away from the

matter and form conceptions which have long held

sway to a new and fascinating aspect of the

subject,—namely, to an energy conception of Evolu-

tion and of Heredity. This aspect will particularly

appeal to the Hindu mind. The object of the

author . is not indeed to present any settled con-

clusions as to the nature of Heredity and the

causes of elaborate adaptations in the higher

organisms, but merely to direct the student’s

imagination, experiment and observation “along

lines whereby we may attain small but real advances

into the unknown”. “The evolution of life”, says

our author, “may be rewritten in terms of invisible

energy, as it has long since been written in terras

of visible form. All visible tissues, organs, and

structures are seen to be the more or less simple

or elaborate agents of the different modes of

energy. One after another special groups of tissues

and organs are created and co-ordinated— organs

for the capture of energy from the inorganic

environment and from the life environment, organs

for the storage of energy, organs for the tranS'

formation of energy from the potential state into

the states of motion and beat. Other agents of

control are evolved to bring about a harmonious

19
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balance between the various organs and tissnes in

which energy is released, hastened or accelerated,

slowed down or retarded^ or actually arrested or

inhibited. In the simplest organisms energy may

be captured while the organism as a whole is in

a state of rest; but at an early stage of life

special organs of locomotion are evolved by which

energy is sought out, and organs of prehension

by which it may be seized. Along with these

motor organs are developed organs of offense and

defence of many kinds, by means of which stored

energy is protected from capture or invasion by

other organisms. Finally, there is the most mys-

terious and comprehensive process of all, by which

all these manifold modes of energy are reproduced

in another organism.” (pp. 17-18). “The chro-

matin as the potential energy of form and function

, . ; .records the body form of past adaptations, it

meets the emergencies of the present through the

adaptability to new conditions which it imparts to

the organism in its distribution throughout every

living cell; it is continuously giving rise to new

characters and functions. Taking the whole history

of vertebrate life from the beginning, we observe

that every prolonged, old adaptive phase in a

similar habitat becomes impressed in the hereditary

characters of the chromatin. Throughout the

development of new adaptive phases tho chromatin

always retains more or less potentiality of repeat-

ing the embryonic, immature, and more rarely

some of the mature structures of older adaptive

phases in the older environments”, (pp. 157-2)
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The book is divided into two parts:— Part I,

dealing with the Adaptation of Energy, com-

prises three chapters, headed respectively

—

‘Preparation of the Earth for Life’, ‘The Sun and.

the Physico-chemical origins of life’, and ‘Energy

Evolution of Bacteria, Algae and Plants’
;
and

Part II, dealing with the Evolution of Animal

Eorm, comprises five chapters, headed respectively,

—

‘The Origins of Animal Life and Evolution of the

Invertebrates, ‘Visible and Invisible Evolution of

the Vertebrates’, ‘Evolution of Body Form in the

Fishes and Amphibians’, ‘Form Evolution of the

Reptiles and Birds’, and ‘Evolution of the Mam-
mals*. In these successive chapters the author

shows how four complexes of energy are succes-

sively added and combined, namely,—Inorganic

Environment, Organism, Heredity-germ and Life

Environment. The Inorganic Environment of the

Sun, of the Earth, of the Water, and of the

Atmosphere is exploited thoroughly in search of

energy by the Organism : the organism itself be-

comes an organism only by utilizing the energy

of the environment and by co-ordinating its own

internal energies. Whether the Germ as the special

centre of heredity and reproduction of energy is

as ancient as the organism we do not know
; but

we do know that it becomes a distinct and highly

complex centre of potential energy which directs

the way to the entire energy complex of the

newly developing organism. Finally, as organisms

multiply and acquire various kinds of energy, the

Life Environment (beginning from the monads
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and algss and ascending in a developing scale of

plants and animals) arise as a new factor in the

energy complex. Such, in brief, is the line of

approach to the fundamental problems of biology

which our author proposes and undertakes and he

frankly admits in the Preface, "We are not ready

for a clearly developed energy conception of the

origin of life, still less of evolution and heredity
;

yet we believe our theory of the actions, reactions,

and interactions of living energy will prove to be

a step in the right direction”.

This is a most stimulating and suggestive

work which is bound to find a wide circle of

readers in India.

Group Psychology and. the Analysis of the

Ego.—B^ Sigmund Freud, M. D., L, L, D. Trans- 4

lated hy James Strachey. {Boni and Liveright.

New York )
P. 1S4- Price $. S-00.

Dr. Sigmund Freud’s writings always command

the respectful attention of a student of man, al-

though the student may not see eye to eye with him

on all points. The book under review is a remarkable

contribution to the study of the relationship of the

individual to the group; and we shall make no

apology for presenting our readers with a brief
*

summary of our author’s exposition of his most inte-

resting theory. It is Eros or Love that, according #

to Dr. Freud, holds together every thing in the

world, and this is the power which holds a human
group together : Love -relationships or emotional

ties constitute the essence of the group-mind.
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Psycho-analytic research has taught us that all

that we mean by love ( the libido * of Psycho-

analysis )—not only sexual love but, on the one

hand, self-love, and, on the other, love for parents

and children, friendship and love for humanity in

general, and also devotion to concrete objects and

to abstract ideas, "are an expression of the same

instinctive activities : in relations between the

sexes these instincts force their way towards sexual

union, but in other circumstances they are divert-

ed from this aim or are prevented from reclaiming

it, though always preserving enough of their

original nature to keep their identity recognizable”.

Dr. Freud illustrates his theory by a discussion

of the morphology of two highly organised arti-

ficial groups, namely, the Church and the army, and

shows that they are dominated by two emotional

(‘libidinal’) ties: *‘In these two artificial groups

each individual is bound by libidinal ties on the

one hand to the leader (Christ, the Commander-

in-Chief) and on the other to the other members

of the groups. The fact that each individual is

bound in two directions by such an intense

emotional tie, accounts for the individual’s lack of

freedom in a group —the alteration and limitation

in his personality”.

For a correct appreciation of his theory of the

erotic origin of social groups, D)‘. Freud givea[

the following account of the development of the

erotic life of the individuals;

—

* By the term ‘Libido' is meant the energy ( regarded as a

quantitative magnitude, though not at present actually measur-

able) of those instincts which have to do with all that may
he comprised under the term dove'.
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“In hia first phase, which has usually come to an end

by the time he is five years old, a child has found the first

object for his love in one or other of his parents, and all of

his sexual instincts with their demand for satisfaction have been

united upon this object. The repression- which then sets in

compels him to renounce the greater number of these infantile

sexual aims, and leaves behind a profound modification in his

relation to his parents. The child still remains tied to his

parents, but by instincts which must be described as being

inhibited in their aim. The emotions which he feels hence-

forward towards these objects of his love are characterized as

‘tender’, The earlier ‘sensual’ tendencies remain moie or less

strongly preserved in the unconscious, so that in a certain

sense the whole of the original current continues to exist.

At puberty,... there set in new and very strong tendencies

with directly sexual aims. In unfavourable cases they remain

separate, in the form of a sensual current, from the ‘tender’

emotional trends which persist. We are then faced by a

picture the two aspects of which certain movements in litera-

ture take such delight in idealising More often, however,

the adolescent succeeds in bringing about a certain degree of

synthesis between the unsensual heavenly love and the sensual,

earthly love, and his relation to his sexual object is charac-

terised by the interaction of uninhibited instincts and of

instincts inhibited in their aim. The depth to which anyone

is in love, as contrasted with his purely sensual desire, may be

measured ^by the size of the share taken by the inhibited

insttincts of tenderness^

If the sensual tendencies are sometimes more effectively

repressed or set aside, the illusion is produced that the object

has come to be sensually loved on account of ibs spiritual

merits, whereas on the contrary those marits may really only

have been lent to it by its sensual charm.

The tendency which falsifies judgment in this respect is

that of idealisation. But this makes it easier for us to find our

way about. We see that the object is being treated in the

same way as our own ego, so that when we are in love a con-

siderable amount of narcissistic libido overflows on to the object.

It is even obvious, in many forms of love choice, that the
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object serves as a substitute for some unattained ego ideal of

our own Oontemperaneously with this ‘devotion’ of the

ego to the object, which is no longer to be distinguished from

sublimated devotion to an abstract idea, the functions allotted

to the ego ideal entir^y cease to operate. The criticism exer-

cised by that faculty is silent
j

every thing theb the object

does and asks for is right and blameless. The whole situation

can be completely summarised in a formula; object lias

tahen the place of the ego ideaV\

As a result of the discussion of the ‘libidinal’ development

of the individual, our author gives the following formula for the

libidinal constitution of the social groups considered in the

book, namely those that have a leader and have not been able

by means of too much ‘organisation’ to aquire secondatily the

characteristics of an individual ; A primary group of this Jcmd

is a number of individuals who have mhstituted one and the same

object for their ego ideal and have consequently identified themsdves

with one another in their egd\ Identification * is known to

psycho-analysists as the earliest expression of the emotional tie

with another person.

From the standpoint of this ‘libido’ theory,

the herd instinct or ‘gregareousness’ of man is “a

further manifestation of the inclination which pro-

ceeds from the libido, and which is felt by all

living beings of the same kind, to combine in more

and more comprehensive units. The individual

feels ‘incomplete’ if he is alone. The dread which

children feel when left alone is, according to our

author, not already a manifestation of the gre-

garious instinct but “the expression of an unful-

filled desire which the child does not yet know

how to deal with in any way except by turning

it into dread”, which cannot be pacified by the

sight of any haphazard ‘member of the herd*.

* It plays an early part in the (Edipus complex.
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For a time nothing in the nature of herd instinct

or group feeling is to be observed in children.

Something like it grous up first of all, in a

nursery containing many children, out of the

children's relations to their parent, and it does so

as a reaction to the initial envy with which the

elder child receives the younger one. “In con-

sequence of the impossibility of maintaining its

hostile attitude without damaging itself, it is forced

into identifying itself with the other children. So

there grows up in the troop of children a com-

munal or group feeling, which is then further

developed at school, ... What appears later on in

society in the shape of. ‘group spirit’ &o. does

not belie its derivation from what was originally

envy. *No one must want to put himself forward,

every one must be the same and have the same.

This demand for equality is the root of social

conscience and the sense of duty Thus social

feeling is based upon the reversal of what was

first a hostile feeling into a positively toned tie

of the nature of an identification.,..This reversal

appears to he effected under the influence of a

common tender tie with a person outside the group....

Many equals, who can identify themselves with one

another, and a single person superior to them

all—‘that is the situation that we find realised in

groups which are capable of subsisting”. The

essence of a group formation consists in a new

kind of libidinal tie among the members which

puts such limitations on self-love as do not operate

outside such groups. Such, in brief, is Dr. Freud’s
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account of the psychological group, the secret of

the decisive influence the group is capable of

exercising over the mental life of the individual,

and the nature of the mental change which it

forces upon the individual. That change consists

in a manifestation of the racial unconscious by

throwing eff individual inhibition, the repressions

of individual unconscious instincts, the intensification

of the emotions and the inhibition of the intellect.

The weakness of intellectual ability, the lack of

emotional restraint, the incapacity for moderation

and delay, the inclination to exceed every limit

in the expression of emotion and to work it off

completely in the form of action—these and simi-

lar features present an umistakable picture of a

regression of mental activity to a primitive level

which is an essential characteristic of common

groups, whereas in organized and artificial groups

it can to a large extent be checked. The views

of Le Bon, McDougal and Trotter on the subject

are discussed and criticised in the first part of

the book, but space does not permit us to give

our readers either a summary of the author’s

discussion of the views of other writers or a

detailed exposition of the author’s own view which

is indeed one of fascinating interest. Though we

are apt to look askance at any one-key explanation

of the problem of human relations, we strongly

recommend this thought-provoking book to all

students interested in anthropology, sociology and

group-psychology.

20
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The Origin of Man.—By Carveth Read, M, A.

(Secoiid Edition; 1925). University JPress, Cambridge.

PF. XII+100, Price 6 s, net.

Man and His Superstitions,— By the same

author. ( Second Edition, 1925 ) University Press,

Cambridge. PP. XVl+278. Price 12s. 6d. net.

We welcome these two highly suggestive

volumes which originally appeared in 1920 in

one volume under the title of The Origin oj

Man and His Superstitions and was reviewed

in terms of commendation in this journal in its

issue for December, 1921. The first two chapters

of the original work have now been re-written

and developed into nine chapters which constitute

the first of the above-named volumes. These

nine chapters are :— A Hypothesis concerning

our Origin ; Prey and Competitors of Lycopithe-

cus; Physical Differentiation of the Hominidce,

Psychology of the Hunting Pack ; Acquisitions

in Culture and Custom ; Moralization of the

Hunters ; Influence of the Imaginary Enoiron-

ment. The last seven chapters of the original

work, now appear in a revised from as an

independent volume entitled— Man and His

Superstitions in eight chapters, headed as follow :

Belief and Superstition ; Magic ; Animism ; The

Relations between Magic and Animism
;
Omens ;

The Mind of the Wizard ; Totemism ; Magic and

Science,

• The reason why the two parts of the

original work have now been presented to the

public in two separate and independent volumes

is that many who are interested im Zoological
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Man may feel little coucern foi' his beliefs,

whilst others to whom these beliefs are of

engrossing study may care little about his phy-

sical evolution. The main purpose of the two

volumes is to inquire into and indicate the probable

cause of the diftereation between man and the

apes. As the resemblances between the two

are sufficiently explained by heredity, so are the

specefic differences explained, according to our

author, by changing environment and habits

adapted to such environment (beginning in the

case of man with the habits of co-operative

hunting adapted to an open or thinly-wooded

habitat). The connection between the earlier and

later chapters of the original work (as between

the two volumes now under review) is that to

understand the origin of man a biological expla-

nation is not enough, but the beginnings

of man’s social life have to be inquired

into as well. “The origin of Man as we know

him”, says Mr. Read, “living according to definite

customs under some sort of Government, can-

not be understood until we know not only how

he came to exist in the animal world, but also

what induced him to observe customs and to

submit to the decisions of some men in each

tribe as to what were the customs and what the

penalties for breaking them. The explanation of

this essential characteristic of mankind every

where is that at first men were sociable

because they lived by hunting as a pack, and

as a pack they had their customs and leaders

determined by personal superiority ; but that
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when the time came (as it always did come)

when hunting was no longer the chief means of

livelihood, or when, by the acquisition of effective

weapons, the pack was no longer necessary to

good success in hunting, a group of men and

women was kept together (when it was kept

together) by belief in magical powers of some of

their members (generally elders), giving them a

reputation for wisdom and power much in excess

of their merit, and enabling them to enforce the

group’s customs and direct its movements

Magic was the sanction of their crude Govern-

ment, supplemented sooner or later by Animism

or belief in the influence of spirits, and the

consequent growth of kingship and priesthoods-.

And these beliefs in Magic and Animism (here

called superstition) not only made possible the

beginning of Government (or its transfer from

the pack-leader to the tribal elder) but ever

since have had a potent share in maintaining

and directing it.” From the outline of the

author’s theory given above, it is obvious that

all anthropologists cannot be expected to go the

%hole hog with the author in his main argu-

ment which may appear to some to attribute

to Natural Selection a more predominant part in

human evolution than it is now generally

admitted by authoritative seemtific opinion to

have played. On the whole, however, the

speculations put forward by the author are

extremely interesting and thought-compelling
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and the facts adduced by him in support of

his views are judicionaly selected from a wide

field and applied with nice discrimination. We
heartily recommend the book to our readers as

a valuable contribution to scientific speculations

on human evolution.

Folk-Lore in the Old Testament.-— By Sir

James George Frazer, F. B. S., F. B. A,, D. C. L,,

Litt. D., L. L. £)., <&c. Abridged Edition {Macmillan

Company, New York, 19S3).

It would be superfluous to write an apprecia-

tion of Sir James Frazer’s classical work on the

Folh-lore of the Old Testament. But it may be

necessary to draw the attention of educated

Indians to the present abridged edition, the

publication of which may not be known to many

in this country. We must be extremely thank-

ful to the eminent author for publishing this

abridged edition which will enable many who

have neither the means nor the leisure to read

the original edition in three portly volumes.

The eminently illuminating and successful attempt

made by Sir James Frazer to trace some of

the beliefs and institutions of ancient Israel

backward to earlier and cruder stages of thought

and practice which have their analogies in the

faiths and customs of savages, may, it is fervently

hoped, lead soirae enthusiastic and assiduous

Indian ethnologist to deal with some of the

Hindu traditional beliefs and institutions on the
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same lines. In this way alone will it be possible

to have a true and correct appreciation of our

social history.

Leaves from the Golden Bough.—CMlled hy

Lady Frazer. With Draxvings hy H. M. Broch.

{Macmillan & Go, London, 1924). pp. 249, Price

10s, 6d. net.

Young folk and thier parents and teachers

must be exceedingly grateful to Lady Frazer for the

happy idea of culling suitable leaves from the Golden

Bough and daintily weaving them into a fragrant

garland for the enjoyment and benefit of the young in

all climes where English is spoken or read.

The execution of the idea has been as exquisite

as the idea was happy. The attraction and,

if we may say so, the value of the delicious

volume before us is enhanced by a number of

exquisite drawings by a capable artist. The clas-

sification of the selections into five parts under

five appropriate headings adds further to the value

of the volume. A more suitable book for presenta-

tion to young folk could not be selected by their

friends and relatives and a better book to read in

their leisure hours could not be selected for their

pupils by teachers of the young. We expect the

book will be as much in demand among young folk

in English-speaking countries as among young folk

in English Schools in India and other Oriental

countries.
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The Religion of the Manichees.— By F. C.

BurhiU, D. D.— (University Press, Cambridge; 1926)

pp. ISO. Price 6s. net.

The three lectures which constitute this book

were delivered by the author in Trinity College,

as the Donnelian Lectures for 1924. The main

object of the Lectures, as our anther explains,

“is to bring the wonderful discoveries of original

Manichee Literature from Central Asia before

a wider public than at present seem to know of

them, and at the same time to suggest that the

Christian element in the Religion of the Mani-

chees is larger and more fundamental than the

scholars of the last generation were inclined to

allow.” In Lecture I, Dr. Burkitt gives us the

‘History of the Manichees’, the ‘Sources of our

knowledge' about it, and the ‘Manichean Account

of the Past’. In Lecture II, he tells of ‘Jesus

in Mani’s system’, ‘Manichean Church Organization’,

‘The Fhuastuanift’ (confession), and ‘Manichean

Ideas about the Future’, And in Lecture III,

the author treats of the ‘Sources of Mani’s System’,

‘Bardaisan’, ‘Marcion’, ‘Evidence of the documents

from Turkestan’, ‘Worship’, ‘Syriac and Glreek in

Manichee terminology’, ‘Barlaam and Joshaph’,

‘The World—a smudge’, ‘Augustine and the Origin

of Evil’. Three appendices headed respectively

‘The Manichsean Hierarchy’, ‘The Five Pure

Elements’, ‘Manichee Fragments in Syriac’, and

‘The Soghdian Nestorian Lectunary’, and an Index

complete the volume.

Students of comparative religion will be grate*

ful to Dr. Burkitt for bringing together in these
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Lectures materials fora correct appreciation of the

teachings of Mani about the Past, and about the

Present, and the Future, as to the eternal opposi-

tion of Light and Dark, as to how the Primal

Man (Khornensth) was clothed with the five

Bright Elements, how the Dark invaded the

Realms of Light, and how thereby our mingled

world came irito being, and how true knowledge

and doctrine have from time to time been brought

to mankind by the messengers of God, by Buddha

to India, by Zaradusht to Persia, by Jesus to the

West, and finally by Mani, “messenger of the

God of truth” to Babylonia, and how finally Light

will be compleatly separated from Dark. Obviously

Manichaism is a synthesis made of diverse mate-

rials, and our author concludes with a discussion

of Mani’s debts to various sources—Christian and

non-Christian, particularly the former. A few

illustrations given in the book give the reader

an idea of Manichsean drawings. The book will

form a welcome addition to the library of the student

of religious history.



INDIAN ETHNOLOGY IN CURRENT
PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

In Man Jor July, 19^4., Dr. J. H. Hutton

contributes a note on. The Occun'ence of the

Blow-gun in Assam. He is inclined to regard

the Thado-Kuki blow-gun which consists of a simple

bamboo cut off a little closer to the upper node

than it is to the lower node for the breech, in

order to give it a “choke” bore to be the more

original form which was developed by the Sakai

and other Malay Peninsula tribes who availed them-

selves of the long internodes of hamhusa longinodes

forming a composite tube.

In Man for October, 1924, Mr. P. W. H.

Migeod, in a letter suggests that in view of the

very ancient working of iron in India mentioned

by Dr. E. H. Hunt in the Journal on Hyderabad

Cairn Burials, the legend mentioned by Flavius

Philostratus that the Ethiopians originally dwelt

in India and crossed over to Africa as a result

of war, would seem to support the supposition

that the knowledge of iron-working came down

the Nile into Egypt from the Sudan,

In Man for January, 1925, Mr. H. J. Rose points

out with reference to the last mentioned note in

Man for October, 1 924, regarding an early connec-

tion between Egypt and India, that Philostratus’

Life of Apollonios of Tyana “to which Mr. Migeod

refers as the source of his theory, is but an wild

romance containing a very small portion of fact to

a great deal of uncontrolled fancy,” and, as such,

quite unreliable.
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In the Journal of the Royal Anthropological

Institute for July—December, 1924, Mr. James

Hornell contributes an article on South Indian

Blow-guns, Boomerangs and Crossbows. This compre-

hensive account of the varieties of blow-guns,

boomerangs and cross-bows met with in South India

is profusely illustrated.
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Bt Coi+ T. O. Hodson, I. C. S. (Retd.)

In 1121 1 surmised that the break-up of the

dual system among the Khasias may haye been

“due to contact with a society on a multiple

basis” ^ I think I am now able to indicate,

if not the exact identity but. the general nature

of the contact which produced these social modi-

fications. Durdon notes Ihe important differences

between Khasi and War custom and it is by

examinntion of these differences that we derive

our knowledge of the past. Thus “in the War
country such marriages (with the daughter of

the father’s sister ) are totally prohibited” ®

Again, “In the War country ... considerable portions

of the hill-sides are the property of communities

known. as Sengs. A Smg may be defined as »

collection of families sprung &om some common

ancestress or ancestor. As an instance of ih*^

sengs I may describe the community kno.wn as

the Im smg which owns land in the neighbour*

jfed of Lcdtkyn sew, the area owned being known
' fee ‘ri lai seng* or land of the throe

1
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These clans are descended from three men, U
Kynta, U Nabein and U Tangrai, it being remark-

able that in this case descent is traced oj'iginally

from male ancestors and not from females..,.There

are other seng communities also in the neighbour-

hood, e. g. the Rinrim Phew seng or sixty

“It is to be noted that the serig is an integral

element in the social structure of the' Ehasia

community for the house of the youngest daugh-'

ter is called ha iing Seng. to "whieh' the bd^es

auud ashes of the dead are brought. *

these facts I deduce the conclusion that on the

margin of the Khasi or matrilineal area we have

a social organisation which is or was patrilineal,

composed of three or of multiples of three clans,

forbade marriage with the daughter of the father’s:

sister as well as marriages with the daughter; of

the mother’^ sister and the father’s brother while

sdlowJng marriage with the daughter of the mother’s

bfft^en

' ’ It is interesting to note that another community,

inargihal to a matrilineal community, the Garos,

possesses a triple grouping for it is only among
' the Akawds and Awes that we find the Monin

phratry as well as Marakand Sangma phratriesj ®

and these people inhabit the whole of the northern

hills and the plains at their feet. ® This‘ triple;>

phratry system is fomii among the Lhota Nagase:^

where a man may •not marry his raother^s

sister’s daughter, or his father’s sister’s daughter

but may marry his mother’s brother’s daughter, ®
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*

He may not marry his father’s brother’s daugh*-

ter as she belongs to his phratry and clan. In

South India, in Mysore, “The Kadu Golla caste

is made up of the three primary exogamous septs

known , as Chitta Muttoru also styled Karadi Gollaru

( Bear Tribe ), Chandinoru ( Moon Tribe ) and Rama
Oaudana-huladavaru ( Rama Gaude’s descendants

)

*!Bach of these is subdivided into subdivisions but all

those belonging to one primary division are pro-

hibited from marrying within that divfeicn.. ..A

man can marry the daughters of his maternal uncle

or of his elder sister but cannot marry either his

mother’s sister or her daughter.” ® He cannot

of course marry the daughter of his father’s brother

and it seems certain that he may not marry the

daughter of his father’s sister.

It is now well Known that we have cases of

symmetrical organisation among the Kachins, the

Tarau, Chawte and that among the Kachins

“it seems to be a general rule that a man should

marry a first cousin on the female side, i. e. a

daughter of a mother’s brother. He may not

however marry his father’s sister’s child who is

regarded as a closely related blood connection^

being perfectly traced through the female”,

In theory therefore the pedigrees among the KaohinS

should follow the lines below in which in ofdierlo

show the working of a system in a' cOnamuni)^

wISch at any given time will certainly

at 'least three generations, several generatiohe’ ate

shown,:
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A man has four cousins, to wiiom the term

‘first-cousin’ is applied. They are ( 1 ) the daughter

of his father’s brother, (2) the daughter of his

father’s sister, ( 3 ) the daughter of his mother’s

sister and ( 4) the daughter of his mother’s brother.

A woiiiau has four first cousins, the son of ( 1

)

her father’s brother, ( 2 ) her mother’s brother,

( 3 ) her mother’s sister and ( 4 ) her father’s sister.

By the rules governing Kachin social structure

a man can only marry cousin no 4 and a woman
can marry only cousin no. 4.

In these communities the terms father, motiier,

father’s brother, mother’s brother, are used in the

classifieatory sense and are applied to men and

women of equal genealogical status who are there-

fore socially equivalent although, as a result of the

process, in all societies which reckon genealogically

of preference to individual relations which are trace-

able by the genealogical method, a blood or traceable

relative is preferred to a less definite relative. /

Since rules of this nature express and are the

direct concomitant of social structure, it is legitimate

to assert that wherever these rules are found to

exist, they will subtend a social .symmetry analogous

to that so perfectly illustrated by the Kachin case.

There are many cases, however, where, for

reasons which can be ascertained only by a lengthy

aud minute examination of the history of the group,

absolute insistence on marriage with . the daughter

qf- the mother’s brother does not now exist, if it

ever did exist, in which there is a preference,

based on ecouomic as well as on social grounds, for
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BH6h marriages. There are cases where such mar-

riages are permitted while maariages with other

three types of first cousin are strictly forbidden.

It is quite possible, that, given suitable conditions,

social, political and environmental, in such cases per-

mission and preference might ripen into absolute

prescription as it is possible that they may

^epreabilt the deqay of such rigidity. Whether

then as vestigial evidence or as potential forms of

doosin marriage of this interesting mode and there-

fore of a social symmetry of great interest, they

possess a great interest, both per «se and for their

wide distribution. The list which follows is based

on the recent work in Bombay as well as on earlier

authorities. In group A are those which allow

marriage with the daughter of the father^s sister

and with the daughter of the mother’s brother.

In group B are those which distinguish scrupulosusly

between these two cross-cousins and forbid marriage

with the daughter of the Father’s Sister but

j'l^iiiait, prefer or even prescribe marriage with the

idaughler of the mother’s brother.

Group A, Bombay.

Agiashs : Babrias i Bagdis : Dhangars : Dhors ;

Gabits : Gavadas': Ghadis : Ghadshis :

* Ghisadis :

Gudigars : Bailee ; Habvakki Vakkals : Hanbars :

Haslars : Hatis : Helavs : Joharis : Eabbaligars :

»Kaikadis : Kathis : Khants » Komarpaik ( if no other

suitable match can be found), Kudavakkals ; Maratha ;

Konbis : Kumbas : Lohars ( with whom the first

to a girls’ hand is her father’s sister’s

A and when a man marries his father’s aster’s
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(iatighter, a silver chain is pub round her neck hy

her mother as she has to go back to the family

from which her mother came
) Malis ( some

)

Komar Pakis : Ods : Parsis : Raddis : Ramoshis :

Shimpis
(
some ).

Sudirs : Suppaligs : Telis ( in Satara only ).

Tigalas ; Uppars : Hindu Vaghers ; Kudale Vanis :

Vitolanas:

' Central Provinces.

Bhunjias : Gonds : Halwais : Kamars ; Rautias :

Sonjharas : Velamas, ^ ^

Group B. Bombay,

Bhils ; Deshasth Brahmhns : Chamhhars :

Gharans : Chitra Kathis : Darjis : Gavlis : Gopals :

Guravs.: Halepaiks ( matrilineel
)

Malis (some)

Harakantras ; Holayas : Juigars : Khavas : KoUs :

Kupahhars ; Lads; Lohafs (some ) : Lonaris : Mahars:

Mahias : Maugs : Marathas : Mogers : Vrilaris ;

Otafsa : Panch Kalsi (may also marry his mother’s

siSfeer’s daughter ) Pendharis ; , Pinjaris : Rabaxis ;

Khandesh Ravals : Shimpis ( some ) : Sonars :

Takaris ; Tambolis (may marry the daughter of a

younger brother of his mother ). Tarus. : Telis ;

Thakars ( some )s Thakurs : Sangameshvari Vanis :

(“) '

.

Central Provinces.

Agharias (pome). Andhs t Bahnas : Bhamtisi

Bbatw : Muhammedan Bhils : Golars : Gea(fc

(,iby preference ) 8 Guraos ; Gowaris ; Halhas-;

feaikaxM : Kbarias: Khonds : Kohlis ; Kumbis

:

Maralha Erahmans ( oL Ato ghari, bhisi sijh) t

iDhandnahe Kmmis : Mahars : MSnas : Manhe'warP
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( if a girl is deformed or has some other defect

which prevents her from being sought in marriage,

she is given away with her sister to a first cousin,

generally the paternal aunt’s son or some other

near relative, the two sisters being married to him

together ). Marathas : Parjas it is essential for a

man to be properly married at least once and an

old bachelor will sometimes go through the form

of being wedded to his maternal uncle’s daughter,

even though she may be^ an infant). Sonars

(some) :

In Southern India—the classic home of cousin-

marriage—large and socially important groups such

as the Kurubas and Komatis prefer and

prescribe marriage with the daughter of the mother’s

brother. With the Nayadis,^ while two cousins are

allowed, the more popular marriage is with the

daughter of an elder sister. The Gollas hold that

‘‘the division or sept in which his own mother was

born is preferred t® other Kulas for marriage”.

With the Todas “the daughter of a father’s sister

or a mother’s brother is the natural wife of a

niift. The orthodox marriage is marriage between

makhmi or the children of brother and sister”,

,
In Northern India—partly because the social

history of the North is vastly different from that

of the Sbpth, there are—as yet feVre3f finances.

In the North Western Provinces ( now the United

Provinces ) the Gheros have a rule that a paternal

uncle’s son can marry a maternal uncle’s daughter

,

but not tnce versai The Baigas allow a man.
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to marry the daughter of his maternal

The Gidhiyas pernait marriage only^ with the

mother’s brother’s daughter, The KaranS

and Kaurs permit this marriage. As Sarat

Chandra Roy has shown for the Birhors, “the

only restriction to cross-consin marriage—^^marriage

between the children of a brother and sister—^is

that the community does not look with favour

upon such marriages during the life-time of either

the brother or the sister”. There is piossibly

some analogy between this and the Khasia restric-

tions discussed earlier, Bhotias of Sikkim

hold that “a man may marry his cousin on his

mother’s side, whether the daughter of his mother’s

brother or of his mother’s sister. The reason given

is that the bone descends from the father’s side

and the flesh from the mother’s. Should oousins

on the paternal side marry, it is said that the

bone is pierced, resulting in course of time in various

infirmities”, ^ i

In all these cases care has to be taken to

Collate as many of the facts as possible and to

consider the sum total of the rules in vogue m
due groups, to correlate structure with marriage rales,

to allow for economic pressure for the special

diflSculties due to social, geographical, lingoistic aoi

political seclusion, to remember that in oommunitiaa

which hold that marriage is a duty binding

on fl*tt,~rales and conditions have com© to 1^
*

V
'

' '

*
'

adjusted as tio noake marriage possible all,

There are always at work in social grpB|^s ^^here
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distinct differences of custom, origin, speech and

habitation are made the "basis of social concentra-

tion, two forces,—one individualistic, the other

socializing; so that at any given moment in any

specific case the actual record may exhibit only

a compromise between these two sets of conflicting

forces. .

icT a number of the cases cited above the

preference for the kula of a man’s mother could

express exactly the attitude of Kachin, a Lhota

Naga or a Taran, while if emphasis be laid on the

individual relationship it is the choice, the absolute

duty in some cases, to the hand of the maternal

uncle’s daughter, that is the feature impressed most

vividly in the report. The attitude and the interests

of the reporter and of his imformants explain the

variety of phrase with which these conditions have

been observed and described. One of the effects

of isolation, whether it be doe to social or to

physical or to linguistic causes, may well be the

s|ereQ%ping and fixation of social structure by

mieans of rules such as the preference, on general

social and economic grends, for the marriage with

malecunl uncl^^^

It is necessory to remark that in cross-cousin

marriages in a vigorous dual society there is

no; real distiinction between the daughter of a

mother’s brother and the daughter of a father’s

sister, because the mother’s brother in such societies

is the husband of the iither*8 sister. Frorn

feese eases where the two i^e identical, we come

to cases where they are equitalant and then to
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cases where they are distinct. It need not be

assumed that these phases are genetically related

or essential. It is possible that structural conditions

may produce effects to all outward seeming

identical with those undeniably due to economic and

^ special social conditions. To distinguish them

fairly, regard has to be had to other criteria, specially

the general social history, and relations of the

group.

We have therefore to consider societies in which

conditions exist such that it is not only possible

but socially important that definite distinctions

exist and are drawn between the two cousins. Then
• we have to consider how and why such distino-

tions come into existence and then receive such

importance. So long as the two cousins are socially

''i and maritally equivalent as with the inter-groups in

Class A, the distinction is rather between two sets of

cousins—-those who may be and those who may not

be married. In the groups in Class B we have

only one marriageable cousin— the maternal uncle’s

daughter. An interesting feature about the single

cousin marriage' system is that it is capable of

almost indefinite expansion according to this

fourmula:—(A+b) (B-fo) (C-t-d) [(B-2n)+

(r—n)] j]
( R—n

) -I- r j (R-f-a), *

By this scheme a man’s son may not marry

%e daughter of his father’s sister. It therefeisB

j rethires as a minimum basis three exogamons

di'^inns. Any given man is the husband of

, a woman from the exogamous division to Which

his mother belonged. Any given married woman
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is th® wife of man wlpse moflier bftlonged to

the oxogamojus division of Ler father. It is inte-

resting to. note that this scheme, exists among the

ther ddyak im Siberia. It is quite possible

that it exists elsewhere but it is a distinct mode

of-sopial struoture aad must be distinguished from

ly^se of symmetrical structure which depend,

oij* ot are dejciveji from a dual; structure,—such

as the Australian groups, and the Garos and Gonds.

This scheme ignores all ties through female hin.

The daughter of the maternal uncle belongs toi

her father’s exogamous division and is therefore

eligible as a spouse to a man of' the exogamous

division to which her father’s sister went-^to her

fether’s sister’s son. It may be that the explana-

ttou lies in the complete merger of the woman

in; ho? husband’s exogamous division by and on
^

m«riage. Kinship may be traced per capita or

per afr^ssas only and by both computations.

It seems thaf a classification of Indian social

from the structural aspect should have two

ihaia ^visfens,—(A) those that do not allow any >

form hT first cousin marriage, (B) those that allow ’

marris^es with one or more of the first cousins/’

As an exercise in the study of distribution and Vj;

ia raap-maHng this inay fee recommended. Each 4

class will have to fee further broken up
.
and very

iuteresting and scientifically important results await - ^
the industry of the Indian scholar who will take

U|>.':thi8 - task.

'
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H. THE BIRTH CEREMONIES OF THE HOS
OF KOLHAN.

( Preliminary Review ).

Br D. N. Majitmdab, m. a.

The number of regular marriages amongst

the Hos is very- limited and it is decreasing day

by day. An average Ho will npt marry before

he is thirty or more and there are cases in which

the actual marriage ceremony never takes place.

This is due to the bride-price or the rate of

‘gonong’ as they call it, which is exceptionally

high for people of their means. Thirty heads of

cattle, forty to sixty silver coins and ornaments

. covering another forty rupees must be given to

the bride’s father, before one can aspire to the

iiand of his daughter. Over and above these pre-

liminary expenses there is the expense of feeding

the members of two or more villages with hmdia

or rice-beer, rice etc. Now thirty heads of cattle

fey a modest calculation cannot cost less than a

thousand rupees and this the poor cultivator can-

not pay and the result is the continual decrease

in file number of regular marriages and increase

in irregular connections. Men and women live

together as husband and wife without the ado of

a ceremony, the society winking at it, it is only

when any child is born that the society takes

cognizance of the fact and in that case the man
has to answer to the village punch. ' The father

of the woman coraOs up and demands the bride

price; an account is drawn up of the 'roan’s
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possessions *and ttie village punch orders the pay-

ment' of a sum to the father-in-law, which never

exceeds the means of the party concerned. The

,
father of the child has also to arrange for a

feast, in which the whole community takes part,

thereby removing the ban of pollution. But
in order to avoid these expenses, the Hos practise

abortion, the ingredients used being roots and

leaves of particular trees known only to the women
and these are so effective that the attempt is

successful in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred.

In case of regular maniage, a Ho is parti-

cularly anxious for a child, specially a male child

to look after him in his old age and after death

to minister to the departed soul. Barren women
are very much disliked by the Hos and they

believe that those without children have secret

connections with malignant spirits and are witches.

Barrenness is also attributed to bad morals and*^

to sins committed in previous births. Superstitious

remediesj charms - and amulets are resorted to avoid

barrenness, the most important of which is a

decoction of the root of the hucd. creeper which

WQmen are given to drink, and if a woman conceives,

the root of the creeper is tied round the waist

of the woman to protect the child from the

inftuences of malignant spirits.

formerly the Hos did not recognise sexrtal

iplereourse as essential to childbirth, ‘Singbonga?

in ihmr opinion bringing children into existence.

®rigbongaV emetaua ’’ ( God gives it); but the

belief has been shaken and they now tai^ sexual
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intercourse as the only cause of conception. * The

Hos of Tengra and Burapir, . believe that the

success of sexual intercourse between husband and

wife indicates success in agriculture and if they

,

find a good number of conceptions in the village,

the agricultural forecast is predicted to be very

ptoaperous. ‘.‘The soul"'’ Say the Hos, “never dies

bat hovers round the family burM ground and

eeisses the earliest oppOTtonity (of oonc^)tion> there-

by gracing the family in tlie role of the mvfjoom

child”. When a newborn babe resemble iu ,«o'me

form or other any of the deceased ancestors, it is

, believed by the Hos that the latter has been

reincarnated. The idea of reincarnation is so

strong that the Hos are found to show very

little respect to the ‘sasan diris’, thinking that

fee ancestral soul has long been reincarnated and

the ^sasan diri’ is dispossessed. Of course the

rttacarnation is limited by the number of ooncep-

liofflS in the family. When a child resembles his

^faad&tlmr, the Hos believe that the grandfather

the form of the dbiild. Unlike

fee Hindus, the Hos have very few taboos during

pregnancy. • Eestrictions as to diet are xmknou^

to fee Ho women during pregnancy which fee

takes a toatter of course ; the labour in child- i

birth is easy and is borne by the wwfeR '

unoomplamingly. The only taboo observed by her

It is at beat Ctombtful if the expression “Singbonga eiliotana"

Ca» 'be taken to imply %norance of tbe physiological origin of

conoeption. It rather appears to be a *pions’ expression charac-

teristic of a comparatively advanced stage of primitive culture when
gepd thmgs of :^e are grateCuUy attrfbu^ to Divine &ivoori»-

JSdttor.
’ *
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is to avoid all places which are regarded as haunts

of evil spirits and to avoid the society of barren

women and witches who may have some evil in-

fluence on the future child. Unlike the Hindus
f'

the Hos do not engage experienced women to

watch the delivery. The husband and wife are

secluded in one room and it is the duty of the

former to help the latter in delivery. In case

the husbsnd happens to be away some old woman
is called in .to help. The husband and the future

mother enter the lying-in room, which is very often

the same room used by them as bedroom, in fact

the only room in the hut. The average Ho has

one hut, with a single room which serves as a

bedroom and store—there is a varenda in front

where the Hos take rest after the day's toil.

The children are removed from the room ’ and as

soon as the couple enter the room, the doors and

windows are shut against all other persons. The
‘ huts of the Hos (Seldom possess any window and

are therefore free from cold blasts from outside.

There in the room husband and wife sit together and

wait for delivery. Delay in delivery is attributed

to the mischief-making of *Ohurin bongos' or

spirits of women dying in childbirth. It is believed

that when these spirits get annoyed, they sit on

the heads of children and the result is that the

children die or suffer from rickets. They also

^t on the breast of pregnant women thereib^

' diB^pltoio^^ the placenta. . In case of delay in deli-

very the Hos call in the village DewS ot the

3



laa&Hiie-fmanf -wto* saorafi^a- fowia andi goats' toi

tte; Bbngas a«i‘ it isK gemomllf? baiie'ped liiat th&'

is^ tiius-amootiiijt aaeoinplished^ Whea tte

psdb tiecomBS the> wommii sits with) her tw>o>

legs E^mead oidique^f"—whinhi hastans the birth.

A*te‘ the chil#is Born, the mothet^picks it up

wd t& fetier cuts the umbilfeal cord witfti the

sfceih^ the, mam plant ^gangai'smgi)' which*

laB & sharp «d^. Se nse of knife qr razor s

resented, as it may’ prtrre sepfe. *The body

<# newborn child is wiped' with a rag and

the after^birth is then cleared by the woman and

buried in the family courtyard. The- placenta and'

the umbilical cord* are placed in a new earthen

vessel and' buried in a hqlb dug in the courtyards

.^«eial care is always taken to see that these

rmMafe® may not be devoured by an animal or

nesaioved’ fey any nralicious human beingi Injuries

fe? the remains mean injuries to the child' and

natter, for whatever harms»a part of amaoi

will^ hurt the* man himself. The fether* then pre*^

water iaadfe the room'^ with which the

^HAsT'iEBd the ihfent are theu' bathed. The father

next begins to food hn: both.

The puriicsdioft ceremony is held on the 2l9fc

day idfter ehildbh*fch in the villages in the interior

of Kolhan,. but the people in the neighbourhood of

towns db it after S0 daye. This is due perhaps

to Hindu influence. , tu one particular village the

aullior saw it peiformM on the 8th day.

For a month, the husband, the wife and the

' chid ai^r© confined in the TO>a, bo^^^ being regarded



(GflBiaQOQially unclean. Anybody touching t&em

tte -regaarded as polluted and he has to take a

e^emcmidl both, af^r which water eanctiied witib

'eowdni^ is sprinkled ’on him. In Tengnaiaad

iBurapir,. the »pair is ceremonially cleaned on fee

16th day of
'

pollution. The ‘Endachatu* mvmxou^

is held on the 16th day and if anybody falls ill

the ceremony is postponed till the 18th or the

20th day.

On the first -day of child-birth the woman ds

given a pube-ijuice, which they call The

couple is mot .allowed to eat fife because >feey

believe that if they eat !fish daring ^dilution fee

•child may sufter .from worms or iasecte in the

belly. Once in fee mornii|g and oime before dusk

the woman is allowed every day to come -out of fee

hut. The 'man may go out but must .retuim bsfae

dusk. When water is to be brought fmsx fee

river, the man .takes care not to bring wafer

from the ;plac8 whence other villagem bring tkaiis.

The name^giving tfeesiplace at feetinaeiof -.fee

‘Et^nchatu’ ceremony. The^aKS’s (gmndfatherisl uamef

is ^ven to the first^born child,'fcmoswy’5<(mofeei^sfer0-

: feer’s )to fee>ne&b,^feEmthe matornal eoasin-s;iia fee

ease of a-daughter tthe name of Jiiwy (Gbandmofei^,

fean of the hixtom ^mother’s brother’s wife), feen fee

^cousin’s)applied tosuooessive ohildnen. Ai

atpfefeb isjikced nau* about fee

woman takes her bath 4aily andtheif

fee ^umbilical cord are buried cmder the feouafelb

-m a new pot or in a -eup made of

The woman and fee child afe
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turmeric paste on the body. On the birth

of a child, the mother manipulates the head and

the, septum of the nose. The mother, during the

month of pollution, is enjoined not to take meat

etc, but ^andia' which is regarded as a stimulant

is freely allowed,

WiiddehMu Ceremony :—On the seventh day,

the child’s head is partly shaven and it is regard-

ed as clean. It is allowed to be handled by the

.members of the family with caution, but as the

child has to remain with the parents, who are

unclean; the child is seldom touched by the other

members before the purificatory ceremony. During

the purification ceremony which comes off on" the

.21st or the 30th day, the earthen vessels and

pitchers used in the confinement room are thrown

away and the- hut is washed clean. Cow-dung

'

solution is applied to the walls of the hut. The

child and the father shave their heads, the latter

shaving his beard too. They then take a cere-

monial* bathfwith all their relations, when offerings of

are made to the ‘gogoi’ bongas or departed

ancestors. It is only after the oerembnial feast

^ftat the, pair can be readmitted into society. So
long as the child is not weaned, the couple has

to obey certain injunctions, e,g., they are not allowed

to go to places which the ‘bongas’ are said to

haunt; th^ are not allowed to touch polluted

.persons ; the mother is not allowed to go to a
;tank ,alone fearing lest the river deity, ‘Gare

bonga’ or ‘N'age bonga’ ( water deity) might do

some harm tp the boy.
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Name-giving Ceremony :—The Hos are believers

in rebirth; —so if they find any similarity exist-

ing between some deceased relative and the infant,

they at once come to the conclusion that the

lately deceased relative has come again to grace

1, the family. In such cases the name given to the

child is the same as that which the deceased

possessed. ‘ The name-giving ceremony takes place

either on the lOfch day or on the 22nd day after

birth. If no such physical similarity is observed, they

take to drawing lots. The male and female relatives

sit round an earthen pot full of water and grains

are poured into the water, one after another.

While dropping each grain of husked rice into

the water, a name is suggested by the relatives

present, after which a second grain is thrown ; if

the second grain touches the first the name is

selected; if not, the process is repeated, care

being taken to remove the second grain. While

the lot is being drawn some of the relatives take

sofas (sticks) made during an eclipse in hand

and begin striking against the lying-in ’ room

in the belief that thereby all fears will be scared

away from the mind of the child.

Another way of ascertaining the name of the

infant is by taking a number of grains in the palm

of the hand, When one of them suggests a name, the

' relatives are asked to say whether the number of

grains on the palm is odd or even; if it is even

the name is accepted, if odd, the lottery ie

repeated,

A third way of naming a child Is to take



foarigmiosiof t0*^<(^ihl4be^palfflvof;the.il«ltid•^mdto rub

tli0in unial they gebsoftened. 9Sie {father ^rff‘to 'chfld

has to ist^gest - a natne laad 'one of ithe four

gtaias Is dropped tin a paU of >water(plac8d ibefore ihhn.

If the grain of nrid floats m the. 'i^pater, the

name is iaecepted; if it sinks, aaother name is sug-

gestediand a seQOnd grain is dropped, and thus Idle

IsiUr grains are tried. Should all fdur seeds «aink,

the ^eSretodtty is psostpooed -till 'the ®ext

In the latter case, sacmflees iha're to -be made to

the ^ancestral spirits to scfVe the ohild &oni ai^

harm. .

Sometimes a Ho may desire to stand as 'the

name-sake of a .new-born child and in the event Of his

being chosen ‘by relatives, his name is tried

by the abeve jprocess and, if dt is accepted, the

plan stands as the best friend oftll;ieichil4«r^s fate

tis Jinked with the child for sweal or woe.



Eclipses

&tfn§«®at!uii andi

GhancbrOantdi.

m smm ETmimtAmm ikshtbsi §n.tbb
OF rai^BAiN. •

B^r D‘, JIF; MAsrrrMDJUBr, ir. a.

Unlike the Mnndas who Believe tfiat an eclipse

is caused when “the emissari.es of Sing-Bongs,

surrouniT the Sjdn or the Moon
for the deBhs of the MundSs”, *

the Hos regafcds an. eoli^e as.the

cesuht ofi a semud hiterefim'se

Bafewefimr tte. Sungod or ‘Sing-

fengS? and thei Msoom or the ‘fShandhlieiige# wte*

aaoe hediewdi b^f the Mos$ te Be, husbandb a^' wi&.

IMiaiig; an aEhpso; ^la HBss their bath in the

village MnMs^. tbEoiwf pieces. q£ gold, fi^i^.QQppetE:

or iroBi acocnding as ^ey cani aferdJt,.atjtJieiS»nsau

Uwj Mam as the case nra^ he^ ins thsi belief th#:

th»jornaments made witBi tfaes®^ pieces, when woeoi,

nanst produce goodiluck., Hhe Kos^wmialso^oufe dftwini

bnanchss of ts<ees ^ the time: o£ an- eclipse to

naafei stksks or ‘sotss’, as; theay: think that if they

possess a aota; made durhig an, eclipse,, they

will noh when: passing- threngh forests at night, be

temedj by' malignant,
:

^rits,. the so^ having

ao^ired- fte power of driving away spirit®.

Another' belief is cennecjted with, fishing neta

ifeis;%wly believed by the,Hos that, nets

have the in&llible power of

disaasmig fishes into it: when thrown into the water,

t^ ijeafisnn? ap being that as there is dark-

ness.,, during an eclipse there will be. darkness in

Vide S. 0. Ro/s ^^Mimdas and Their Cmintry" 489,
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water at the time * of drawing that net which

will blind the eyes of the fish and they will not

escape. Women with child are not allowed to see

the eclipse, and should a woman happen to see

it, it is predicted that her child will be a

deformed one. Daring an eclipse a Ho woman is

seen fto throw cowdnng against the walls of her

hat as,; a safeguard against pollution.

' 'The reklaon -between''' the 'arid' thS^''Dftus

or foreigners has always beeh nnsatisfisfot^^^i&
Dikus, who are mostly ffl

Excommunication do not touch them for fear of

and Remedy. pollution, the tery presence of

these aborigines being regarded

as abominable. In fact, the name ‘Kol’ or ‘Kola’

was applied to these people as a signal mark of

hatred. Kola, in Sanskrit, meaning a pig. The
Hos also do not allow their own people to take

anything at the hands of a Diku. When they

are paidj they work for the Dikus, even as menials

in their households, but they will not take water

or boiled rice from their employers nor cleanse

utensils. Taking rice at the hands of a Diku is

regarded by them as betraying the tribe and the

ofifender is at onde excommunicated. In case the

outcast wanis to get back into the pale of his

community, he has to undergo a purificatory ceremony

knov?n as ‘latf. The Mundas and Mankis of the neigh-^

bourhood and some members of his own sept or ‘Kili’,

together with the 'village dders hold a Durbar, when

the man has to pare his nails, out his hair and then

retire to the village or river to take a cere-
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roouial bath,’ washing his body" with oil and turmeric

paste. Next he comes to the place where the

Durbar is held and then prepares himself for ihe

sacrifice he has to offer. In a small pot, water

dyed with turmeric, tulsi leaves, and mango leaves

is put before the offender. A cock is then sacri-

ficed to ‘Sing-bonga’ and ‘wagoi bongas’ and its

blood poured into a pot. The men assembled

then sprinkle the contents of the pot seven times

over his head uttering each time the name of the

spirits. The man next takes a few drops of the

blood in a leaf-cup and mixing it with *hmdia’

or rice-beer drinks the contents in the presence of

all assembled. When this is done the man has to

prepare food for all the people present* a he-geat

is killed and the feast is partaken of with great

eclat. . The nails are pared and hair cut by

men of other ‘kilis’ different from the kili of

the offender.

The nature of the ceremony testifies to the

seriousness of the offence in the Ho’s estimatiOT.

The pollution is mutual. The Diku and the

‘Kol’ avmd each other. The Diku with his higher

culture looks down upon the Kols, the Hoa rega|rd

themselves as e(|ua], even superior, to the Dikus.

Why is it that the Hos avoid the touch of the

jPAkd? The answer is difficult. But I do not

ttdnk this idea of false prestige can be traced to

.fl^ yery remote period in their history. This social

avoidance ‘might ha»e been the outceme of ji

reaction.

4
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Balposh or adoptim :—The x\gh\> of adoption

by a Ho is very much disputed by Ho society.

Before an adoption can be made, a Ho has to apply

to the village ‘Munda’ and the Manki for permission

which the latter seldom grant if any of the relations of

the man puts up an objection. Women do

not inherit t|ie prdperty of the family ; they are

aljdwed maintenance only. If there is only a girl

then a Ho sometimes seeks a boy to' mary her \

an4 the property devolves upon the bridegroom.

This is known as ‘Dubumbal’ or 'garjamai. In

case there is no issue a Ho seeks a ‘tuar’ or an •

orphan for adoption. He then applies to the

Munda and the Manki for permission to adopt

the child as his son. Should the former agree no

special ceremony is performed and the boy can

he brought up as the natural heir.
.
But ,if a male

child is born to the man after the adoption has

been made, the adopted son has no right to the

property of the family. Sometimes a ‘tuai;’ can-

not be found and the family property is inherited

fey the man’s brother’s children, In granting

permission to the man to adopt, the Munda and

the Manki invite the decision of the punch of

the village concerned and this decision is final.

Improvident as they are, the Hos seldom

possess anything substantial save some measures

of land ; so ordinarily they have very little necessity

for adoption. Formerly the Hos did not possess any

idea of adoption
j

the lafld they cultivated was the

property of the oommuhity and individual property

seldom existed. The idefe # ‘Balposh’ might have
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been introduced into their society by people who

lived in the neighbourhood of the Hindus and others,

and tht|s imbibed, to some extent, the culture of

the Dikus or foreigners. The word ‘Balposh* is not

a ‘Kol’ word, it is a colloquial Bengali or Hindi word

used by the people of Manbhum and sister districts.

So we may assume that the custom of adoption,

if it exists at all, is the result of culture contact.

Diseases and causes thereof :—People in a low

stage of culture seldom die a natural death, for

outdoor life, hunting, and warfare afford any amount

of accidents, and death is in their opinion due to

these accidents. Hence it is natural that prema-'

ture deaths should be attributed to the mischiefs

of evil spirits or Bongas. There are good spirits too

who look after the welfare of the people, with

whom they maintain friendly relations by offering

sacrifices and prayers at regular intervals. In case

of sickness and death the people approach these

good spirits for relief, but all the same, they are

very much afraid of the malignant spirits whose

work it, is to inflict injuries to the people for pretty

offences. To these spirits savages offer choice

offerings and sacrifices to appease them. There

are a host of these malignant spirits, e. g.

Churin JSon^ras--Spirits of persons dying in child-

birth.

Kachm Spirits of persons who meet with

watery graves.

Hanhar Worshipped by the witches,

Wdyom Bonita—Worshipped by those who |itac-

tioe in poison.
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Nasom or Mua Bonga—^The spirits haunting grave-

yards.

Kariya Bonga
j

ELharias wlio * are a
or y

rp -r, } Monds leaking tribe.
Tengu Bonga J

^ ®

Sacred groves or ‘Jahirs’ are said to bring good

look to the village. In case of epidemics the

^Hagers pour water in the groves and confidently

i|:^eet that the^ the epidemic will decrease or

pass away toother villages. The number of sacred

groves indicate the health of the village for they

serve to guard the villagers from diseases.

Now, when a man falls ill, one of the members of

his. family takes some rice ( artta
)
in a 3al leaf and

having touched the sick man’s body with ,the leaf

goes to the village Dewa to ascertain the cause

of the disease. The Dewa takes the rice in the palm

of his hand and takes the whole night to decide the

course he would take next morning. In the

morning ho reveals the name of the spirit or

causing the malady. The Bonga is th.en

worshipped by the Dewa with offerings of BodS

or he-goat or a fowl, and it is believed that the

disease is thereby got rid of. The ‘Wagoi BongacsV

if they ere not regularly propitiated, cause maladis.

People having a power over the evil spirits often

work mischief by causing diseases. When Cholera

or DiarrihbBa breaks out in an epidemic form, the

villagers approach the Deurf, who goes to the

Dewas fer remedy. The Dewa tbere-upon calls

the viilager;8 to assemble in the courtyard of the

Deori and cites incantations, during which some of
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the viffegers get possessed and in this state of obses-

sion they give out the name of the Bonga or BongSs,

causing the disease. The villagers ask the possessed

raen, *‘Mar Tabu gosainko kajia t4pe chiabu haturd

ndn dukhu chikate hobajana—ondo neyS lagirte

chikanabu rekaya”.

English translation :

—

Well, sages, tell us why we are suffering from

this, malady? What are we to do (to meet it)?

The possessed men say,

“Chi abua hature nen dukhu euakana;

ena lagite abu ( Pauria Bonga
)
buhar obgi”

English translation,

“Hear ye villagers, this malady is caused by

Pauria Bonga and we must drive its out of the

village”.

At night the villagers again assemble at the

linaits of the village and the same men with sticks

in hand get possessed. The Dewa then gives a

handful of ‘srua’ rice to each of the other two

villagers, (having duly sanctifed them by mantras

er incantations). These two men stand on two

sides of the road, hading put of the village, when

the possessed men run towards the road, the rest

of the villagers following at their heels. The duty

of the two villagers with ‘snta ride’ in hand is to

run parallel to the possessed men sprinkling the

behind and on both sides of the latter thereby

getting preventing them from back or taming

aside from the path they have tfiken. Thus they

run till they reach some ^big tree or hill.
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There they stop and the Dewa propitiates the

Bonga with a fowl at the foot of the tree or

hillock saying, “We have brought you here; this is

your abode ;
we wish you remain here”. This is

known as •Bbnga hanr’ or driving away of spirits.



IV. SOME OUTDOOR AND SEDENTARY GAMES
OF THE HOS OF KOLHAN.

( Preliminary review.

)

By D. N. Majumdab, m. a.

The following are the popular games of the

Hos.

( 1 ) Chhur or Dundis.

( 2 ) Sekar

( 3 ) Kanju

( 4 ) Kasa

( 5 )
Hota-danda

*

( 6 ) Tukaodanda

( 7 ) Kulao-chal

( 8 ) Landapati

( 9 ) Mali'inum on land

(10) Mali-inutn in water

( 11 ) Kuidinum

( 12 ) Gaigai inura

(13) Baga

(14) Cockfight.

(1) Chhur This game resembles the Daria-

handha played in villages of Bengal. A court is drawn

on the ground by scratching parallel lines as shown

in the accompanying
,
diagram. The number of

parallel lines limits the number of players. The

pkyers divide themselves into two parties of efUal

strength and a crude form of lottery is made

wHeh decides which party should , defend firsfe.^.

The furthest portion above the last line is the

goal and if any member of the attaching party
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can come back to the place of starting after

reaching the goal viithont being touched by any

member of Idie defending party who stand on*

guard in the lines, the game is vron. If any of

the members is caught, when running through the

court, the party has to change places and there

i» no score on tte offensive side. The game is

very interesting and is the most popular 0me
played by the Hos. This game is also played by

•ftie Mundas of the Ghotanagpur plateau. ^

(2) Sehar -.—Sekar means a top. This is the

popular game of spinning the top
;

a string is

wound round the stem of the top which is

made to spin on its point by pressing it against

the ground.

( 3 )
Kanju :—This game also has its analogue

in Bengal. A hole is made in the ground and

the competitors throw a stone each from a distance.

If the stone falls within the hole, the thrower

stands aside. The throw is continued till All but

one succeeds in putting their stones into the hole.

The poor boy who fails to do so has to hop

from the hole to the place of starting. In the

mean lime the other boys continue to Hirow the

stones into the same hole, and when any player

fmis to send his stone into the goal, the first boy

is allowed to stop hopping and the new offender

takes his p&ee*

(4 ) ^3s8 :~Instead of a hole, a stick is fixed

at a distenoe when the boys throw stones at the
'

'
'

stick. The boy who does not succeed has to hop

on one leg from the place of starting to the post,

** r«fo. S. C. Roy. Mundas and their country, page 49].
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tlj© othec boys throwing^ the stones continually, ;

but, i£» the latter fail, , the boy ceases hopping.

(5-) Hetddanda '—^The players come furnished

vi^te5stickH»^ and one of the boys' collects then*-

together, after which he* lets slip all of them

behind: has back. The sticks fall one upou. the

other/ : and ' the owner of the stick which lies at .

the* botom of the heap, has to place it in front

of himi The players then rally round the sticks

and * try to move it away from dts place, the

owner' guarding it i ail the while, his business being,

;

te<* tench a- player' while striking it If< ha eaa>t

touch'ione of the players in the process of striking,

the stick,, the latter* has to stand aside and is

regarded- as- ‘dead’. The poking: is continued till

all the players* stand aside and the poor boy - has

tO' carry the ' stick: on his head, without t®uchiagi>

with ', the hands,- to the place of , starting. If he

lets the stick slip from: hfe 'headi the' same game

is ^ repeated.

( t) TuModanda :— A; rfic-

tenguMr area is scratched on
'

the ground and lihes drawn

bisecting the two sides-of the'

rectangle as shown in the , ,

accompanying diagram. The
i

players dmdeijheraselves into
;

|

two parties of e^qual'

strength' and a ' toss is

made, the party whieh" loans in the toss’\ h«s td'

place all their sticks or ‘dswdss’ on the median
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line. The players of the opposite party now

throw thin sticks at the heap from a distance of

12 to 15 cubits, their object teing to shift the

sticks outside the boundary line. The player whose

stick falls^ out of the boundary line comes to the

heap of sticks and taking his stick under his

surmpit hegm^ to scatter those of the opposite

party out of the area, care being taken to shove

the sticks clean over the boundary line. If the

stick, however, remains half outside and half inside,

he loses his chance and is regarded as ‘dead* by

his partners and the next man of the party takes

up his position. If all the sticks are thus thrown

outside, then the party is said to score one game,

but if all the members are ‘dead’ before the sticks

can be removed from the area, the party loses

and the latter has to place the sticks on the

median line to enable the other party to try their

chance. Before the players begin the game, they

make an agreement between themselves that which-

fiver party scores 2 or 4 games will be award-

ed thfe palm of victory. So when one party scores the

Agreed number, the other party has to place the sticks

against each other iu a slanting position so that they

intersect one another at their tops. There sticks a
now designated 'astras’. Now one of the vanquished

party m^sures 23 steps from the ‘Astras* where-

upon the players of the winning party throw their

sticks against the ‘astras*. Here also the sticks

^ve to be hit so as to be thrown out of the
area marked.

( 7 )
Ktdoochal :—This is an intelligent game

played by persons;—it resembles the “Shola-
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guti bag-chal’* of Bengal. As its principle is a bit

diOScult, boys are seldom found playing the game;

it is the elderly people who induge in it. A
quadrilateral diagram is drawn with chalk on the ground

The diagonal is intersected by three equidistant

parallel, lines drawn within it perpendicularly and

three horizontally. Two lines are then drawn

diagonally so as to intersect each other at ^the

centre of the diagram. Finally the middle points

of each of the sides of the quadrilateral are joined

by four straight lines. A ‘guti’ or small piece of

stone or similai' other substance is placed at each

of the twenty points of junction of the three

horizontal lines with the three perpendicular

lines and with the four sides of the quadri-

lateral. Two persons sit face to face on two

sides of the diagram. The units or ‘gutis’

as they are called are 24 in number of which 4

are called ‘Kulabs’ or tigers and 20 called ‘meroms’

or goats. One party takes the tigers, the other party

the ‘meroms’, and the duty of the latter is to defend

the ‘meroms’ against the depredations of the tigers.

The four ‘Knlaos’ are placed at the four corners of the

diagram and the ‘meroms’ occupy the other 20

junction points excluding the central point. There

are altogether 25 such points ; when all the units are

placed in situ, only one junction-point namely,

the central point remains vacant. The player

who owns the ‘meroms’ has to shift them in

Such a way that the other player may not find an

opportunity of killing them, which is eftdM
if the '^Kulao’ gets a position after cros-

sing one of the ‘meroms’. The game con^aues till

most of the ‘meroms’ are devoured by thd
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"^he credit is given to the player who can -cau-

tiously mofe his ‘guti’ and an intelligent 'player

takes hours before he is defeated.

( 8) lidndnpati :-^ln this gana'e one of »fehe

players is made a judge and he has to hPld Put

both ^ his palms on which the other ‘players hawS

do strike wi& th^r p.dms saying, ‘''^Laiida pati

Itesipfd guto”. !fhia is done very cautiously, for

if anybody is cangltt ';yWle striking, he is taken

as the ‘thief*, and the judge ’blindfolds his -eyes

. while the rest hide themselves. After the players

have safely hid themselves the eyes of the ‘thief’

are uncovered and he has to catch the players.

The ’latter 'try to reach the judge, who serves

as a .post, unnoticed by ’ the • thief. If the thief

can catch anybody while "they aih try to reach the

post, the latter is again blindfolded -and -he has

to play the rOle of the thief.

( 9 ) Mali-inu ^In this^game the players 'oolleet

under a big tree \vhen 'a sort' of lottery is made to

sap^ttain the ‘Mali’ or the untouehable. 'A leaf is

‘Idteen ’«®d a mark is made on it preferably '4t

'ttm *«id. 'The /players are "atkeid to -draw the leaf

which is concealed by one of the Older ‘boys

febtweeh his^flat palms, the ' latter being * the third

party, his dsusiiness *beiDg over , as soon as the lot

is drawn. Then ' the boy who draws out the mark

from : insMe jlb© hollows of i the palms ds .the ‘maJi’.

iHext ^iok .Ip .lahen on© of the players

iihaMKS ‘mali’ has to bripg

;lhfi sta^; in itlm .iieantin^^ players climlb up

the 'tree. The fdjaty -of :^e ‘mali’ is to catch bold

Of the players.



MMi-imin’g >m. iwater’ ^This .a -variety mi tiJae

'igape .played jin "<waier. ffbe ris a .saweeper

:5wh«nsa Ho iisefufles to . toucfe, !Jwt .to aay iof laJdng

lisnything ' fconi * Jais jhands. , So ‘Mali* is . syncasyanoHS

sjimtoui^aabie. Tbe :ga»e begins /sPben jthe

‘.get .np to ri^ ineok into mter .^d $eacih

of tbam has Ito naafce ; a :-6aund in the -vsater ihy

{displacing 'ikm water iwith :the : thumb sand the

forefinger, first firmly held together and then ikt

'loose; la {player {who fails to :maliGeithis -soiwd is

'. regarded as the .‘MaK* >.or iantouchaMe a^nd rhe

has to catch the other players who {dive ji«p

into the water. If he can touch .n.ny of his

.companions the untouchability is .transferred to the

latter and the former is allowed -toJoin the rest.

r (1 0) tKivbd-immg This is a <dramatic >game ,in

which !one of l the
.
players < takes the jrde * of .a hen

^nd a. second player; that of .a kite and the ireSt

ifiahow -the ; former as . ohiek«s. The kite rtries to

•.snatch -the eWdc-ens from the hen and the flatter

thas to .protect iher ;’Jittle. ones {from the hite'either

shy .tmwaaing or ..^ghiiiig with the kite. The (game

: is >very -simple; the;hen makes a line with .her

-.Miidcens, ^she ; herself 1 heading the line and ithe

t£te -strikes at tthe hea^ras ;Well as the chiokras

'.wldeh. the^.lattor .defends,, . striking the kite .*wpe-

<s0 •(?%>; mtiny This is also a dramaM©

. '^me 'in whith "a t big crrole is drawn ion the ground

•'and the players mike a sort of crude

'saeans of a leaf—jas descifbed ‘b^fisre. ie*aan

who ttfaws out 'the mark from fe^e
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becomes the culprit and has to play the role of

a monkey igsi). All the players have to come

inside the circle and the gai who has to walk on

all fours proceeds to catch the players who move

inside the circle, careful not to
,
allow themselves

.to be approached by the monkey. The si’ makes

feces at the players and mimics the shrieks of

the monkey.. Should a player be caught or get

out of the circle to avoid the* ‘ga^ when the

lattsex pursues; the player, the former has to play

;
the role of the ‘gai’ and the latter is allowed to

join the rest.

(12) Baga \—In this game; some sticks and

broken pieces of earthen pitchers are required.

A quadrilater figure is scratched on the ground,

and within it another line is drawn a little below

the upper side of the quadrilatral and parallel to it.

This line is thus the second line from the top.

The players are divided into two parties of equal

strength and a crude toss decides which party

^should take the "offensive. The party which, loses
‘

in the tc^s has to plant their sticks, upright on

the median line the centre of this line being

occupied by a big stick held straight upwards
by planting it into the ground and this is

fenown as the ‘JSspif or the Great one’. Against

each of the sticks save the Bdga, the players

place pieces of bt’oken pots and the players on
. the offensive pide have to strike against the potsherds

. from the hottoni line. The third line is 15

'to 20 cubits off froip the second or median line. The
jdayers on the offenoe; put ' each, a ...|^eue;,:-p^
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potsherd on the line opposite the second line and

with the help of the sticks strike the pieces in a

way so that the latter may strike against the

sticks of the opposite party. In doing so if the

potsherds strike the sticks on the defensive line

or get out of the first line without touching the

sticks of the second line, the players are given a

chance of striking at the sticks again from the

first line, in which case they have to strike

against the remaining sticks that were not touched

by them from the third line. If they succeed in

striking against each of the sticks on the second or

median line they are said to win and are allowed to

strike a second time from the third line, i, e. a

fresh game begins. But in the event of the players

failing to strike each and all of the sticks, the

parties change sides and the offensive party has

to defend the attack as before and the play thus

continues.

(14) Cock fight :—Whoever has walked though

a Ho village must have noticed the number of

beautiful cocks reared by the Hos, the object being

to train them in fighting. The season of the

fight begins with January and continues up to the

end of May and days are fixed for the Cockfight

when all the people of a *pir' or two flock to--

gether to a fixed spot, the villagers carrying th0ii?

trained cocks with them. Before the fight begins

the villagers challenge each other and when parties

agree, the fight commences. A ‘Kathi’ or

is tied to the right leg of the cock arwl another

‘Kathi* called *BanUra' to the left leg, with the



edg«s ' sharpened: a«d thhit th© cocks are- allowed. »to*

fighfcr ag^st eaeb* other, . the parties -.hawingx be».
nuitualljr, selected beforehand^; 1116’ game^ lasts^ {ot^f.

a prettyt. long' time- and each, of the^ cocka‘ tfies'th'

disable i tine antagonist set . against iii. Whenii on»»-

of • the : « cooks ; is * disabled by inBa«t of' tkr- sharp. ^

the’ garnet ia: said to- be won* by/thbt other.s

party and the- cook is^a^poiktaken ''bytthei.winner^



V. THE HARGARI AND ITS ORIGIN.

By Dhirendra Nath Majhmdeb, m. a.

The word Hdrgmri or Hdrhora means the

burying of bones of the dead and is commonly
- used by the Oraons of Qhota Nagpur. After each

death, the corpse is burnt and the bones are

collected to be ceremonially interred on the annual

bone-burying day ( Hdrhdra day ). The Mundas of

the Ohota Nagpur plateau also observe this custom

but they call it JangtopS and the day when the

bones of the Mundas who died during the whole

yetur are interred is known as the "Jangt^lf* day. ^

It is not my purpose to give here a description

of the entire funeral ceremonies of these aboriginal

tribes, which is more or less influenced by Hindu

ideas, but I shall only attempt to give a possible

suggestion as to the origin of this annual inter-

ment. In every primitive tribe, we observe two

separate and distinct ceremonies connected with

the dead. The one takes place immediately after

death has occured, while the other takes place

after a long interval of time, say two months,

six months, or even a year. The Todas of the Nilgiri

hills have two ceremonies, one is called Etvainol-

hedr which is performed immediately after death,

the other is known as Marvainolkedr. “The

final scene in which the relics are burnt and Mie

ashes hurled, takes place before daybreak on the

morning following the Marvainolkedr and is hiiown

^ The Mmdat and Their Country, by Bai Bahadur S. C. Roy.

6
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as the ‘Azan'amkedr’, the name being derived from

the *Azamm' or circles of stones within which

the final cremation takes place”. 3 The Badagas

also have two separate ceremonies,—:the first is

called ‘Hasehedu* by them and is commonly known
"

.as the green fhneral. The second ceremony which

comes after an interval is termed the ‘Barahedu'

ceremony and is also described as the dry funeral.

The second ceremony of the Todas may be held

a month after the Mmimlkedr or after one full

year or more, but Dr Rivers says that the Todas

have no annual ceremony of the dead. With

the Veddas the case is a bit different,—as soon as

a man or a woman dies from sickness, the

Veddas desert the cave or the place of occurence

and they never return to the place even after the

body has decomposed.

Now, how can we explain this double funeral—

the green funeral and the dry funeral of thb

Badagas, ’the Mvcdnolkedr and the Manainolhedr

of the Todas and the first cremation and the

of the Chota Nagpvr tribes ? The diflSculty

fe more enhanced when we observe the BUndQ
funeral ceremonies in their different phases. Beyond
a mere suggestion that the cultured ffindus

absorbed many of the primitive rites and customs,

and then extended their Shastric prescription to

give the Custom or the rite a highen sanctioh—

we cannot go any fiirl^er. 1 cannot restrain thn
temptation to addnoe: one instance of this Shastric

interpretation by ’Ae way. It is a matter of

^ Vide The Todas, hy Dr Rivers,
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common observation that the so-called aboriginal

people of India have ceremonies and festivals

accompanied with dances—which are nothing but

the seasonal worship of Nature. Take for instance

the dances of the Oraons,—there are autumn dances,

spring dances, winter dances and dances in the

rainy season—all these suggest that the customs

now observed are very primitive and can be

traced to a time when Nature was a marvel, a

surprise and a terror to the primitive mind. The idea

of an animated Nature marking, a distinct belief

of the primitive people in a very early stage of

their existenqe has been recognised by numerous

Anthropologists and it is no wonder that the

ceremonies and dances of these people will be

associated with the different changes of season.

The Kali Nauch in the district of Dacca which

is held every year during the last few days of the

Bengali year is nothing but a timely worship of

‘ZsZ*—the all-destroying Time. The essential features

of the dance may be summarised thus ;—During

the last week of the Bengal month Chaitra.

( March-April ) the Hindu inhabitants of the villages

gather together and find out a place of worship

of the Goddess Kali, Next they go in a body

from house to house to secure alms which every

villager ungrudgingly pays and with this they

meet the expenses of the Puja, After the Puj\

one of the celebrants puts on the mask of the

Goddess Kali, and decked with all the ornaments

with which the image is decorated and assuming

the . role of the goddess, dance up and down the

village to the imcbmpaniment of music (Dhsk, Dhdl),
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In a very large village two or more people

assume this role of the goddess and display all

figures of the dance. This is said to hring

good luck to the village.

• BiVeu in our cultured spcieties, all the ceiie’-

mpuiss and festivals refer to particular sea^oua

J ahaU not be unreasonable if I take the DoSrga

l^'a jas the worship of the autumn and the Basanti

|[itf% aa the worship of the apring, now personified

1^ jiivine beings-'apparently to draw these abori-

ginal rites into the circle of orthodox rituals.

Sven file Christmas festival of the Christians may

be supposed to have connection with some primi-

tive seasonal cult—since from this date the days

lengthen and the nights begin to lose in duration.

Ibe May dance and the May flower ceremony

ai^ typical representations of Nature worship.

The worship of the Nile in Egypt is based on the

same principle,

J^uneral ceremonies are a department of religion.

B(^gion consists in the propitiation of powers

h|gWar than man and ethnography cannot adduce

^lie example where the powers of man were pot

'^bi^ed subordinate to external powers. When man

ficshcanieto earth, he came in contact with Nature;

wii^i hu* very elementary intellect he hoped to

control the powers of Nature; he failed, he realised

the superiorety of Nature, he attributed his owp

psychical laws to the aspects of Nature and began

to propitiate Nature with prayer, oflferingsand saCri-

fiCi^. The idea of spirits pervading nature was

Spiked later on; this idea itself arose from the con-

ception of doubles. Dreams, shadows, hallucinations,
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eqlioes, clairvoyance etc. suggested to the early

man the idea of a double and this double was

the soul. But the soul is not the spirit; the soul

leaves the body with exception, while a spirit can

live without the body, it can exist even separated

from the body, but this metamorphosis is brought

about by death, it is death which alone can

transform the soul into a spirit. Once the spirits

were believed to exist, they were regarded as

friendly or hostile, and alliance was necessary with

friendly spirits to guard against the mischiefs of

hostile spirits. The spirits of relatives and friends

were regularly propitiated by prayers and ofterings

whereas spirits of strangers were carefully avoided.

A,s it is death which brings into play all these

ideas it is death that primitive rites were addressed

to and the first ceremonies were those of the

dead, and religion began with the cult of the

dead,

So far we have seen why primitive man

attached so much importance to funeral rites.

Let us now see how the bone-buying festiv^

originated.

With a very rudimintary intellect the primitive

man could not distinguish between prolonged sleep

and death. Early man seldom died of natural

death; all deaths were accidental; so it is possihlf

that early ipan could not have any notion of

the gradual pining away of death; when any ded^

pOeurred they ascribed it to the temporary dislodg*

ment of the soul; they waited to see when Ae

^ Tylw—TrUrniw CulUvre, Vol, I,
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soal would return and reaniUniate the body it had

left; the body was left uncremated and unburied

but their hopes were not to be realised; the

soul had left the body for good. When pri-

mitive man saw that the body began to decompose

without any sign of reanimation, ail that he did

Was to preserve the bones and finally when they

Were convinced that the departed soul would not

reanimate its material body they buried the bones

with ceremonies and festivals with the idea that

the soul has gone to a different land, the land of

after-life. At first this burial was performed after

a long interval of time; there was no green funeral

the only funeral they had was after the primitive

mind was tired of waiting for the return of the

soul. The green funeral came to be observed later

on when the primitive man’s idea that the departed

soul never reanimtes the material body it leaves

was already confirmed. Thus the second ceremony

after death was the original funeral and the first

ceremony now observed was of later conception,

i The i,dea that soul does not. leave the body

immediatly is current amongst all primitive fribes

of the world. The Polynesians say that the soul be-

fore it goes down to the realms of Milu or

Wakba hovers round the body for some time. The

Malaya and Indians of North-East America believe

that the final separation of the soul from the

body it animated deos not follow immediately after

death and the Australian aborigines also possess

the selfsame idea, ^
,

^ The Mistory of Vol. I By Professor Friedrick

Page 46. j. 1, 10. fr^tii the top.
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The annual bone-burying ceremony of the ChofS-

Nagpur tribes would appear to owe its inception to the

time when early man lived in a communal stage and

the death of one of its members was regarded as

an affair of the community and the cremation or burial

of the dead was undertaken by the community as a

whole. At first perhaps every death was separately

dealt with but this was a heavy drain upon the com-

munal property and the agricultural prospects of

the land necessitated the postponepnent of the

ceremony till after the annual harvesting time.

Thus we get the harbors, festival of the Chots-

Nagpur tribes.



VI. SOME POPULAR SUPERSTITIONS OF
ORISSA.

By Satindra Nakatan Rot, m. a., b. l..

The belief in ghosts is almost universal. I shall

narrate some special features of the belief that

oibfesnu in Orissa. Fairies or mnooent spirits 4a

nut a|>pear in Oriya nursery tales, The Oriyas

4© not . know them. Brahnaadaityaa ' or spirits

of Brahmans who died daring the investiture

ceremony of the cacud thread are the most inno-

cent of all spirits that appear in popular supersti-

tion. They are good spirits and are supposed to

occupy their time with prayers and devotions.

When their term of spirit-life is over, they are

reborn in some Brahman fainily. People say

that Brahmadaitya often imparts his know-

ledge of the scriptures to an ignorent BrShman

with the result that under this guidance the

^nbrfljnt Brahman becomes a pandit within a very

short time. It is not unoften that a Brama-

daftya goes to ^t^ house of a Brahman who leads

a j^ure life, «becomes his guest for a couple of

diays or so, and w;alks out of the house after

revealing himself to his host. He frequients the

sacred had ov pepul tree and does no harm to

anybody, unless of counse anybody goes out of

his way and makes him cross. He often appears

in tbejgives of an aifcetic near an old temple of Siva,

Avhich according to popnlar tradition is constructed

outside the village. Unidtlled desires of the flesh in

a previous incarnation sometimes leads him
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to keep company with a woman. Even then the

woman is elevated in his company, for she is

given to understand that the slightest infidelity

on her part is to be. visited with the extreme

penalty, the spirit sometimes gives her untold

wealth. In fact if a village derelict gets rich

quick, she is supposed to associate with a

Brahmadaitya.

Male spirits and female spirits are supposed to

appear in cremation grounds, which are generally

situated outside the village. Some of them appear

like men and women in their proper dimensmns.

Others again have an abnormally tall shape. They

do not generally go naked, but appear with a

white cloth on. Women, who died during the

life-time of their husbandsj^ appear in a red-bordered

sUti. Spirits are supposed to marry, and brawls,

quarrels and frolics are quite common with them.

Powerful as they are, they cannot resist the strong

incantations of 9.
• Gunia or exorcist. A guni can

pin them down to a particular tree or field and

can drive them out of a house. A person posses-

sed can be cured by him. Women-spirits are

more dangerous; those who have left children or

died with a child in their womb are called Ghir-

gunies or Pitasnmes, They emit fire that moves

about the field as they hurry over it at night.

Women who died during pregnancy reappear in

the crehaation ground with their children, they

give their children suck, affect to smear them

with, oil and turmeric after the fashion of Oriya

7
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women and fondle them in various ways. If

anybody goes near them when they are fondling

their babies he is sure to die. The spirits think

that the man has come to rob them of their

babies and pounce upon him. If by chance a

black Tulsi tree {ocymum sanctum) happens to

grow in the cremation ground, the spirits, that

haunt itj deem it their duty to protect the

tree against the skill of all Ounias. The Gunias,

in their turn, combine to uproot the tree at the

time of an eclipse or on Saturdays and Tuesdays,

which according to popular superstitions are specially

dedicated to the spirits. A tussle of strength

begins and the Gunias are generally unsuccessful.

Only the most skilful master of incantations can

wrench the tree from the combined grip of the

spirits. He who succeeds in the endeavour passes

the highest test examination. He is looked up to

by all the Gunias of the locality.

Spirits, in general, and women- spirits, in

particular, evince a strong desire for fish. A fisher-

man who goes about at night to, catch fish often

raeete with women -spirits who beg of him to give
‘

them a fish or two. If the man has the courage

to refuse them and can brave their wrath, he

can hope to effect a safe retreat. If on tlie
’

contrary, he gives in or succumbs to fear he is gone.

In some parts of , Orissa dead women who have left '
?

behind them ohil'dren are given near their crematien-x'"!

ground pumpkins which they fondle

as their babies at dead of night. These pumpkins, it

is believed do not rot: so Ibng as they receive caresses
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,at night from the spirit. It is deemed a feat of

a master exorcist to take away one of these

from the spirits who zealously guard over them.

In some villages we often meet with a stone

image of Mahamunsia or Mamnnsia. It really

means a great man. This image is to be found

near the Thakurani Tola. People who worship

him know him to be a spirit. Often the head-

Gunia of the village is placed in charge of the

worship and lands are set apart for his mainten-

ance. This Mahamunsia has power to appease an

epidemic, so that when Cholera or Small-pox breaks

out in the village,- the villagers offer him pu^a

with goat-sacrifice. Mahamunsia, when it so pleases

him, goes out at night and wanders over the

whole village. He is much taller than an average

man. His image is sometimes placed near the

temple of the goddess Mangola who corresponds to

the goddess Sitala of Bengal. Mahamunsia is also

known as Kshetrapal in some villages of Orissa.

Cholera and Small-pox are said to be caused by the

displeasure of the Yoginis. Illiterate village people

believe that it is useless to treat a patient attack-

*ed with Cholera, the only way out being to

propitiate the Yoginis. The association of Yoginis

with this disease has almost invested it with

supernatural terror, and dear and near relatives

of a patient often fly away from home leaving him

to his fate.

There is a wide-spread belief that a departed

spirit feels hunger and thirst like ordinary

pjorfadsj at leaet during the period of tnouming,
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which in Orissa with all claves ends on the 12th .

day from the date of death. It is due to this

belief that people offer rice, curries, and even to-

bacco leaves and country cigars at least twice a

day at a secluded spot or bush near the home-

stead. The spirit is supposed to pai’take of these

in the shape of a jackal or dog when the real animal

avails itsdf of the easy dinner thus supplied in

the name of the spirit. jFond relations, occasionally

see t^e spirit appearing in the shape he has just

left.
%

There is yet another kind of spirit in our

popular superstition. It is called a Go-hhut

or a cow spirit. It leads a benighted traveller

astray by assuming the shapes of various animals. It

appears before the traveller in the shape of a Cow
nnd approaches close to him. The traveller gets

confused by its mere presence, even if he does

not know its real nature ; and instead of follow-
*

ing the right track, he wanders about all the

more. The spirit changes itself into a calf, a

bull and occasionally into a horse. The confused

milled by these manifestations, loses his

completely and sits himself down on the ,

g^iUnd in quite a helpless condition. His deception

lasts the whole night and when the morning

dawns tiie amazed traveller wakes from his trance

and finds that he has been wandering about

fruitlessly qi^ite near his destination, Go'hJmts

are not injurious in the sense that they do not

go the len^ of feddng a human life. But in

their mischievous pranks they equal merry Puok

of Bogksh nursery rhymes
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The, wanderings of a somnambulist are also

asoribed to an evil spirit that lures the sleeping

person to his doom, often in the shape of a woman.

The spirit gives a tap at the door and calls the

person out only once in a familiar voice
;

village

wisdom warns people against responding to the

first call at night. The spirit that leads the

sleeper away is an evil one. It takes the sleeper

into some sheltered nook or bush and there con-

veniently wrings his neck. Even if by some chance

the victim happens to escape the cruel death, he

loses his senses, and becomes an idiot for the rest

of his life.

Yet another kind of slightly, injurious spirit is

the spirit of the dost storm. During summer after

a very hot midday, winds are formed, and

they so whistle and curl about that they rise from

the ground in the shape of a cone. The cone is

well marked out by gathering dost and dry leaves,

that rise in the shape of a column. The spirit

that causes this dust storm is called a Khandia-

bh%t. It harms no grown up man or woman.

But if children go . near, they are apt to be lifted

Up from the ground and thrown carelessly away.

In this part of the world dust-storms do nob

occur with such intensity as to carry up boys

and girls. But all the same children keep away

from them for fear of being lifted up from thO;

ground and otherwise injured. In any case, the

blinding effect of a dust-storm is bad for boys

and meui

is another slightly injurious spirit of
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popular nursery tales and rhymes. The word

has hardly any meaning. It is an object of

terror to small boys and girls. The JToAe is said

to prowl about under the eaves of houses

and if the boys or girls cry at night the Koke

cuts off their ears when they are sound asleep.

With th'^ dawn of day, the lioke leaves the

eaves of bouses, and goes up a neighbouring palm

or cfcoanut tree and. stays at the top the whole

livedohg day. The £oke does not take the life of

any living creature. It is a great help to all

mothers when they are troubled by their crying

babies. It is supposed that at dead of night

the JS^oie gives out loud cries which strike

terror into the heart of children.

Belief in witchcraft comes next in order to the

belief in ghosts, and it occasionally causes much suffer-

ing to the innocent. It is said by some that witch-

craft comes with birth owing to the malign influence

of the stars. But there seems to be a contrary

opinion about it. . Like a bad habit witchcraft is

learnt early in life and it grows with years, the

woman who practices it loses all control over her-

self and cannot rid herself of it. The whole of

witch-craft consists in a string of incantations,

which the witch-apprentice learns by heart. Wit-

ches in a body go to the outside of the village

at dead of night, strip themselves off and

feed on human dirt with their heads down and

heels op in the air. This dirty; habit though highly

reprehensible is not all, that brings the witch

sbtef-hood into odium. The most pernicious thing
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about the witches in popular superstition is that

they happen to cast an evil eye on all lovely

babies that come in their way. The moment a

witch sees a lovely baby, she mutters to herself

her fatal incantations, with the result that the

baby withers and dies within a couple of days or

so. Even the witch’s own baby is not free from

danger on this score. In a fit of momentary

oblivion the witch forgets that / it is her
^
own

darling, praises its beauty and looks straight in

the face, and the fatal incantations rise to her

lips inspite of herself and the fate of the baby

is sealed all at once. The all powerful Gunia

knows who is who and can detect the witch from

the housewife at a glance. He can by his

magical powers bring all the witches of the village

together, humiliate them to the dost before the

public and make them go round and round after

their wont in a witch-dance. Witches who have

been thus befooled to the top of their bent

often confess their sins and make a solemn pro-

mise to live a pure life. But nothing short of

this utmost humiliation can cure the witches of

their evil habit. A pinch of common salt thrown

on the head of a witch before she has cast the

evil eye will set her blundering so that she will

not be able to recite the verses correctly. Not "

only babies, but every good and healthy pet, such ai

a cagebird, a pup or a kitten is liable to &11 a

victim to witchcraft and has to be guarded against

it/ The dust broom which sweeps away all dirt

and rubbish is the dread of the witches, so lUuch

so that if A small bit of it is attached to the
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neck of a baby by a rag or string, the baby can

go to a witch without being any the worse for

it, A drop of collyriutn on the left side of the

head guards the baby against witches and is

invariably given by the mother when the baby

has occasion to go outside the house, Sowe

say that the evil eye exists even in the mind

of the parents and when they think their babies

lovely and take pride in them, the babies get

sack mysteriously all on a sudden.

It may be noted in this connection that the

traditional belief that we meet with in the popular

superstitions and nursary tales of Bengal, that

witches all over the world have their head at

‘Kaurikamrup’ whither they fly by night on trees

that move through the air at their command is

not to be found in the popular superstition of Orissa.

Nor are the witches supposed to fly on seives

through air by night; this toning down of the popular

superstition may be ascribed to the less volatile

tejnperament of the people of Orissa or it may be

due to the fact that JKamrup is quite unknown

m this laud. I shall now describe one incident con-

fiOcted mth witchcraft that oame to my knowledge

a few years A Santal family consisting of

husband and Wife and their boy aged about

five years lived peacefaliy in a village. It so

happed that the boy began to pine away for

nothing, and the "father took it into his head

that his wife had learnt something of witch-

©raft which she WM ^aotising upon her own son. He
his suspicion only but be could not speak out
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his mind to his wife. A mango tree that stood

near his house for a long time suddenly died out

as if smitten by a bolt from the blue; this was

a deciding factor and the father gave out to the

villagers that his son was pining away as his

wife was practising her witchcraft on him, A gunia

was called, and the gunia while uttering his incanta-

tions threw some mustard seeds on the head of the

wife. The woman winced in pain and made her

confession by bits. She confessed herself a witch

and showed her precious substances—human hair

and nails in an earthen pot buried deep beneath

a cross-road. She vowed to give op her evil

practice and some sort of reconciliation was patch-

ed up between the husband and the wife. But

the cloud between the husband and the wife never

lifted, and after a short while the husband gave

up his wife and went away elsewhere with his

son. So a happy home was broken up owing to

witchcraft.

This account of ghosts and witches will

not be complete if we do not say something about

the gunias. They can lay a ghost and teach the

'^toheS a lesson which they cannot easily forget.

Over and above these, they are supposed to cure

many a serious disease for which an ordinary

Mvira^ has hardly any remedy; their special pro-

' ^nce is the cure of diseases for which the village

i,po%®cary is quite useless. Dog-bite, snake-bite,

obsession by a spirit and witchcraft for whii^

no remedies can be found • in the ordinary Way

8 ',

•
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call for the skill of the gunias; the theory behind

their ^stem of cure is that all serious distempers

are caused by evil spirits- and hence - they can be

cured by incantations. The gunias are also widely

consulted during an epidemic outbreak of Cholera

or Small-pox. It is believed also that the gunim ^

can by their magical powers kill a person. AH
that they have to do is to take a handful of .

dust and. to put their incantations into it, and if

the dust is thrown on a tree with intent to kill any

specific indi-vidual, the tree, it is believed, withers eat :

slowly and the person in question also dies a slow deatlu

This proccesa is known as Ban^mira. Ceremoinea

like these figure in the Atharva-Veda as well, as

in various Tantras* of a later date. Two gunim
often enter into a trial of skill with each otbearj

each tries to injure the other by spells and in-
^

oantatioas. A rival has net only to diefend himr <

self against the magical powers of his adversary^

but he has also to exercise his positive powers I

of evil against him. The trial of skiU is carried
|

on without the parties ever eoming in direct t
contact with each other ; the guma who is unable I

to ward ofi the charms and incantations of hUt

adversary is either permanently injured in health

or is afflicted with a malady that makes him bed-

ridden. In the words of -wrestlers he is ffloored’

now an object of contempt, if not of pity, the

contest comes to an end, and the victorious gmia
is lauded by the villagers and obtains a wida:

clientele.

There is a current belief among the people

that the gunias fflmost without exception have
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evil spirits are always angry with them for

saving their victims and wresting them, as it were,

from their grips. They always look out for an

oppcartunity to teach the ^mas a lesson and

sooner or later the opportunity is sure to come.

He who deals with fire is sure to get i^lded,

the gunias who play with evil spirits and witohes

fall a prey to them in the long run.

We will now mention a few popular supersti-

tions connected with some birds and animals : These

are indeed too numerous to mention. We will

give a few as specimens of prejudices against certain

amimals. A vulture if it happens to Mi down

inside a house or if it sits on the house-top

presages death in the fihnily. The cry of the male

jackal at night is Supposed to be a bad omen

;

A mother who hears it is sure to wake up her

sleeping child as the cry is supposed to affect

the sleeping more tiian those who are wide-awake.

The reason for this is that the jackal feeds

on dead bodies and hardly harms any living

man. The screech of the owl is also a very bad

pmen. If while the owl is crying he is abused

in filthy language or if the turning rod of the

fr3dng pan is put into the fire of the oven, the cry

is rendered more or less harmless and the omen

does not tell. If the house-lizard ticks in ' the

a conversation, it is said to emphasise

flm truth of what is said. The people also say

th*it JJothing bad is associated with these animals;.

.They faav^ tiie powar to see into the fultee and
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they give friendly warnings to us of what is

going to happen. The sneeze is an evil omen

for one who is about to start from
.
home.

It is said that the dunce alone does not take

warning from the sneeze. When a man sneezes,

if his mother is near by she raps her fingers

and says aloud, “Live long my darling”. From ^
this has grown up a curious myth. It is said

^
i

that Yama, the God of Death, once took away

the soul of a beautiful boy, The spirit of the

boy had a strong longing for its home and it ,

:

requested Yama’s mother to send it back to- its *
;

home. Yama’s mother knew well that this was

not at all possible, so she resorted to a stratagem.

When Yama was taking his meal, Yama’s mother

had the spirit of the boy near about and asked

it to sneeze. It did as it was bid; and Yama’s

mother affecting that her own son had sneezed, |

uttered the usual blessing. When it was found •

out that the spirit had sneezed and not Yama#

his mother took her stand on the blessing of a S

goddess a.nd requested her son to send the spirit I

back to its earthly home. In these qireumstanoes £

Yama had to send the spirit back to life most .

reluctantly. Mothers to this day remembering this

incident deems it a good omen if their sons sneeze

over their plate of rice and give them an additional

handful to ensure long life,

The ninth and the tenth* days after a marriage

are deemed unfortunate and the bride shuts herself

up in her room in her father-in-law’s house for

these days. The day she comes out of her room
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she has to show a little molasses to her nieghbours

and relations in the belief that as molasses tastes

sweet so’would her words sound sweet to her friends

and neighbours, and no quarrel or bickering would

mar the peace of her married life. In Bengal the

whole of the stri-achar ceremony on the occasion

of a marriage is directed to the end that the

bridegroom might hereafter be under the

thumb of his wife. Stri-mhsr is the customary

rites which women fqllow over and above

the shastric rules. In Bengal it takes place

in the bride’s house and as it is directed

and controlled by her relations, it is meant to

make the bridegroom as much devoted to the

bride as possible. But iii Orissa, the stri-

clchsr, such as it is, takes place in the bride-

groom’s house after the bride has come* to her

father-in-law’s place. The whole stri-Schsr is

directed to the end that the bride would be

a willing slave to her husband. She has to pick

up seven pindds or wooden seats on which people

sit while taking their meals, and arrange them in

order, after they have been carelessly kicked

at by the bridegroom. She has with water to

fill some pitchers which the bridegroom has

kicked away and emptied. The bridegroom’s

younger brother gives her a rap with a bunch of

thorns aiid she has to bear it with a smile, Thaso

contrast unfavourably with the
.
stri-nchar oeremotiy

of Bengal where the bridegroom is made to sit

and rise seven times at the bidding of the bride

and is asked to bray out when a shufstle is put

into his hand.. In Bengal it is only . when the



bridegroom is going out to marry that his mother

asks him what he is going to bring for her a«d

the invariable reply on such an occasion ‘ is that

it is a maid-aervant that he is going to bring lor:

the mother. This bit of stri^chsr remmds oneief

the plight of the bride in her husband^ famEy at

lea^ rib Boiae cases. Buit,ron the whohp^ Ei is quite

pi the stri^astte' of Orhsa the bride-

l^oom’s party seems b hare the , upper hand over

the teide’s party.

We will relate here a few household supersti-

tions. Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth, is worshipped

in all households. The month specially set apart

for her worship is the month of Agrahan. The

easternmost room of the southern row in the

house is set apart for her worship. In Earan

&milies a Brahman priest is not called to worship

Lakshmi. The eldest female member of the family

worships her. The worship is very simple, and

it takes place on four thursday^ of the month of

AgrShin. It is carried over to the month df

if perchance the puja is not held four times

in «» month of Agrahan owing to a death or a birth

in tte A plank is decorated with various

drawings with a solution of rice-paste. Gn it is

poured one gmm (3 to 5 seers acoording to

the local measure) of unhusked rice. A ser or

a small vessel made of bamboo-twigs is p^ced on

the riee. A Ssw rupees or a gold mohur is put

feto the ser. It is decorated with vermilion and

a new suri. This is an emblematic representation

less Lakshmi. The worship consists in
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offeriBg fraits and flowers Mid varies ynds of

ri(»-cakes and sweets to this goddess* Lakshmi

mahaiya, is then read aloud to the ladies of the

household. It recounts what Lakshmi did many

many years ages ago and is listened to with rapt at^

tention. The ser is takm out at nightfaU ate
offering some light refreshments to it* Women in

respectable Karan families do not take fish on the days

appointed for the worship of the goddess. They

also do not take any bitter vegetables, e, g. bitter

gourd, on those days. It is supposed that I^ksmi

deserts a household if the members happen to

quarrel always* No wearing-cloth or napkm is

allowed to dry on the door-leaves,^ becHiUse it

might pollute the goddess when she enters the

house. The sight of ladies widking on their tiptoes

is highly repugnant to the goddess* He
burns dhup or dip just at candlelight, is

to draw Lakshmi to his household. The
always loves cleanliness and well-ordered house*

hold. The cooking-room is an important |da»

for the ladies of the house. In it they have to

^end a good deal of their time. In every cock-

ing room of a Karan femily a place is’ set apart

for Barabcmas i. e. the spirits of ancestors. It is

a smaU raised platform of earth inside which a

earthen pot is buried containing the. saered

of the family e. g. dust of sevea

of pjlgpjiuHige, Nitmcda of Lord

Tte .pot also oontaias K>me rare oofcw

felBeii th-e hi^oom of the familyi Mt d
is «&o p»t into it. Before the:

;
da% fowl

is taken out of the kitchen and
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ladj who cooks the food for the day offers it to

the Barabariahs or the spirits of the departed

ancestors. The Barabariahs are also remembered

on all ceremoniaL occasions e. g. marriage feasts or

^
customary feeding of relations after a period hf

mourning has expired. Formerly it was cuistomary

with aU ladies in charge of coob'ng in Karan

famiEes not to ohew betel insid.e the kitchen as

chewing betel was not in keeping with the

dignity of the ancestors. Btit that custom is not

prevalent how.

We would also mention in this connection a

-curious custom observed during Raja sankranti.

The Rajasankranti begins on the last but one day

of the month of Jaist and ends with the first day

of Ashar. It is supposed that the earth is in

her yearly course on these days, and so these days are

days of feasting. No young woman or girl

ever walks the earth on her bare feet on these

days. The bark of the betelnut tree is extem-

porised into a pair of slippers which every young

lady puts on during these three days; Ploughing,

Weeding and hoeing are strictly forbidden for the last

day of Rajasankranti which invariably fells on the

first day of Ashar every year.

It is deemed almost a sin to put the pen into

an ink-pot without writing anything. If after

writing out anything the pen is allowed to remain

dipped in the pot, the pen is supposed to get

rusty and it won^fe write freely. All writings in

;
i&e of the pen

and the inkpoi Prose is their son and poetry

their daughter.
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The Dhenki or crude husking>machine that all

the villagers use is no doubt an important imple-

ment. One day daring the month of Bhadra the

head of the Dhenki is worshipped by small boys

and girls. . The day of worship is called Khudra-

kani Osa. Various offerings are also made on

those days to the husking machine of the family;

the Khudrakani Osas are day^ of mirth and play

for all small boys and girls. The worship of the

Dhenki is supposed to ensure a life of prosperity

to small boys and girls. Grirls who make it a

point to observe the Osa are married in rich

families, and they are never in want.

Preparation of various kinds of rice-cakes is

an important duty of the housewife. Powdered rice,

eo-coanut kernel and various kinds of grains are

made into a paste and the paste is then made
into shape and boiled in steam. It is believed

that the cakes won’t boil nicely if they are touched

by a woman who has not changed her cloth after

coming from the privy or who is otherwise

unclean. This superstition is meant to ensure ut-

most cleanliness of the kitchen.

The curry stones have also a peculiar supersti-

tion about them. A man who breaks thein

accidentally is considered an unlucky person. The

smaller curry stone ’ which is used as pestle is

worshipped on the sixth day after the birth of a »

child in SatU GJmr or Sasthi Qhar. It is covered

with a piece of yellow cloth and placed in a spot

tnarfe# out by earth and decorated with twenty-



one pieces of hoiMTi&s, A steel styiki Mid s. piece

-of palm-leflif is also placed inside the

On: l^ais palm leaf the hoyeseope of ilie oh^ ’is ,

written out hy the iftstrologer op th,6 twelfth jdpy .

after its birth; the pestle^tone is "worsbipped. on a

the skth day after birth hy seyeP married wobwn

was and rise-cakes with frpit and flowers are

oi^ed to it. The ceremonies that lead up to

ffhctr oommene^ ©n Hie fourth day after birth.

Thhi is called On that day seven

married women prepare a p^uliar kind of food

consisting of rice, sugar and milk, by boiling them

together in proper proportions. They take it out

and make ovations to it. It is said that this

ceremony increases the milk of the mother. The

next day, that is the fifth day after birth, the

grandfaftier of the baby makes a rope with Tcwid®
^

or JBena grass while chewing fried riee. This is

<^led Hensuati; the rope is then worshipped : by
|

seven married women, and fried rice, molasses, and
|

sweets are ofleiod to it. It is said that l^ensuati ;

-pi

,w<wship gives the . child a loi^ lease of life.;

labile the grass is being made inft) rope, ftied
|

sweets eto^ are freely distributed to ineigh- I

bonrs, The last' or final ceremony in connection

with the birth of a child takes place on the •2lSt I?

day after birth. It is a day of feasting, the

maternal uncle of the boy sends presents accord-

ing to his means. At night Saiya Narain puja is

performed and the <fiuld is brought out and

blessed by all relations present on the spot

The Sun and the Moon have been ever the objecte

of worship. Their worship to this day obtains
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am^^- somt@ abongiiial- tribes e^g. the Santals.

SoBffiebow ®r ©th^, the worship of the moon has

aloiest ewf^ety disappeared among the Hindus

of Odsaa, Childrett however to this day call the

mom or maternal uncle and the ful-

mom after the Dwgap^a is set apart for the

worships Unmarried girls all over Orissa worship

the njOMi OB Kuarptarnami night. The worship is

held with great jubilation and feastings. Rioh

parents spend lavishly on the occasion and every

unmwried girl, however poor her parents may be,

gets a piece of new cloth; on the ooeasion. The

worship « however very simple.

The moment the moon rises>, the- sacred basil

tree is worabipped by a Brahman. All the un-

msarried girls of the family come out to the basil

tree and oft® Argha to tbe moon. Fried rice,

the kernel of co-eoanuti fin^y scraped out, ripe

plantains and sngair are made into a thick mix-

tui^ and offered to the Moon on jUnga leaves.-

It is: popUilarly supposed that the moon ensures

good bridegrooms* for all girls who do the wor-

:^p on Mumpumima night. The flowers of

JMuga eaSB the favourite of the Moon. Girls

mate i# a point to offer these flowers to the Moon

,
at the time of worship. These flowers naturally

hlodm just at sua-set and their bright yellow

odioini might have recommended them as the

fltipffliicite flower of the moon. Kuarpundma
is held with great eelat in Brahman familiea oil

Puri town. It is invariaMy observed in fdl

flwaealiea throughout Orissa. Other castes also

oalebrate the moon on Attcwysifmnw,
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It is widely believed that medicinal herbs,

and plants have a spirit their own, which has to be

appeased at the time of uprooting if the medicine

is to have the desired eflScacy. Gums when
,

they

uproot any medicinal drug offer Argha isQ the spirit

of the herb. The same idea leads the man who i

sets fire to a brick-hHn to worship the spirit of

the earth, who if uuappeased by prayer and praise,

makes the bricks bad and half-burnt. It is also

supposed that some sort of atonement should be

made by the burner of a kiln as he causes pain

to the earth-spirits. So also when a virgin forest

has to be cut, the first batch of hewers offer puja

to the spirit of the wood, If the spirit of the

forest is angry, it causes mortality among the

workers by dangerous animals. There is a goddess

called Bag-Mangrela, a block of rough unhewn

stone smeared with virmilioh set up near the wood.

She is the presiding goddess of tigers. If she is
j

appeased by proper puja, she, saves the man that |
goes to the forest from the attack of tigers, :|

Those who go far hunting also offers puja to a

goddess that presides over all games, through her ||

higfbpriest, the Dehuri of the Savar caste, she

ensures to those who offer her puja, quite a decent

bag within a short time. S

We have a strange superstition against extipg-
;

^

uishing fires. When a house is on fire, the fire *

god Brahma is supposed to be angry with the

owners thereof. Those who stand on his way by

attempting to extinguish the fire, incur the risk of

imving their own houses burnt down.' It is -for this

reason that superstitious people fortunately their
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number is not large—never go to put out a fire

which has broken out in the houses of a neigh-

bour. If some furniture, utensils and other house-

hold articles are saved which bear a very podr

proportion to the total number of articles destroyed,

they are thrown into the fire to appease the wrath

of Brahma, who evidently set his heart after

burning down the house with all the articles it

contained. If this is not done, it is believed, that

the house, reconstructed, would surely catch fire

soon.. When a house has been burnt down

completely it is customary to offer puja to Brahma

before the reconstruction is taken in hand, for a

calamity of such a magnitude is. caused by the

wrath of Brahma who has to be worshipped in order

that the new house might be safe against an out-

break of fire,.

The bird kajalpati ( PhingS in Bengali
)
is supposed

to welcome the dawn before any other bird,

is awake. It is a small black bird that never

lives in a flock. It is supposed that the

bird is so revengeful that if anybody robs its

nest it follows him home, takes a half-burnt chip

pi wood from an oven and sets fire to his thatch.

There is nothing in the life of this bird to

credit it with this degree of intelligence. If this

superstition is meant to stop the predatory instincts

of boys, it is weU and good.

Theife are various kinds of ordeals prevalent

in this country. In order to detect a theft the

TO written on pieces of paper

which are burnt. The ashes are then taken between

the palms of the hand and rubbed. It is supposed



thfttonfy name in- tbe ash* stidks to* the

palm; of the hand and the crime is thereby detected.

A small brass cep ie placed; in some nnhiosked

rice and the name’ of each of th# sinpetsm %
uttered with proper hicantaetions beijre the

The* cup iff supposed to turn a little oMy when

the nmnie of the thfef is mentioned. The most

interesting of aill the ordeals is what is called

Nalchals. A bamrboo of T^oi' or Saral variety is

cut with one stroke from the eastern side of a

clump either ort a Saturday or a Tuesday. It is then

cleared' of knots and split into two. Only five

cubits of the two halves are selected and the rest

is thrown away. These two sticks are jointly

called iVhZ. A man who wants to make test by this

ordeal invites the iVhsZ-driver to his house. Before

the starts, it is worshipped with a piece of

copper, Tulsileaves, and flowers. Two hoys of the

age of five to ten are selected who hold the two

pieces of the split bamboo close .together with their

The man who directed the Nal to go,

then ibebiteS the following mantras at intervals and

occasionally pours water on the sticks.

:

sm 'Sip W? (?lt^ ^'1^11

^

^ m:'
-sitiS ^ 551 n

pi
^Tnii
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Bhishma said to Parbati, looking at Iict “Bring

me the nal, whetbor you bring it or not I njure

you in the name of Hara Parbati. The Sun and

the Moon have conae in chariots and I have

caught hold of the Niixl successfully. Sufal Muui
has blessed, 0,Nala go with ease. Whether you

go or not, I adjure you by the nathe of Baja

Ramchandra 0,Nala, go with ease. Whether you

go or not, I adjure you by the name of Sita,

Lakshman andBir Hanuman.”

The boys who carry the Nal say that they

really feel impelled by it to go in a particular

direction. There is a belief also that Nal does not

go in the hands of bastards. As this is widely

known by all boys, they naturally feel delicacy to

admit that the Nal is not going in their hands.

Generally the nal catches the person who is

suspected the most. As rumour travels with wonder-

ful quickness in a village and the suspected pehson

is not left unknown. The nal catches the suspect

by his neck. ,He.is thus humiliated before a large

audience and is constrained to admit his guilt and

to bring out the stolen articles. The Nal is regarded

as sacred. If there is a death or a birth in the

family of the owner of the Nal, it has to be

changed. When a nal is made to go, the villagers

wa,tch its progress with great interest.

Popttlae superstions die hard. Sven Wghljl^

educated men and women believe in their
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heart of hearts. It is not easy to forget the

impressioas of childhood. Popular superstitions

in one form or another emt in every part of

the globe. Poets and phil6sopher& picture the

brotherhood of man in days to come. Those

who know man as he is, find him the same

all over the world. Photographic realities of man
have strong marks of brotherhood. It is only

where pride or prejudice distorts the pictures that

man appears to be either a god or a devil.



MISCELLANEOUS CONTRIBUTIONS-

I, THREE SPECIMENS OF SAMTAL
DRAWING.

On the &th of December last year, when the

Santals of this district were celebrating i^e

Budhnu parab or festival, I happened to go with

a friend of mine to a Santal village, a little

away from our Ashrama. As we were witnessing

the Santals dance, keeping time with the mnsic

of their instrument, my attention was drawn to

some designs on the walls of one of their small

bub clean houses. It roused my^ curiosity and

I approached to examine them. On close examina-

tion, I found them to be the primitive drawings

of these Santal people. I asked the men who

were standing near by to explain to us the

nature of those drawings. They nodded their

heads and remarked that they were drawn by

their women-folk, and that the art was known

only to their women. They pleaded their own ignor-

'

ance about those designs. One Manjhi answered in

good humour that those designs were their pictures

and that they could be compared favourably with
*

our pictures.

On carefully examining these primitive designs

of the Santals, we find that they are

similar to the Bengali domestic designs, naihely,,

AlpomS. The women in every Bengali hoffli^ on
'

.adSpicious occasions, draw sode designs wi& their

^gers, which pass by the name of AlpmA, Dr, .
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Jl. Tagore has done a good service by making a

compilation of those simple drawings. , I venture

to say that these primitive Santal dfisigns may

be grouped in the same class as our Alpanl^.

Both designs are the productions of women-foll:.

Males are - quite ignorant of the art. It has been

well-said by Dr. A. Tagore that, while a young

Bengali girl will draw with ease any design with

|i®r fingers, her elder brother will not be able to

draw even a straight line. I group these Santal

designs and AlpanSs in the same class.

Phanindea Nath Bose, m. a.

( Shantinihetm.

)

II CRAB IN THE PANCHATANTRA.
On page 168, Man in India, Vol IV, Nos,

3 & 4, September - December 1924, I men-

tioned only one ‘crab’ story as being found in the

Pomxilmt<mtra, There are two more in which the

crab occurs. In the first it advises a pair of

diaconsplate storks whose fledglings were, time and

again, swallowed by a snake, as to how best to

get rid of it. The male stork follows the advice

and strews fish right from, the burrow of the .

‘

inungoose to the hiding-place of the snake. The

mungoose goes a^ong that path, feasting on the

fish till it comes to the snake’s place and kills^^^

it. In the second story the crab saves the life

of a Brahman by killing a snake. When a Brah-

ihan youth started oh a journey, his mother,
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bidding him not to go alone, gave a crab in a

pot for a companion. One day when he was

sleeping nnder a tree with the pot by his side,

a snake came out but, anxious to know what was

in the pot, put its head in. The crab with its

pincers made short work of him. The boy, when

he got up, saw a dead snake and finding on its

head the marks left by the crab, deduced how it

had come to its end. He was very thankful he had

obeyed his mother and took the crab home, and

he gratefully fell ' at his mother’s feet and related

his experiences.

5. T. Moses, M. A., F. Z. S.

III. JANEIT OR THE HmDU THREAD
CEREMONY.

The initiation ceremony of the high class Hindu

castes is originally called upanayan and means

“Taking near, or to, the precep-

The Vedic Texts, tor with the object of studying

primarily the Gayatri mantra".

In modern days, it has been given different

names such as Munj, vratahandh, upavit, Mauiyi-

•bandhan, or Janeu.

Analysing the ceremony, we find in it oertak

prayers as classified below.

(A) Those addressed to the spirits of the

Varm (god of rain), Fire and other insmimate
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1. Oh, Vcirun, Sun, anil Fire!. May we prove

suitable men to praise you, and may it

(this praise or prayer) grant us imtnehse

hUpipin^sa See that we are endowed with

g;rU&t ebUr^ge ; may We be
,

of use in\

maihtainitig the stability of the Universe.

'^boU, Oh Sun 1 the largest, brightest of the

luminaries, aeoept oUr salutations.

'2. iBhe OeeSh is very grand, whieh receives

obhstant supply of different waters, which

fall on earth from heaven ;, which, if held

up in heaven, are released by Indra and

pulverised with his thunder-bolt. May these

waters protect me.

3. Oh Water-nymphs ! as you
.
are the givers

of happiness, [pray] grant us food and know-

ledge.

4. I invite Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth, whose

approach produces perfumes, who comes

where there is perfume, who is invincible,

who is always blooming, who always wishes

to keep elephante, and who creates all crea-

,
'

;
'iteeS;.

,

'

gv i pray Unto the victorious, omnipotent and

speedy DadMkrUva, He will keep beautified

ottr organs like the mouth, and increase

longevity.

6. Oh Duh-gi&m (Dmm, cynodlon dmtilon) ,yQXx

are fall of jointed stems and branches,
.
You

are thereby weeded with fronds. Do make

us similarly ful of a fatriily of sons and
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7. Waters • which originate in the sky, flow

through rivers, or come out of the diggings

( in the bowels of the earth ) or spring out

(of the rocks), whose aim is to flow towards

the sea,—may these pure and purifying

waters protect me.

8. Varuna the king of these waters, who comes

to earth to watch truths and untruths—who

is pure and purifies others, may [he] protect me.

9. The waters in which Varun, their king,

lives, in which Som lives, in which all the

gods live, and nourish food, in which Fire

also lives, may [they] protect me.
,

10. Oh Mitra! (the Sun) and Varun you are

fat. You wear durable clothes. Things in

Nature produced by you are worthy of

investigation do (you) remove our untruths

and sins, and join us to good deeds.

11. Oh purifying Som 1 (
the Moon) grwit us

good clothes, milch cows, shining gold and

'

horses with chariots.

12. Oh God Som! thou who art fit for battle ,

• ibra*ve), thou Wearest splendid clothes, who art

omniscient, and ever aWhke, such a one,

listen cheerfully to the players of those who

,

preside over fire-Worship, sdt on the plank

wnd 'Ihe dap intended for holding the juice

in order to purify them.

IS. Oh 'Wotshipful anil food-protecting Fire, le

Ifhy dress {flapfet ) and

Muedour to oUr yajna (fire We®^p).
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14. Oh Fire ! Thou Fire who didst originate in

the Northern altar, and who dost adorn the

centre of the earth, who wearest variegated

. clothes such as white ( flames ), blac|c ( smoke )

, and who hast been kept in the Eastern altar

by priests for performing yajnas over which

they presided,—Oh thou illustrious Fire]

bring (here) gods like Indra, born in one

of the three sacred fires taken from the

householder’s perpetual fire, known as

ahavaniya,

15. Oh Ashvinikumars
)
(the sons of the cons-

tellation Ashvini) you both wish to share

the sacrifice and the praise ofifered to your

master and, therefore, you augment his

desire for the same, like the weaver

who adds to his fabric on the loom. Your

master kindly asks you to accompany him

to the yajna. Like the Sun and the Moon
you come and add grace to our yajna.

16. The very sacred thread (Janeu) to be worn

on the shoulder which has originated with

Brahma, and which increases longevity,

which is very high (in estimation)—! thus

wear this thread. May it add to my
strength and lustre ).

17. Oh Fire! thou dost grant our lives. Kindly

grant us food and strength, and carry away all

demons, from us and destroy them.

18. Fire wishes good to the four Forwas include

ing Brahmaus as well as to the fifth—the

Nish^dts. He sees them all and purifies
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them. He has been placed here by the

BitwySs before them. He has been praised

by the gods and Rishis. ' We beg fi’om that

Fire wealth &c.

19. Oh Fire
j

the performer of good deeds i

Augment strength and lustre in our bodies

and increase wealth, progeny, and cows.

20. Oh Prajapati (Brahma)! No one is able

to create and hold these elements. We give

thee offerings. Satisfy our desires, and make

us the masters of wealth. •

21. We desire enjoyment from God Savitru (the

Sun). We, the devotees of Savitru, shall

enjoy through his favour the boons of

happiness, success against our enemies, and

wealth.

22. Oh visible Savitru
i

This recluse is your

own ( child ). Protect him and protect me.

* 23. I offer faggots to this all-high Fire. Oh
Fire

j
Do flourish with these faggots { by

burning them ) and we shall obtain intellig-

ehce by the study of the Vedas.

24.

' Oh Rudra! We always keep sacrificial offer-

ings ( ready for use ). Do not kill our sons,

grandsons, relations, cows, and horses. Do
not, through anger, kill our brave men.

25. Gtant me long life like that of Jamadaghi,

"

Kashyap, Agastya and the gods. Keep me

alive for hundred years.

26. Oh Palssh (Bvim frondosa). You are a

reputed tree. Make me as reputed as

yourself-^I mean—make me a protector of



men and Vedantists, just as you are the

protector of gods and yajniks.

These few selections are, I believe, suiBoient

to give us an idea of the state of the society,

daring at least the time when the

Dissertations. Vedas were being compiled more

than five thousand years ago.

They are now repeated without Knowing their

meaning in many cases. Bthnologically we shall

now see what the wants of the early Aryans

were. They wanted cows, horses, clothes, grains,

fire, rain, good crops and protection from wild

ferocious tribes. They also wanted gold to adorn

their bodies. This list shows that they were not

nude. They wore buck skins on ceremonious

occasions. They had patricians and plebians among

them. The society of that time desired strength

of body, of mind, intellectual powers, retentive

power, longevity, as well as sons, grandsons, and ,

relatives. As society advanced, our- mioestors

introduced more ceremonials including the feeding

of priestly men and giving them cows. Pomp and

shew followed in due course. They used to

i shave tbdh beards and heads. Immigrations

from more civilized countries introduced more and

more luxuries. Originally, the Bata merely begged

for rice for sacrifices for himself and his preceptors,

but at present, heaps of rupees, gold coins and

even ornaments are being collected foV the heBeii:

of the priests. Introduction of new, words and

expressions bro%hfc ln their train new ceremonials.

The original Vedic language became more and
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more difficult to uaderstftnd, aad symbolism sws

introduced.

The sacred thread was, it seems, originally a

, scarf, as its derivation shows. It comes from

or vye, to weave. The nanajot ceremony of the

Parsis nearly coincides with the Janeu ceremony

but the thread is a woven tape.

It is ordained that a Brahman boy should be

initiated in the 8th year of his age, a Kshatriya

boy in the 11th and a Vaishya

The Time. boy in the 12th year. But if

the ceremony is not performed

among the Brahmans up to the 16th year, among
the Kshatriyas up to the 22nd year, among the Vaish-

yas until the 24th year of his age, that individual

beoomes a Sudra, He loses his vama. He is

styled a VrOtya,

Maunji Bmidhan includes one significant cere-

mony called MedM-janan. It means production of

retentive memory—a very important acquisition.

I have given only a few selected features for

elucidation. For our purpose, they are sufficient

to give us an idea of the social life of the day.

i If any reader wishes to study all the details I-

shall lend him my copy of the text

I have ’brought from Nagpur some photo-

:
graphs to give an idea of the elaborate somal' hr

.

, Gtimfeomiary functions of the present generation ill

; V high-caste family. *

One photograph shows the or boy seated on

his father’s lap on the masonry platform ©pn^

11
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stracted and decorated for the purpose. At the

left-hand corner sits the son of a priest whose

thread ceremony is being performed out of charity.

The bower or mandap is an elaborate structure

big enough to accommodate a thousand spectators.

Another photograph shows the lady- guests and

children invited to take part in the mUTibhojan of the

WJiwj before he becomes a recluse in the Shastric

sense. \

A third shows the dinner party given to Brah-

mans and invited caste guests.

B. A. GUPTE, .

( Rai Bahadur).

IV. NOTES ON A TYPE OF SEDENTARY
OAME PREVALENT IN MANY PARTS

OF INDIA.

The type of sedentary game which is the

subject-matter of this note is usually played on a
'

plank on which a number of shallow holes has

been scooped out and the holes are filled up with

small pi^es of stones, cownes, seeds etc. My
attention to this game was first drawn in June

1923 at Cherrapunji. Among the Khasis the

game is known as Mwwk&r haliyS
( going round

the ^lab or plank It may be mentioned that
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though a wooden board in which rough circular

and shallow holes have been scooped out in two

rows, the number of rows in each hole being

seven, is generally required for playing this game,

sometimes, specially in fair days, the game is

played outside the house on stone slabs. Two
persons are necessary for the play and, to start

with, five pieces of small stones are kept within

each hole. One of the players picks up the

stones from inside a hole lying in the row just

next to him, goes on putting on a piece of stone

within each hole and, as soon as he has done

with the five pieces he started with, he will

pick up all the stones lying immediately

in front of the hole where the last piece was

deposited. He must repeat like this till, after

having deposited all the pieces that he may carry

in his hand, he comes to an empty hole lying

immediately in front of the one where the last

piece was dropped. In this case all the pieces of

stone lying within the hole immediately next to

the vacant one will come to his possession and

the other player will begin the game following

exactly the same method, each playing from right

to left along his line of holes and from left to

right along the line of holes belonging to his

’adversary. The players will thus keep on the

game alternately till all the pieces have been

removed from the plank with the general result

that one of the players is in possession of nipre

than . 35 pieces of stone and the other leas, li'he

game will now be started for the second time
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bat not by tbe player wHo* started ofi the

previous occasion and one peodiarity will be

observed while’ arranging the pieces. Suppose, fdr

example, that aftbr thte end- of the fiirsit game,

one player finds that he has Bf pieoes* in hiS'

possession, then he wilt arrange 85 pieces in the

usual' way, bat two~L e.—the pieOes he has

; obt^^ in excess of' 35—will not be planed in

any; of the hdes, but will remain to his credit

while the game is being played for the second

time, The other player will' now arrange* the 3=3

pieces placing 3 within the hole lying to the

extreme left along his linei while the other six

will contain 5 pieces each; On this occasion the

following additional rules will also be observed :—

•

(a) The person that has got two pieces extra

will have to his credit, all the single groups of 2

pieces that may accumulate within one hole, while

his adversary is playing, while the latter will have

to his cnedit all the single groups of 3 pieces that

may accumulate within one hole while the

former may be playing.

(b) The winner will have the hole to his

extreme left covered by his palm, and gain one

piece every time he passes round this hole, while

his adversary will not be allowed to drop any

piece

(cjt The pieces that wjll be gathered in the

hole where Ibe three pieces were placed will

always come to the possession of the winner.

These rules will necessarily vary according to

the difference in the number of pieces possessed
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,
by* eadflf ptorpr after tbe end of any game. If

for esfamplej tFe^ sappofie that the winner has got

4/ pieces after one game, then two holes begins

nhlg from the right of his adversary along the-

rO'vy belonging to his adversary will be kept covered

* over and none will be allowed to place any piece

inside these holes. The games will be continued

in this way and the person who succeeds in

capturing all the pieces of his opponent will, be

the victorious player. It is clear that the rules

of the game are a little complicated and as I

had to obtain my information from an old Khasi

wohaan with the help of an interpreter I shall

neft be surprised if it is found that the rules

enttoerated above require correeiimi. 1 sincerely

hope that, as a result r>f the publication of this

f* note, some better-informed person may come for-

'tVard: and give us (possibly) a more correct and

complete account of the game.

It is interesting to note that a game like this

is prevalent in many parts of India, Lt. Colonel

Sfiakespear has described a game like this among

the Lushais. The game is called ‘Vai lung thlan’,

has 12 shallow holes in two roWs and is played

according to rules different from those staled

above (The Lmlun kuki Claris, 1912 p. 39,). A.

similar game played in parte of Orissa is knowh

as Kanji-guti. 0pe l^dred and forty-five pieces

are required to play this game. One piece is

kept within bhe hole of t,he central pair of holes,

the other hole is kept empty and I2 pjeees are

,,, placedwithin es^h of the 12 remaining holes. As
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I gather from my Oriya servant, the rules of the

game are mainly the some as are followed by the

Khasis with same differences. In the case of the

Orissa game one row of holes does not belong to

one player, but the six holes lying on one side

of file central pair belong to one player and the

6ther six lying on the other side of the central

Ipair belong to the other player. Daring the first

ron of the play no piece is to be dropped in

that hole where one piece was placed at the

beginning of the game. Then the rules observed

by the Khasis are generally followed with the

important addition that none will be able to play

with the pieces lying within the central pair, i. e.

they cannot be taken out of these holes and

dropped in the succeeding holes, bat the pieces

lying within the central pair can be captured like

the pieces lying in the other holes. In the Orissa

type the pieces are moved from left to right

and the player who captures more pieces at the

end of each game is the winner, and the result

of one game is not carried over to the next to

finish what may be called a set. A game of this

type is also prevalent in the Madras Presidency.

It is G&Wed- Omangunta peeta (a plank with

holes) in Telugu and Pal&ngtdi (a plank; with

holes) in Tamil, and for detailed information
'

about the rules that are followed I am thankful

to Mr. Rau of the Bengal Nagpur Railway,

There are iourteen shallow holes in two rows,

seven being in each row. In the central hole of

each row only one piece is placed, while inside

'each ot the rest are placed six, twelve or twenty-
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four pieces. The usual rules of the game are

followed and the special point to be noted is that

like the Orissa game none will be able to play

with the pieces lying in the central pair, but they

may be captured according to the ordinary rules

of the game and they will be removed only at

the end of each game, and the pieces lying in a

central hole are to be shared equally between the

players if each of them in course of his play

dropped down his last piece in a hole separated

from the central hole by an empty one or the

pieces lying in the central holes may belong to

none, and in that case they will not be removed

from their position. If the number of pieces

lying in a central hole is odd, one will be left

in it and the rest will be equally divided bet-

ween the two players, but if it is even two will

be placed in the central hole and the rest will be

divided equally between the two players. It

should also be noted that when a player succeeds

in capturing pieces lying in a hole, he will also

seize all the pieces that may be in the hole

opposite. At the end of one game each player

will arrange the pieces he has been able to

csipture in the line of holes next to him, and the

holes which may be vacant will be supposed to

be tton-existent in course of the succeeding game.

The successful player will be he who will be able

to capture all the pieces. The pieces are iaolred

from left to right. •

' H. C. Das GuptajJMC;' A,, f. u,-Sv
'

'( Calcutta
i'.,,

’



V. teruvan.
,

(A little known nmi-indigenoiw caste of Malabar).

In that monumental work of Mr. Edgar Thurston

on the Castes and Tribes of South India,

YII, p. 18, mention is made of the Teruvan who

is described as being identical with &e Chaliy^o.

$hejr form a class of weavers occupying five

villages in PaJ^hiat Taluk and they number over

one thousand. The writer of this paper while out

on a tour to Malabar last summer had the

occasion to meet some of the elderly representa-

tives of the caste and has been able to gather

that these two castes seem to have little in com-

mon between them, excepting the fact that both

are castes of professional weavers. The following

is an account of their advent and settlement in

Malabar as given by them.

Their original home was the Tamil country

called Punthuranadu and they first went to Mala-

bar as retinues of their Raja who went thither

to h#p t^e Zamorin in his wars against the

Muhammadans. They could not say which of the

2amorins ruled Malabar at lhat time. Ifor

is there any infoi^ation available to ascertain the

locality of what went by the name of Punthu-

rcmct^ They, however, settled in this new land

and baili their houses in streets after the manher

of the f'ahcijis in a village called ‘Tlia^ankail^'

near to the small town of Kaduvayiit in Palghai:

Taluk. It was then that they got the name

‘Teruvan’, livers in streets, a thing then unknown

in Malaber, for the indegenous population never
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lived ia hduses built in streets but in isolated

houses each with its compound and even to-^day

they continue to live in that fashion. They Tery

much resent their being i^poken of as ‘Teru-van’

and while addressing them :tbe title of ^Mannadi’

or Mannadiar has to be :added after their names.

The 'Chalians have never assumed this title. It

has to be said that this term is not the entire

monopoly of this caste alone, for some -of the

Muttans and Tarakans as also a few of the .Nairs

sometimes assume this title. They say they were

originally Chetties and call themsdves Vellanguf

Anclmra 'Cheri Chetties.

While they were in this settlement 4bey know

no weaving. It was during their stay here that

they left off the custom of inheritance from ^father

to son and copied the Malabar custom of inheri-

tance in the female line. A.fter an epidemic which

broke out in their colony they abandoned their

original settlement, divided themselves into five

groups and went to live in five different villages

and even today they are found confined only to

these five villages. In their new settlements they

built their houses not in streets but in villages

in which each honse has its own eompound after

the fashion in Malabar, In fact by* this time

they bad become truly “Maluyaliaised*'.

It was subseq^uent to their settling in .these

|ve yill|i|fe8 that fhey learnt any weaving. One
naerahi^ of this caste, we are told, was highly

ieerh^d in l^mil literatm^ and has composed
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Rama’s story in one thousand five hundred verses

after the manner of the Tamil poet Kamba.

While this poet was passing through a village of

weavers the men there welcomed him and request-

ed him to expound to them the story of Rama as

written by him. The poet acceeded to their

request and learnt from them during his stay

there the simple art of weaving which he com-

nnuiieated to the members of his colony. They

readily took it up as an easy means of earning

a livelihood and from one colony the art spread

to the others so that eventually the caste became

a class of professional weavers. Whereas the

Chaliyans were weavers in their original land and

were brought to Malabar by the Zomorin to spin

cotton thread for use in temples ( Vide The

Cochin Castes and Tribes by Mr. L, K. Anantha*

krishna Aiyar—Yol. II. p. 116), the Teruvans,

we are informed, took to weaving long after

their settling in Malabar.

They worship Bhagavati as their Supreme
Deity. In their original land they worshipped

CMdambareSwara as their supreme God but took

to Bhagavati worship after their - settlement in

Malabar. In the five settlements occupied by
them thire are four temples dedicated to Bhaga-
vatt and one toimple dedicated to Ohidambareswara

and none at all fbr Canapathi. They do hot like

the Chalets adore last as their Supreme God
but wOrsMp ^ha only as a minor deity. They
also worship Vottakkorumakan, Kayaran, eto, like

the ^ayars. ^he kttor deity is considered to be a
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brother of Vettakkorumakan of whom there are

twelve. '

One remarkable thing that is to be noted

about this caste is the entire absence of any right-

hand and left-hand faction so characteristic of

the Chaliyans, Such a division is unknown in their

midst and the caste is a homogenous whole where

the members can freely interdine and intermarry.

In their marriage and funeral customs they
are like the Nayars.

P. V. MayubAnthan, b. a.

VI. DEWALI PUJA.
I happened to be present at a Ganjami village

on Lake Chilka when a religious festival was

held, and I took the opportunity of attending it.

The name of the festival is Dewali fuja. On
that occasion the villagers keep their huts neat

and clean and make beautiful white paintings on

the mud walls. '

Thepuja lasted for four days in March. On the last

day the four gods,—namely,

and brought down by boat over the Chilka

Lake from the Raja’s palace at Kalikota, jqst the

jprevious station to Rambha where the temples of

the gods are situated. The religious ceremony

and other functions are performed at the Raja’s palace

at Xalikota and for the three days the temples

of the above-mentioned gods at Rambha village

remain empty. Qn the fourth day, in the evening,
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the four gods seated on their respeotive thrones

and placed in a highly decorated hand-made chariot

with a torch burning before the gode im front

of the chariot and- a big- umbrella held- over the

chariot by a priest, are carried to their temples

with a big procession aocompanied' by beating of

drums, after making a circuit through the village.

The procession consists of beating of drums

and dancing by young men with wooden

Swords and spears in their bands. These young men,

as they pass through the roads of the villages,

stop now and then and dance in a circle composed

of about 20 young men and some of them perform

various kinds of gymnastic feats which the

villagers see with wonder. There are also 2 or 3

children of 8-10 years of age who wear big wooden

masks and play tricks with each other. As the

procession passes from one villager's hut to

another’s, the head priest comes in front of the door

of each of the huts, where the women have

kept a few mud lamps burning in front of their

doors and some offerings to the gods. The priest-

th<^ takes = the offerings au^ holds them Wore
1^® god# frcin » distanc#' uttering mantraSi Hio
gods 8(1% fendly placed in, their? respeotive temples

which ^ 41 situated near one another. In;

different] parts of th# village^ youngmen who
dance awl- ph^ ti^ to- defeat the yonngi

m^; of the other parts of the village in theirfdanoe«

and mock fightess!»wiiidla-;are al^ys associated^ with

loud beating of drums. This* enjoymeafe lasts up to

a 1^ hour of th# night; (ff the 4»i day. Thus



ends the Uewali Puja. Unfortanately ife'waa. at

night and we could not get any photographen

K. P. Biswas, m. a,

(Calcutta).

Vn. A KURM MARRIA<5E.

[iV^otes made in 1867 hy the late Mb. R^khal Das

Haldab, Deputy Collector of Mamhhvm.']

The’ Kurmis do not employ professional metdi*'

makers. A well-to-do Kurini thinks early marriages

best, but poor JEurmis rarely consider a- boy

marriageable before 20 or a girl before 12. A
Kurmi father generally, seeks a bride for his son

;

when he has heard of one, he enters into verbal’

negotiation with the bride’s father. A Daivajnya or-

Brahman astrologer who knows best how to dupe

ignorance, is called, and on the names of the would*

be bridegroom and bride being given, the astrologer

pronotraces them to be good or ill starred, and to

be agreeable or- otherwise to each other according

to the amount of fees he gets. If the verdict is

favourable, the bridegroom's friends have to perform

the ceremony called DuatkhundnS, whidi is m
folloiwt Seven or eight of the bridegroom's friends

and' relations go in the evening of a day to see

the ; not a Word* is exchanged- till the follow-^

ing morning, when the bride’s father calli' together

all the people of the viiiage. The villagers put

these qtteslSons to tfiO' strangers : “Who ar^you
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To what place did you go ? How came you here ?”

The strangers give this curious answer ; ‘ We are

so and so, had gone to such a place (speaking

untruly) but being overtaken by a storm on the

way, we entered this house. We happened to see

•tJie girl who is the pride of this domicile. If we
maiy be entitled to a pot of water here, it is well”.

The villagers say : "See, if you can approve. Whose
son is the bridegroom t” The answer being given

they say, "Let the astrologer give his opinion.

We would also like to know whether you intend

Bhdudugi ( concubinage
) or Chandanu (marriage )”.

'[These are unusual terms]. If the bridegroom is

a legitimate son, his friends demand Chandand,

'

The guests are then suitably entertained. Two or

three days aferwards the bride’s friends go to see

the bridegroom during the early part of the day.

After dinner the astrologer fixes the day of wedr

ding, and on two pieces of strings ties as many
knots as there are days remaining. From that day,

the bridegroom and bride are daubed with oil and

powdered turmeric every evening. Three days

previous to wedding a Chamrd or hut of green

boughs is erected in the yard of the bride’s as

well as the bridegroom's house a mahul twig is

planted vVithin and a lamp allowed to burn. On
the wedding day, the ( wedding of the mango

tree) takes place in the house of the brid^room,

who being accomparnied by his male and female

relatives and friends npd also the village musicians,

repairs to the neatest mango tope, and selectmg

the finest tree, is said to marry it. The tree is
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entwined five times with a piece x)f thread which

is then passed five times over the left ear and

under the small toe of the left foot of the bridegroom,

who stands all the while, daubing the tree with

vermilion. The thread is taken off and twined

round the bridegroom’s right wrist with a few

mango leaves. The bridegroom then prepares to

depart for the bride’s house, and his mother puts

him this question : “Where art thou going, my son ?”

“To bring thy maid servant”, replies the bridegroom.

( This practice prevails also among the Brahmans).

The females then return home and the bridegroom

proceeds to the bride’s village or house. When
he reaches it, it is called “duare laga”. The

bride’s friends receive the bridegroom by giving him

the “guatika”, i. e. they give a mark of curd on

his forehead by means of betel-nut. The bride’s

brother then embraces the bridegroom, spits on him,

and makes him the laughing-stock of the bystanders.

In retaliation, the bridegroom presents his brothef-

in-law with a piece of new cloth. The bridegroom

then orders the mollis or the assembly of elders

and others and then the bride is brought there.

She is presented with new clothes and’ loads of

.brass bangles on behalf of her betrothed hosband.

She is now carried away in a "chaudoV’ or littac

for performing the ceremoney of mahid bihs, or

marriage with t|ie mahtd tree. Ceremonies similar

te those of smjfiks are performed and the bride

is brebght back to the Chkamra in a ciSia ©t

: On her being lifted up, the bridegroom

lodrks her ‘ . with
,
vermiUim)^ »nd the



assembled people ishout ! iSindrU idian j”

,( ‘iCall on Haa:i. T-he veitmillian has been igiven” ).

Qn the follcwiag day the husband takes * his

wife ifconae ; bEt in two or three days the gceater

somber of 'the inhabitants of the bride’s ijiHage go

to the bridegroom’s house S taking baek the girl,

and they are lenteitained ^agreeably ^to 4he means of

rAo'-hest.

Vm. V0WST0 FR€PmATE T®E*G@3>I^SS
OF SMALL FOX.

Small pox is a desease for which people have

no medicine. They propitiate the goddess Marai

in various ways and make vews, which will put

them to some sort of paia and humiliation by way

of. penance. Below are given a dozen ways of

doing this in the Central Provinces.

'{!) 'To visit Maroi’s temple covering all the

distance in a lying posture. The vow-miaker

prostrates Tiiraself gjtretching out his hands

to the fpllest length, whereupon a mark

is made at the spots Which the hands

rsaoh. He then stands and Walking ovei;

to the marked point prostrates himself

again and repeats the procedure tih hp

reaches the temple.

Togo over V (Bres, raot^Dg m a t^ng

,

posture. j,
'

,
.

,

^ suffer the pouring of a thousand jars

m water over the head.



m
(4) To tie 7 carte togeteer mA'- attach the

same to ttie vowmaker’s lointo and make

Mitt pull thesei .

(5) To lie down on Ihjwny shmbSr

(6) To hold a shoe by the teeth.

(7) To beg food fisom otbwrs- on 5 Tdesdays.

(8) To make cakes of human exc»et% like .

cow-dung cakes;

(9) To become a thief and go hood-bound

to the Mar-oi’s temple.

(10) To mortgage the hood so as to make it

unusable for the period the patient is not

cured.

(11) To let loose 5 goats- or cows.

(12) To distribute sweets equal to the weight

of the patient.

Nos (1), (6) (7) (^' and (9) are meant to put

one under humiliatton. Nos (2), (8), (4), (5) and

(10) are undergone by way of suffering from a

trouble. Nos (It) and (12) are propitiatory

These may be compared with the sadhus* or

anchorites’ austerities from which some of the above

appear to have been taken.

(X) Hanging with head downwarda

Keeping always standing.

Keeping a hood always straight up.

Sleeping on pointed iron nails.

Sitting in summer between 5 fires during

heat of the day.

up to the ne^ in water.

13
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(7) Sitting in the sun. •

'

(8) Sitting outside in the rains.

(9) Bating grass, ashes and chillies.

(10) Subsisting only on milk.

(11) Keeping dumb.

(12) Eating only forest roots.
.

It would be interesting to note if any other

ipethods are resorted to in other provinces,

Hiha Lal, b. a., m. r, a. s.

( Rai Buhadur ).

IX. TANTIA BHIL.

Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Roy in an article

on the Bhils of Rajputana, about whom he made

personal enquiries by visiting their strongholds in

Mewar opens the subject with a remark that

they are one of the few aboriginal tribes of India

whose ndme at least is familiar to most Indians. They

find mention in the Ramayana and the Mahabharata.

Id Muhjammadan annals and in the early annals of

tifee British, he goes on to say, we are told how
the turbunet Bhils issued out now and again from

their mountain fastnesses and committed great

depredations on the plains of northern and western

India. ^ In the Gentral Provinces they master

strong in the Nimar district, where a large num-

ber were converted to Islam, though they kept

themselves quite aloof from other Musalmans.

^ Journal of Jib BJiar and, OriMa Rmarck Society VoL X
j). 97,
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They/ are still known as Padavi. The British

finally auffersed or conciliated the tribe* yet

.

occasionally it produced men, .even in recent times,

who baffled the authorities for years together.

Some 40 years ago Tantia Bhil earned the title

of Bobin Hood of India. He was a notorious

dacoit and successfully evaded his capture for

about 10 years against an organised police force

from the Central Provinces and the Holkar’s

dominions. Tantia was born in the village of

Baroda near Gholakheri in the British Nimar and lived

there till he was about 30 years old when he moved

to the village of Pohkar where he cultivated land

in partnership with one Saiha Rajput. Soon after this

change of residence, about the year 1874, he was

arrested, tried for bad livelihood and on convic-

tion was sentenced to one year’s imprisonment •

which he underwent in the Nagpur Central tTml.

On release from prison he returned to Pohkar

for about 3 months and there, through fear of

enmity of Pohkar Rajputs who accused him of

having seduced Jasoda the daughter of his partner

Saiha Rajput, he moved to Hirpur. Eighteen

inohtfes afterwards he and another Bhil Bijnia

were arrested oh a charge of theft and resisting

the police, and though acquitted of the former

charge, both were oonvioteil of the latter charge

and sentenced to S months’ imprisonment^ Tantia

being sent to jubbulpore Central Jail, whilst

Bijnia remained at Kfiandwa. After release from

Jail, Tantia changed his house, to Sewna, a village

in Holkar’s territory’, hijt was. shqrtly^ afterwar4s



acettsed of having cotainitted a tfeeft at Fohkar*

He iiowever managed to ovade arrest and took

refijge in the jungfes vhere fee remai®^ fee

abotrt a year eoinruicfcing petty thefts in the snr^

ronbding villages^ He was n®t gnAty df my
serto^ks ocimes tiU he kidnapEpel a htotliiee of

Bhikia of Hohkar whom he kept htdden till

: ^ Es. to#/' was paid for hie release.

• ^8 he hafp^fcei to go to Pohkar where

he Was eirrested by a dicatagem by the police toi*

gather with Bijaia aad I^oHa and was liodged in

the Ehandwa Jail. After 3 days’ confinement be

nia«iged to escape with his ooasxrades on the 25th

l^ii^mber fS^iS and again took to tibe jangles

where he commenced that career as a leader of

daooite which made his name famous thronghoat

India.

After their escape the three men began by extort'^

ing money from viUagM which they visited at night.

As soon as they had gathered a band of bad

cihiractera they committed a daooity, oo iOtb Jane

©a fiome men retarnwg the ^andwit
. ^ey .then attadied the hoase of Hanpat,

Patel, a wealthy
,
landowner in the

Bhaipal and killed him. H^idently

consequences of the iparder Ihe band broke and
bat . 'ift,

,

;'-tiie ' beglwiiag ,of

their coarse of daopties.

Dhoolia were captured together with a large nuni'

ber of others,, and in all 200 persons Wiere»

convicted to various terms of imprisonment, Bijnia

paying the last penalty of the Jaw and Dhoolia

being transported for life. Seven Bhils managed to.
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briMj; oajj of the Jjihhiiilpore Jail and retjifnod tp

Nimar, aod this event had a wonderful effect in

ini^ing confidence amongst Tantia’s followers

wtei stW remained at large. One of his followers

having been captured by the Indore officials, Tantia

now extended his depredations to Holkar’s territo-

ries ahd always took extraordinary precautions for

baffling pursuit, bringing home to the police how
clever and wary he was, By 1884 Tantia extended

his sphere of operations to EUichpur and

Hoshangabad Districts. Measures were therefore

concerted with Holkar's police to co-operate in

this outlaw’s capture.

By this time Tautia had obtained complete

ascendency over the Korkus and other poorer

classes. This he had done by his habitual

kindness to the poor and by passing

ostentatiously as their friend. He threw broadcast

among them the money which he took from the

rich paying them most liberally for food fiPuppUed

or for any little service rendered and giving

peonniary assistance to those who needed' it. On
one oncasion he looted the house of a rich man
and divided his goods among the poor of the

vdUage. He courted popnlarifcy also by doing aols

which he knew would be talked about and,

showh^ himself invarfaWly chivalrcajs and

in bis dealioga vdth women and ohildrem In dnoi

of
,
jhis daodities- 'he Slashed a, Brihman ;

' TfiUlla

,

ah.: mch of :I^ Mfe and thus forced him to ^va

up Rs. 100/-’ aras all the money he possessed

and then forimdly presented him with one Kiopeaia
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charity because he was a Brahman.- He- once met',

a little girl carrying a pot of water on her head; .

she tried to run away, but jh® eallq^d out to her.,

not to be afraid and dropped a rupee into her>

water pot. Ha gave money to many people for •

the marriage of their daughters and almost

all people cis^lled him ‘Tanti Mamu’ as a mark of

reject. IChia enabled Tantia and his followers to

life in secarity and . eomfort and in a somewhat

op^n way. .

At the end ot, 1885, at the request

of Sir Lepel Griffin, Agent to the Governor

General in Central India, the direction of all

special operations for the capture of Tantia was

made over to him—but it entirely failed. It was

given out that Tantia was a myth, a belief in

which Sir Lepel Griffin shared. The Central

Provinces Administration however never shared in

this belief. The general people believed .in some-
'

thing else. Looking to the astonishing marches

he made they said he had supernatural powers

and by putting some herb in his mouth he could

transfer ‘himself from one place to another without

having to walk over. He sometimes surprised the

Police officials by telling them who he was in the

midst of the jungles, where they could not dare

lay handls on hith and, when mischievously inelinet|,

be deprived some 'of them of their noses and:

disappKired quick like a lightening. Latterly
' ; ;

hO’W'Over be grevr tired of hk waudering lifOv^

Ho was being worried, by the pUrsUif:

Government Police and Holkar’s officials, . He was
'
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in anxiety about his wife and son who had been

carried ofi and transported. He was growing old

aod wished to settle down. At last a meeting

in the jungld was arranged between himself and

Sirdar Bahadur Resaldar Major Isri Prasad, O.I.E.

of Holkar’s army on the 30th of June 1889 when

according to Tantia the latter promised to secure

a pardon within a month’s time. About 6 weeks

afterwards, he received a word from Ganpat through

whom he negotiated and whom Isri Prasad had

taken in his service that the pardon had been

obtained, and the • 11th of August was fixed as

the day for Tantia to come to Ganpat’s house at

Bener and see whether the terms were satisfac-

tory. On arrival at the rendezvous he was told

that the paper had not been received from Isri

Prasad but he was invited to sit down and smoke.

As soon as he had put his gun on one side he

was seized and bound by a party of Isri Prasad’s

men who were concealed in the house. He Was

conveyed to the Jubbulpore jail. The interest

excited all along the road from Indore to Jubbui-

por® was intense ; crowds of people thronged at

everjr station in hopes of seeing this famous daooit

and at Jubbulpore the pressure was so great that

there was some difficulty in forcing a way from

the railway carria.ge across the platform. Tantia

was tried- and .hanged on 4th December

Tantia in hia, capture had excited a sort of

sympatey in the people and. the Naepur Bar went

so fee aS to submit an appeal to the Chief Com-

roi8sioimr 't>n-~hi8 behaJf - His photos- were taken
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and sent over throughout India and iflso to Uutope

and America. That this backwoodsman of » Bhil

so successfully evaded the wntcbfulness of ^e
ablest police ofBeers of Local 0overai»eut »wd the

Holkar’s state fot about tea long yei^s aUd Was

ouly captured through treachery on tim pwt of

ids friend aithotigh the latter never admitted it

IS indeed Wondeffel; That a reward of Es. 5000/-

WSa fixed to oapt^e this naan is in itself

significimt.

Mma Lit, b. a., m. a. a. s.

( Med Bahadur.

)

X. A SHORT NOTE ON MUSALikNI FOLE-
MEDIGINE.

Folk-medicine is primarily “appHed magic”, that

is to say, it consists of the use of charms and

spells for the expulsion of a special en^my,

namely, disease and ailment. It is only in recent

times that toedical science has freed itself from

tiie ifammels of magic and empiricism. If fe,

iilere^bre, study &e history of medidue, we Aall

he enabled to trace the gradual Steps hy Whiphit

has disentangled itself from magic and emphicism.

Ad idiss. IS. S. Hurne sSyS, “Absurd aUdf tfr^fou-

al tbongh Its malliods he,, they yet eithibil fee

naturar workings of the untutored mind, and thus

are not without importance in fee study of

psychology”. *

* ffandbook o/Follc4ort < lOU) P. 162.
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In addition to the use of spells and charms,

exorcism and the performance of symbolic rites,

folk-medicine, as prevalent amongst both white and

coloured races, includes also the administration of

drugs and restrums which are sometimes of the

nastiest and most disgusting nature.

To illustrate the truth of the preceding remark,

I shall describe in this note, the use of the

nasty and disgusting insect—the bed-bug—which

is prevalent among the Mushalmans of Lower

Bengal.

The bed-bug is a very disgusting and evil-

smelling insect and is loathed by all men, but

it is curious to note that it is used as a medicine

for the cure of files among the Muhamma-
dans of lower Bengal.

A case, resulting in a criminal prosecution,

recently occured in Calcutta. A Musalman of

Calcutta was suffering from piles. He applied to

a Faqir or Muhammadan holy man for some

medicine for the cure of his ailment. The latter

directed him to insert a bed-bug within a ripe

banana and take it daily until he was cured of

his disease. Accondingly, the patient used to go

to a students’ mess in Nebutala Lane, Calcutta,

for the purpose of procuring bed-bugs therefrdm.

But one of the inmiates of the mess, suspecting

that the Muhammadan had some evil motive for

paying such frequent visits to his residence^

lodged inferraation With the Police. This resulted

in the prosecution and conviction of the allied

14
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MttSalman patient, as will appear from the following

atiootrat of the case which has been published in

the Bengalee daily nSws-paper ‘^''Tke Duiiiik BiiM-

rmtf* of Wednesday the 4th Agrahayana. 1331

B. S. oatfesponding to the the 13th Hovetobet

1924 ;—

fOTiiw ®ncihm wifwi wsit

^ esr nwwrt ^^*5 wiii e#t fe«s hrw

niWB wwr iifvfoT wfxhffw, wrwr e?i! ^esrctui^ uwfe

utfer efamfwe, irftr % nwi mmn

iraf gF^irr wjt& tri?, ?!%, aitut wificuT unrt •

^18 fya tford?

ww |fet <«taTT»^ a«fs fearuTa w*? wFumir wtxrr

arfftt ^ wai nr^fim i 5% 4 T^eintar% §att

• a^nfti at wiwi^ nwrw sraf*#t

fit: await twinf 1 ittirw armnflt

*nr .' « arrif tTWrar wfrqit’ri trwi ttnrrt wwifl »w

fira ama aww wtri^rw «ln wftt 1

A Griimnal Case drising Ovi 6f d Quest of
Bed-Bugs.

A Mahamedan named Ismaih was, for several

days, paying vimts to a student named Dhirendra

Nath Datta, residing in a student-mess at No,

34 Nebdhila 'Xianei (Galoutta| for the purpose of

banging bedbt^s (feerefrom). The object of his yisit

was the preying of hed-bHgs, because a Musal-

man holy wan or Ba^r fold hioa that if he

troold every da^ a h^-hug afr^

inserted it within d lipe banana, he would be

cured of the piles (he was suffering frbnj).
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3eek|; that he bad paid visits to his mess on

three or fonr days, Dhirendranath lodged in-

formation with the Police to the efFeet that a

Mnsalman (named Ismail) had been visiting his

mess for several days with some evil intent.

(On this), the Police arrested Ismail. Recently

the case against Ismail was tried by Mr. Roxburgh

the first Presidency Magistrate (of Calcutta).

The Magistrate fined the accused Rs. 5, on non-

payment of which he would have to undergo 10

dey’s rigorous imprisonment.

Now the question arises:—^Why is the bug

used as a curative remedy for piles ?

I aui inclined to think that there is som^

medicinal virtue in this insect, for I understand

from a reliable source that the practitioners of

Ayurvedic or Hindu medicine prepare a kind of

medicinal oil by boiling bugs with mustard oil

• and that the essence of bugs is administered to

women who suffer from bloodlessness and emacia-

tion—which disease is called by the Karirajas

Sviiika (ffhw).

Sarat Chandra Mitea, m. a.

XI. NOTE ON A TAMIL CUMULAWB
POLNTALE OF THE OLD DAME

. LOUSY TYPE.

I^n my ph|^r fhi u Bengali Cvimtd&Uve t'eih-

tale of Old i)cme Lousy Type which has beeq
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published at pages 7b7-775 of The Quarterly

Journal of the Mythic Society (Bangalore) for

July 1923, I have dealt with and discussed two

Bengali Accumulation Drolls or Cumulative Folk-

tales which had not been, till the time of the

publication of my paper thereon, studied and

classified bj European and American storiologists.

!Phese two folktales are current in Eastern Bengal

and belong to an altogether new type. As the

three story-radicals, which have been framed by

the Folklore Society of London for these kinds

of Cumulative Stories, do not fit into these two

folktales from Eastern Bengal, I have framed for

them the undermentioned story-radical which 3

have named The Old Dame Lousy Type :

—

( 1 ) The heroine of the tale, whose name is

Dame Lousy, dies.

(2) Thereupon a bird, in order to give vent^

to his grief at her death, fasts for several days.

( 3 )
Thereatter some calamity or distressing

incident happens to the other actors in the tale.

(4) In one case, sothe of these latter actors

are extricated out of their distressful situations.

At pages 59-60 of the same Society’s tTourna?

for October 1923, Mr. K. Erishnamacbarya has

published a Tamil parallel to the afore-mentioned

two Gutnuiatiyie Folktales from Eastern Bengal

which I have dealt with and discussed in my
paper referred to above.

The main incidents of this Tamil Cumulative

> Folktale rnay be very briefl^y described as follows t

—

^i) A ratrking had a queen.
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(ii) The queen, when she was cooking food

for her husband, fell into the fire-place and was

burnt to death.

(iii) Stricken with great grief, the rat-king sat

moody and silent beneath a banyan-tree.

(iv) The tree shed all its leaves out of sym-

pathy for the rat-king’s sorrow.

(v) An elephant broke one of his tusks out

of sympathy for the rat-kings’ sorrow.

(vi^ A river dried up its waters out of sym-

pathy for the rat-king’s sorrow.

(vii) A crane made himself blind of one eye

out of sympathy for the rat-king’s sorrow.

(viii) A hunter threw away his hunting-rod

out of sympathy for the rat-king’s sorrow.

(ix) A Brahmana lady broke her cooking-pot

with all its contents out of sympathy for the

rat-king’s sorrow.

It will be seen that this Tamil variant from

Southern India bears, in many respects, a simi-

larity to the aforementioned two Bengali Cumula-

tive Folktales and should, therefore, be classMed

under the group of tales of "The Old Dame Lousy

Ty^^\ But, in view of the discovery of this new

Tamil variant, the story-radical which I have

framed for the Cumulative Folktales of “The Old

Dame Lousy Type”, will have to be modified a

little as Mlows :

—

{ 1 ) The heroine of the tale, whose name is

P^e: Lousy, or who is the queen of the rat^

'dies.
;

'

(2) Thereupon a bird, in order to give vent
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tQ his grief a^ her 4eath, fasts for several days.

OVf ths rOit-que&fCs hush&^id Hts sf^'fOWfStfdcI^^

under a tree.

(3) Thereafter sooae oelajnity oy distressing

incident happesif tp the Qtjier aptoie ie

jOr, the ether ^ors thr^iu mm hvedk some-

thing in order to ^ive pent tQ their grief.

(
ope epsp* sproe of t^e latter actors

are extricated opt pf Aielr distresefnl situations.

Saeat Chandea Mitra, m. a.

XII. NOTE ON A RECENT INSTANCE OF T^
folk-belief that the water-goddess

demands human sacrifices.

I have already shewn elsewhere * that the

aphnistic belief that a spirit gpdlipg or goddess-

ling resides ip rivers, streaips aud tppks is pre-

^^dept a»png many rpces ppd ip maiiy parts

ycorld. Even ia Epglapd, it eapstS^ at the

p^p|. day» the English peasantry.

Jp. Tyjfdis elao, the aforeraeptioped ipistona was

apd is sip prevplept, bpt* in a modified form.

Thia mpdifiee^^ by it are of the

two following kipds:--r

* Vide tny two articles entitled : “Ow Some Veihgee of

Custom of Swum Sa^ikst to Woter-Spiritif’ and

Mote on th? CiitUm of Qfering HiOnm, Saorilke^ to

Water-Spirits” respectively published at pages 399-405 and

689-690 of The Quarterly Journal of the Mythie Society, (of

Sangalore) fw Jo]; 1922 and January 1993.
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(dt) One fohn of the modiiCation is to the

e&dt that, whenever a tank or pond is excavated

and no water eomes Out Of itj it is pc^ularly

belived that this absence of watOr is doe to the

fact of no human sacrifice having been ofEered to

the water-spirit and that, therefore, it is urgently

necessary to kill a human child and offer it as

saerifiee to that spirit in Order that the tank or

pond might get filled , with water.

This form of the Custom was at one time

widely prevalent among the Santals (a ‘Dravidian’

race
) and the Bengalis (a ‘Mougcdo-Dravidiani’ peo^,

according to Risley ) of NoHh-eastern India, among
the Maratfaas {a Soytho-Dravidian people, aecording

to Risley) Of Western India and among the ^^njaras

(a non-Aryan [?] aboriginal tribe) of Gen tral India.

The vestiges of this form of the custom still

exist in the folklore of these peoples.

(6) The other modified form of this custom is

to the effect that a human saCf’ifioe should be

offered for propitiating the water-spirit When the

Ooeurrence of floods in rivers and tanks is attri-

buted to his wrath.

This fOrm of the custom is still prevalent in

tfen Oeotial Province® of India as is evidenced by

iW insteffiTO of it which ocOur»‘©d in the Ghanda

BWriet of that province in July 1914, In this

form of the custom, the saerifioe is, • sometimes^,

symboUcally performed,
.

^rona a atad|r of these two forms of tiie

custom, I have arrived at the conclusion that thO
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practice of offering hunoan sacrifices to water-

spirits was, at one time, widely prevalent among

the non-Aryan aborigines of India.

It is also believed by the common folk of

Southern Bengal that the water-spirit or water-

goddess occasionally demands human sacrifices,

neither for the purpose of granting the boon of.

filling a newly-excavated tank with water, nor

for that of removing a flood from an over-flooded

river or tank, hut simply for the purpose of

satisfying her thirst for human blood. A curious

instance of this folk-belief has recently cropped

up in the village of South Barasat in the District

of Twenty-four Parganas in Southern Bengal, as

wilb appear from the following account of it which

was published in the Bengali daily news-

paper Ananda hctzar Patrika (of Calcutta) for

Friday the 16th Kartika 1330 B. S. (the 2nd

November 1923 A. D. );

—

“’STTTHt WVJfH WHS** I

” SOS ^ srrafsr fviin8rr’*|

r®-faviHT—soc bh bib** j

HiwB vqife whIii ffr

Bil l sfVw sqiB •

wjf arr aw a%StB t, i atBit

wit iBt BBt ) i!*naf ^ 0 af« fiifir viBUitB*,

wtsrw ^*r t ^ ^o wb bIw b%
wwT finwt ' WWW) «=e siraftr wtwi wfiStB i

^ afraiw afw B»ttt t iwr urat i

B||TB ^Wf ; wt w% ^aar wfit
|
aw
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»ra jreii srr i sio ^
^ ?^«ur ^^!f^^r stw ftrarriwi

^rawtsr sfiftm I fsT^ ’D’tr

«i vraru a>« % ijf^i: giws arar^tt ^iw ^’gart |

”

Translation.

A^ strange incidetit at Bdrdsat .

—

The water-goddess’ hankering after 108 human

sacrifices.—The water- goddess’ thirst for blood.—She

requires 108 human sacrifices.

There is, in South Barasat, a tank named

Beldanga which supplies drinking water. The local

people depend upon this tank for their supply of

water. There is a rumour afloat to the effect

that the water-goddess presiding over this tank is

appearing in a dream before a person of that

locality and repeatedly telling him that 108

children must be sacrificed to her. She has already

received 20 victims out of the required 1 08 human
sacrifices. The strangest part of this incident is

that, up to this time, 20 persons have come by

their deaths from drowning in this tank. The

water-goddess is waiting for the remaining 88

human sacrifices. When she will receive the said

number of sacrifices, the other people of that

locality will be safe from death by drowning.

Otherwise all the people of that locality will, one

by one, come by their deaths from drowning. Not

a single person will escape from her clutehw.

As ®) persons have really been drowned, the local

authorities have, by beat of drum, warned all

15
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people (not to resort to that tank). But, as

there is no other tank in that neighbourhood, the

people are obliged to use the water of that tank.

Remarks.

This example from South Barasat illustrates, in

a remarkable manner, the way in which a folk-

belief or popular delusion gains wide Currency in

a certain area and creates panic among the people

of that locality. In this particular case, the belief

appears to owe its wide currency to the

fact that 20 persons have already been drow-

ned in the Beldanga tank. These last-mentioned

drowning fatalities are “strange coincidencea” and

the causes of the great panic that has been creat-

ed in that locality to such an extent that even

the local authorities have been compelled to warn

people by beat of drum that no one should resort to

that tank.

Sarat Chandra Mitra, m. a.



INDIAN ETHNOLOGY IN CURRENT
PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

In the March ( 1925 ) number of Man, Mr.

Henry Balfour, in an article on Thorn-lined and

their Distribution describes different varieties of

conical fish-traps lined with calamus thorns in use

among various Naga tribes ( viz. the Lohta, Chang,

Sangtam and Konyak Nagas
)

of Assam, and a

fifth “two-dimensional” variety found among the

Konyak Nagas, and goes on to trace the geog-

raphical distribution of similar traps, and notices

their use among the Chins of North Arakan, the

Malays and Sakais of the Malay Peninsula, the

Battaks of Sumatra, the Dusuns, the Samtas and

Sekajam Dayaks of Borneo, the Negritos of

Pampanga in North Luzon, Phillipine Islands, the

Ami V coastal tribe of Pormosa, difierent tribes

in New Guinea and the New Britain Archipelago,

the Solomon Islands and the Santa Cruz Island.

This completely linkedup geographical distribution

of the same type of thorn-lined traps, it is pointed

out, “aflPords one of most convincing chains of con-

crete evidence helping to prove an afl&nity between
* the culture of the Naga Hills at one end of the

range, and Melanesian culture at the other end’V

Mr. Balfour coneludes,—“^he place of origin of

this trap is uncortain, but
,
it cannot be. donbited

that, all these thorn-lined traps are referable to a

common prototype and form a connected series.

The line of dispersal of these, coupled with that
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of the ‘Indonesian’ loom, the fishing-kite, the use

of a flexible thong in frictional fire-m^i^king, and

a number of other items, helps to indicate the

general line of culture-dispersal eastwards into

Melanesia. The main route appears to > have - passed

to the north of New Guinea, avoidii^ the Torres

Straits route, and reaching the Melanesian Islands

frtm the northr.west. Th© influx, of Melanesians

into the Sauth-eastern arpas of New Guinea

introduced many Melanesian culture-elements and

it is probable th^ the thorn-fined traps may have

thus been diffused there".

It. Man for September, 1925, Mr. L. F. Camiade

describes a Primitive Vehicle on Runners which

was in use in the roadless area near the jungle

village of Jadangi, Yellavarara Taluk, Godavari

district in Madras. Possibly it is a survival of an

ancient pre-wheel type of vehicles, still lingering

in an area (round Jadangi) where “there were no

roads practicable for wheeled vehicles until about

fifty years ago, and to this day very few roads

exist”. A siniilar vehicle is in use at tillage Polla-

varam, about 60 miles S. W. of Jadangi, for

fetdbing thinking water across the half mile of

sand and silt tlmt lies between the village and -the

river, “The runner carriage' has survived at

Pollavaram, which 'is a Civilised place, beoaifise it

is better adapted for travelling over loose sand

and soft silt than eountiT carts”.

In Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society

Ibr January, 1925, Mr. L. A, Krishna Iyer, B. A.

continues his account of -the Muduvans of Tra-
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vancore, and Prof. S. C. Mitra oontinues his

Studies in Bird Myths. In the April (1925)

number appears the sixth instalment- of Prof.

M&fa's Studio in Sir.4nyth8.

The ilt,y.rnal of the Avihropohgical Society ..of

5cp&a^ -for
i
the year 1925, contains eight papers

headed as follows

1. Some Holiday Ceremonies of Ihe Hindus,—By
S. S. Alehta, B. A.

2. • On, the Cult of the Goddessling kalarayi Phula

in the disinot oj Bcdasore,—By P. .K. Mitra,

M^*So„,an;d Prof. S., C. M. A., B. ,L.

3. ^On. the Cult oJ the Spnart^a in . the district of

Ra^shahiin Northern Bengal^—By Prof, S. C,

Mitra, M. A., B. L.

4. Note on the .Prevalence (f the Hot-Iron Ordeal in

Modern Bengal,—Hy Prot S. C. Mitra, M. A,,

B. Xi.

5. .The Prophet -El^ah in Scripture and Legend,—
Bj Hpp’ble Mr- Justice C. A. Kincaid, O. V. 0.,

,ias.
6. ,Q,na Curious Mode of Worshipping the Goddess

,Qh0pdir-By C. M. A., B. L.

7. ,p^udy gf .Mc^ After Death,—By Dr. Arthpr

8. ffotoiofi a Saergd Tree at .Puri in Orissa,—By
Pr#£ iS* D- Mi^a, ^M. A., B. L.



NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The Antiquity of Man :

—

By Prof, Sir Arthur

Keith, M, D., D. Sc., L. L. D.. F. B. C. S., F. E. S.,

(
^ndon : Williams NorgeUe, Ltd, 1925 ) Vol. I. pp.

1-KXXlII,m ;J6l. 11, XIV-S77. Price 25 s. Net.

This new and enlarged edition of one of the

very few gteat classics of pre-historic archaeology

,
in the English language will be eagerly welcomed

by anthropological and archaeological students all

over the world, Although the system pursued in

the present edition is the same as in the original

edition, namely, that of taking the reader to a

series of tours in pre-historio sites, the present

edition has been thoroughly recast in the light of

the results of farther research in 'pre-history’.

Among the more important modifications of the

author’s general views are those about (a) the

early Pleistocene, antiquity of the modern type of

mau which he now shifts forward to the later

tshird of the Pleistocene period, (b) the permanency

of the modem type which Dr. Keith no longer believes

tobesoresistantto evolutionary change as he formerly

supposed, (o) the duration of the Pleistocene

age which he conditaonally estimates at 200,006 years

at the farthest and adds,—“If Mr. Reid Moif is

right in thinking that the true Chellean culture

is founded in thd Gromef beds, then this estimate

must be curtaileiii a® to some one hundred

and twenty or one hundred and thirty thousand

years.
''
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“The growing recognition that what the people

of England thought and did in the Neolithic

period was influenced by cultural ideas which tra-

velled westwards from Crete, Egypt and Meso- •

potamia,. now makes it possible for us to fix

approxiate dates for what was done in pre-historic

England”, This has .led Dr, Eeith to add

a new chapter ( Chap, XXII ) in which an

attempt has been made to summarise the evidence

relating to man’s antiquity in these Eastern lands,

and to note the kinds of men who occupied them

in early days. Another reason for this addition

is thus stated by our author,—“I was the more

willing* to add such a chapter, not only because

our modern city civilisation has its roots in these

lands, but for another reason. Like other anthro-

pologists, I am interested in the abstract problem

‘of man’s origin and antiquity, but am more

directly concerned with the concrete question of

the origin and antiquity of men of our own type.

Where and when did the European kind of man

came into existence ? All indications point to the

East as his evolutionary cradle, but so fer the

oldest human remains found in Egypt and Meso-

potamia are of people who differ from the present

inhabitants of these lands in matters of detail

only.” * Although “Asiat with ancient oivilisationa

in Mesopotatnia, India, and China, holds out the;

feirest promises for Students of man’s early ^isto^y»

so far these promises have not been fulfilled,

everywhere there are signs that Asia too
— . . . — ''

' j

—

' * TSie book was published before Mr. Turville-Peftsre’s discovery

of the Tabgha skull.

—

Ed.
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mast have been the abode of early types of man".

Among such evidence Sir Arthur Keith refers to

Dr. Neotling’s 6nd of worked flints in oonjun&tioa

with fossil remains of early Fliooene mammals in

a conglomerate deposit in the Pahang ,di®t»i®l* of

Barmiah in 1894, the various finds of Falaeoliths

in' Ghotanagpur and the valley deposits of the

Indus,' Nerbudda aid- Godavari ‘‘worked in all of

ijtifee' aicient fasMoimy showing; us that in most

teinote times Asiaj Afeioa and Europe were swept /

by corresponding waves of • culture”. But of the

kinds of men who shaped the palaeolitbs of India,

nothing is as yet known. As regards this con-

ception of the rapidity and manner of man’s

evolution Sir Arthur Keith. says, “I have come

to realise that the ‘law of uniform or collateral

evolution’ has a wider significance for man than

I had- formerly believed*’ and that ' such a law

“implies that species descended from a common

ahceStral stock may assume simultaneously oharac-

:t©ts wMdh Ihe anOe#tral stock did not possess”.

Hut ahlfeor goes on to say, “Tq explain such an

cffeofiitenbti we must assume there was in the

ancestral stock a latent bias or tendency to ^ve

to sueh^ ehai?a;ehers hut that the tendency did

not bhbome o|>^arive until the dfesoendants of this

stock hdd broken up into divergent . species”. As

to how this concerns students of man’s physical

evolution, Dr, Keith explain^ it in this way : ‘‘We

find the same structural changes taking’ place

apparently independently— in diverse races of man

kind—changes w’hich afO not' tO be seetti’ iu ' any



aecestml form. Tfaia applies to the most distinctive

of all parts of man’s body—the brain. In al

human forms, even the most primitive of them,

we find a tendency for the brain to become large

and complex.

“We presume that this tendency is a common

inheritaqce in all members of the human family.

The big-brained races of fossil man may not itave

had a big-brained common ancestor, it is enough to

suppose that the ancestor had a tendency in that

direction. And if this is so, we must grant that

several human races may have “come by lai^e

brains long after they had departed from the

common ancestral stage”.

Finally concerning rack! migrations, Dr. Keith

believes, “it has played only the most minor part

in shaping the evolution of mam...“We cwinot

account for the distribution of modern human'

racial jliypes as seen at the dawn of histo^ wlsss

we presume that they have been evolved, fo or

ttear the regions of the earth which now

occupy, or did occupy, at the beginning of histori-

oal times. The more densely populated paarfrt of

the world are aW the centra of rrat ttafud

Ovulntion* We have to pi^um^ laatfi we cash

prove to the centi^ry, tlmt each racial tj;^. has

leen evolved in that part of the world wferae wttr

we find it, and have to apply rak not only

to living races but to extinct lunl fossil races of

mankind”. ‘

;

. The following list of ‘OontentsV will < give the

reader an idea of the scope of the work:—

16 ..

'

, I
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Volume I—rA Neolithic Community of Kent;

—

Neolithic Communities in Crete, Egypt and Baby-

lonia ; The people of the Submerged Forest ; The

Discovery of Bre-Neolithic Man ; Continental types

of Man during the Lat^r Palaeolithic Periods

;

Englishmen of the Later Palaeolithic Periods;

Further Examples of Later Palaeolithic Men in

England; The Hoiisterian Period in England and

iiie Men of that Period in France; The Distribu-

tion of Neanderthal Man in Europe; The Anato-

mical Peculiarities of Neanderthal Man; Men of

the Acheulean Period; Galley-Hill Man; Pre-

Mousterian Man in Prance and Italy ; Ancient

Man in East Anglia; Heidelberg Man ; Is Homo
Sapiens an Ancient Type?; Malta and the Land-

Bridge to Africa; Ancient Man in South Africa.

Volume II—Rhodesiair Man ; The Face and Status

of Rhodesian Man ; Pithecanthropus—The Java

Man; The Wadjak and Talgai Men; The Anti-

quity of Men in North America; Early South

Aineci^ans ; The Discovery of the Piltdown Skull;

The Antiquity of the Piltdown Race; Eoanthropus

Dawsoni ; The Difficulties of Reconstruction
; Can

Fossil Fragments yield remarkable evidence of

Man’s Evolutionary History?; Head—Ancient and

Modern—in Profile; The Brain of Fossil Man;
The Piltdown Mandible

;
Evidence of the teeth of

FossU Man-; Facial Features of Fossil Man; A
Chapter of Conclusions; and Index.

To the text are added illustrations many of which

are original.

The exhaustive index makes up for the disad-
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vantages of the ‘touring’ system of treatment

pursued in the book which, however, has its com-

pensating advantages. No serious student of

anthropology can afford to do without these

invaluable volumes written by a master hand.

The Problem of Atlantis,—By Iawxs lienee,

(William Rider & Son, Limited, London) IQSJi,

pp. 2S^.

This is a neatly gofc-up book in which the

author has attempted to demonstrate the former

existence of an Atlantean continent and the Atlantean

'

origin of the civilisations of Central America and

Peru, as well as of Egypt. The Cromagnon

civilisation, according to Mr. Spence, originated in

‘Atlantis’ and contained the germs of early Nilotic

culture, as well as of Europe.

Beginning with Plato’s account of the lost

continent of Atlantis, which he critically examines

in chapter II, the auther comes to the conelusion

that the account is an admixture of partially

authentic tradition and facts drawn from domimen-

ftiry evidence. Plato’s chronology is of course not

adtnitted by the author and, in chapter HI, he

examines the evidanoe feom Geology and, quoting

M. Termier and other geologists of note, the mam ;

conclusions he arrives at are that— ' i
.

::

(a) The bed of the Atlantic is a rec^llSi*

submerged mountainous country and that tlrnrh, was

aland connection between the.Old api A®
.worlds.



(b) That towards the end of the Miocene

the continent began to disintegrarte and two island

continents the Atlantis (close to the Mediterranean)

and the Antilia ^in the region of the West India

islands ) connected by a chain of islands persisted

until late Pleistocene times, and the Atlantis finally

submerged at aboQt 10,000 B. 0., and Antilia

persists fragmentally in the AntiHean group ofislands,

In Chapter TV, the author quotes authorities

to prove by biological evidences and fl.oral and

fiunal resemblances, that the Atfantic continent

once extended from the Iberian peninsula to the

West Indies in Miocene timtes and that tmtil oom^*'

paratively recent times there existed an Atkatie
Gbnfeeht rraching dose dp to the thei Medi*
terranean Sea.

In Chapter V, drawing evidence from prehistoric

archeological discoveries, the author seeks to prove the
Atlanta© origin of the Grbmagnon race and the
j&ungdaeia®; culture *^whieh first appeared ' land
bridge in South-western Europe at about 25iOW B. C

,

the end of the Pleistocene -^e,

TWdespread E^bsid^oes were taMdg pkoe in!

BSurop© and the Atlantic area”, and “as it persis-

ted in early S.- W^, Europe for many thousad years
before it was ^troyed, it must have persisted

dmehere for as many thousand years,—for as long
at least as it took for Egyptian art to develop,
before it entered Emope at all”.

'

Ihese CromsgiioBs were superseded, our author
says, in Cb^erWT., by'aimtber Atlanteam invasion

at about 10,000 years ago by the remnant Atlanteane



oailed the iLailiaa-Tftrdeaoisiaa— called fixMw the

Pyreaeaa loealily in which Ihw remMaa were first

foand’*. These were the parents of the great

Mediterranean or Iberian race which also penetrated

into Egypt.

In Chapters YI I, VIII, and IX the anthor deals

with evidences for European and American traditions

in support of his above oonolusions, and in Ch. X,

he critically examines the Popol Vuh in support

of his theory. European traditions as to the 6:ristenee

of lands in the Atlantic-—viz,', Ae legend of Ogygia,

,the Thei^alian story of Deucalion, the legend of

St, Brandan’s Isle, the legend of Antilia or the

bole of Seven Cities, the Italian story of “the

Great Hand” (Mexican and Maya God Huemae)—and

the legendary island of Brazil founded on the Medicean

map of 1351, the legendary home of the Amazons,

the Gorgons, the traditional impulses which finally

led to the discovery of America, furnish proof

of the former existence . of the two sub-continents,

.

Anlilles and the Atlantis; and the similarities

between these European traditions and those of

Clentral America, the author says, points to a

common centre of origin for the Early Cultilre of

the two Continents, Europe and Anaerioa.

‘ The 'author’s coholarians diMwn from an^^

minatiou of the American traditions, are

(ij The
^
many myths of flood and uphealral

among the American races, and the Popol Vuh,

all point to cataclysmic antecedents and terresmal

convulsions on a large scale.

(ii) The legends of Quetzalcoatl and Ihe

of 'fee Tolteesfrom Tlapallan and of fee
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Aztecs from Aztlan, point to the fact that the

Toltec and Maya civilisations were of foreign origin,

and, like the Cromagnon civilisation in Europe,

were transplanted into America from an

insular area in the East, full-blown, with a

ready made art and a high condition of ecclesiasti-

cal and social polity and . an advanced system

of heiroglyphic “writing.

(iii)
;
i’ke history of Tollan of the Toltecs,

is sftrongly reminiscent of that of Atlantis as told

by Plato. In Chs. XII and XIII the author

points out the analogies between Egyptian

and Central American civilisations as evidence

of their common origin.

Our author’s other main conclusions are,

—

(1) That the dynastic population of Egypt were

drawn from the Azilian-Tardenoisian stock— the

Iberians of later times.

(2) The cult of Osiris and the Druidic cult and

#ie introduction of mummification are traced to a

common origin the Iberian-ctww-Azilian-^

Tardenoisian-cMOT-Atlantean source. Our author

equates

—

Quetzalooatl= Thoth,
Xolotl=a Anubis,

Xoqfiipilli=Bes,

TezCatlipoca» Set,

CiuacoatlssIsis.

(3) The pantheon of Mexican mytholo^ is the

‘shadow of that of Egypt.

(4) Mummification and Embalming of the. dead in

Mexico and Peru as well as in 2%ypt, are

strikingly similar with regard to details of
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colouring and other matters and point to a

common origin—viz, Atlantean.

(5) Pyramidal erections utilised for the burial of

distinguished persona in Mexico, Peru and Egypt

are strikingly similar in the matter of

orientation and other structural datails.

Our author further infers that the archi-

tecture and art of Atlantis might be the prototypes

of those of Mexico and Egypt.

The author next describes in some detail the great

architectural achievements of the ancient Peruvians

—the Temple of the Sun and the House of the

Virgins of the Sun at Cuzco and the fortress

of Ollantay Tampu—as the best preserved monu-

ments of Atlantean type, and approximating to

the structures of Carthage and Crete which, our

author supposes, are modelled upon that of

Atlantis.

That the de!^ign ,of the' Atlantean capital as

described by Plato was copied far and wide through

the Azilian-Tardenoisian stock is, according to our

a,uthor, demonstrated by its likeness to the plan of the

,
city of Carthage, Mexieo^Teuophtitlan, the Peruvian

fortresses of Ollantay, the ancient forts of the

lijan islands on the coast of Galway in Scotland,

the Dubh bathan in Tuismor, the broohs of

the ancient Piets of Scotland and the nuraghi of

Sardinia, tbetalayots of the Belearic Isles whiah

are all, according to our author, “debased types of

Atlantean architecture”.

The Plopd legends of the world are then , briefly

described. These, in the opinion of our author,
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^can be isferred back to a oaoinioa o^ig^a^. “Time,

environment and effeber {arenmetanoes have oonsjared

to alter their several details but not their general

iMjdenojr; but it is remarkable that out of the

trhole mass of tradition thus presented oan be

pieced togiether preotieally every singk; detail

as iaund in th® aceounts of Elato”. (E, 226),

Ip ©oniitcdii^ chapter, the author says

that the Atlantean raee vva® a composite one, of

VfMch one branch 'ivas the Aar%naciaas or Cro-

magnons, “the first Atlantean wave in Europej exoept-

tionally tall and fair in complexion, like the

CNiattoliea of the Canaries’’ ; the second immigrant

i5ttee was the Azilian-Tadenoisisins, shorter in stature

and darker in colouring—^inhabiting some of the

htrger islands to the west of the Atlantic,—the

legendary Eomorians ^‘arriving in Brin from the

west”.

The state of culture of these races when they

first arrived in the Biscay region was as yet in

Stone Age, but their oivilisatien was by no

means of a low degree, and . “the Atlantis of the

periiod antedating the final catastrophe may be

reasonably regarded as enjoying a civilisation closely

akin to that of ancient Central America”.—The

religion of the Atlanteans must have approximated

to those of Egypt and Mexico—-the worship of

nature and natural forces; and their system of

religious polity was “probably the prototype of

those ancient mysteries of the East and

America, whiob hav^ shaped and infiuenoed the

myifiknl sodeties of the present day’. ^^The
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idea of resurrection after death was the very

core of belief*^.

Their government was monarchical with this

limitation that the heavenly powers had to be consult-

ed upon every measure of national importance.

“Though the culture-bed of the world’s civilisation

is ‘officially’ unknown, it must have been from

such centres as Atlantis that the seeds of civilisati-

on were spread broadcast over Europe and

Africa and America”.

“A soil more congenial to the immediate incuba-

tion and flowering of Atlantean genius may at first

have been encountered by it in Egypt and the

East but the renaissance of the Cromagnon spirit

in Europe far outstripped Oriental advancement”.

The book is indeed a highly interesting one

and provides food for serious reflection. The author’s

reasoning and conclusions, sought to be more or less

supported by facts and authorities, can not be ofthand

set aside as mere imagination. He concludes the

book by saying that we are only “on the threshold

of the great quest for the bones of drowned

Atlantis”, and that, if, in these conclusions, “enthusiasm

has outstripped caution, and even probability”,

they are due to a spirit of experiment and

archeological enterprise and should not be taken

as stultifying future efforts in the unravelling of a

great human problem of which the author claims to

have only provided a basis for further enquiries.

M. B.

17
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The Social and Political System of Central

Polynesia.—By Robert W. Williamson. In three

volumes, (Oambridge University Press, 1924-) Vol. I,

pp. XXIX—438 pp. Vol. II. pp. 496, Vol. Ill pp,

487, Price £ S-16 s.

Iq this monumeDtal work on Polynesian sociology

the author has with indefatiguable industry and

acute critical judgment collected, sifted, co-related

and arranged the mass of ethnographic material,

not unofteu conflicting, recorded by the numerous

older writers on the history, geneology, tradition,

folk-lore and ethnography of the people. Although

the author has . sought to describe Polynesian

society ‘as it was and not as it is’, many of the

old systems and customs described in the book,

and even some of the beliefs, have, as Mr.

Williamson points out, survived to the present

day and some of the material of which he availed

himself has been admittedly of quite recent collec-

tion. After a preliminary chapter on origins and

migrations, the author proceeds in as many as

forty-three chapters to deal with the political

and social areas and systems of the different islands

and Central Polynesia, or, in other vtords, of all

the Polynesian islands excluding New Zealand and

the Hawai group. The author apparently accepts

the theory of a western origin, { probably in India
)

-

of the Polynesians and their passage through

Melanesia into their present habitat, although he

keeps an open mind with regard to Smith’s theory

of three Polynesian migrations, and admits the pos-

sibility of an earlier migration or migrations of
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peoples who might belong to a different race.

Chapters II to XIII deal with the political

areas and systems of the different groups ; one of

the most interesting features of the political systems

of Polynesia is the separation of the sacred and

secular rule in some of the islands. A second

interesting feature is the division, in some cases

more or less permanent,, of the people in some of

the islands into two opposing groups, the strong

conquering party and the weak or conquerred, called

respectively malo and vaivai in Samoa, malo and

lava in Patuna, malo and takilalo in Uvea, and

mata tiia and mata kia in Eastern island.

As a possible explanation of past political

evolution in Polynesia, our author suggests a pro-

cess of devolution and evolution like the following.

The simple initial groups would in time become

larger ; sub-groups would form themselves, and

spread 'over a wide area, thus requiring more

extensive administration, “Thus the duties of the

king would increase ; he might wish to depute

some of them to another person—probably a near

relative of his own—he retaining the sacred office

upon which ^his power was based, and ultimate

control over the secular matters comitted to

his deputy”. We are inclined to regard this as

a more likely explanation of the separation of the

spiritual and temporal powers originally combined

in kingship and the evolutian of sacred and secular

heads of a community, than Sir James Frazer’s

suggestion that it was due to the reluctance or

refusal to aqcept the ofl&ce of king on account
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of the burden of taboos by which it was surround-

ed in early societites. In support of this, it may
be pointed out that among the MundUs of 'Chota-

Nagpur, there is evidence that up to comparatively

recent times the village chief combined in himself

the secular as well as the religious chiefship of

the village, but owing to increasing complexities

of the duties of a secular headman on the advent

of British rule he began to delegate his secular

powers and duties to a younger and more energetic

member of the family, and thus in time the chief-

ship or headmanship become bifurcated into the

secular headman or Munda and the sacerdotal

headman or the Pahan.

In the Second Volume, the author discusses

the social and local grouping of the Polynesian

Islands. The main features of such grouping in

Samoa are, (1) the household or domestic family

“governed by one of its members, who * was its

ofBoial head, the bearer of the name of the family,

in consultation more or less with other members”;

(2) the village which was “a collection of related

domestic families, forming a consanguine family”

governed by the village fono (council meeting
) with

the oflScial head of one of the domestic famlies as

president; (3) the village district, containing seve-

ral related villages, and managed by the J-ono of

the village district at the head of which Jono was

the official head of one of the villages
; (4) and,

fnally, the district which was a collection of

related village districts, managed by the fono of

the district, at the head of which was the official

head of one of these village districts.
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With regard to islands other than Samoa, in-

formation is more or less lacking or defective,

but their social grouping would appear to be more

or less similar to that of Samoa.

One most interesting institution of Polynesia

is the marae or malae which is a centre for the

performance of social and religious rites of a

kinship-group, The maraes were “sacred structures,

in the formation of which stones were as a rule

used largely, specially associated with the gods or

with the spirits of the dead, where religious rites

and ceremonies were performed, in or near some

of which the bodies of the dead were exposed,

or the bodies or parts of the remains were interred,

and in or near which councils were held”.

The marae, somewhat like the sasan-diri (grave-

yard stone) of the Mundas of Chota Nagpur,

formed the visible sign and record of recognition

of title and social relationship—a sort of family

title-deed. “The family connection was kept on

record when members of the group, becoming

heads of sub-groups, and perhaps leaving the cen-

tral home of the parent group, erected marae for

themselves, the visible connecting link between

the parent marae and the new one being the use

of a stone from the former for the founding of

the latter”,

Descent, exogamy, relationship matters and terms,

totemism, clan badges, chiefs, middle and lower

classes, priests and sorcerers, and organisations for war

purposes form the subject-matters of different

chapters. Space prevents us from giving even a
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short account of the wealth of material pre-

sented to the reader by Mr. Williamson. Broadly

speaking, succession though mainly patrilineal, is

associated with ideas derived from matrilineal

descent. Thus, the recognition by the Polynesian

of a social and religious superiority of a sister

over a brother (at least in some islands), and the

control she exercised over her brother, would

appear to have been '‘founded on a lingering

belief that, notwithstanding the development of

patrilineal succession, the sister’s son had, under

the system, still continuing to a greater or less

extent, of matrilineal descent, a better right than

had the children of the brother to be eligible for

succession to the name or title of the social group”.

“The attitude and practices found to have pre-

vailed as between a person and his sister, his

mother’s brother and his father’s sister respectively,

may in some cases have had their origin, wholly

or partly, in the superiority of the sister over

the brother.*’

^though a number of beliefs, customs and

practices similar to those associated with totemism

ar« described as found in the Polynesian islands,

Mr. Williamson finds no true totemism in Poly-

nesia. “The main feature by which the Polynesian

system differs from true totemism is that the

animals and objects were regarded as being incar-

nations of or associated with gods, which is not

a feature of totemism*’, nor could have evolved

out of totemism. Animals and other objects were

regarded as incarnations or associates of the god,
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aiid the spirits &i the dead entered into animals.

Olati badges ot objects and desigos carried or

marked on people’s bodies, buildings', canoes &c,

are connected with social grouping. War and

‘vendetta’ were also social in character, the pro-

minent features being the avoidance of fighting

between relations and the group-co-operation in

fighting with outsiders.

The third volume deals with the formal

administration of justice, the connection between

sacred and secular offices, the sanctity and powers of

chiefs ; the relationship between the different classes

of society, names and' titles and beliefs connected

therewith, testamentary and elective ‘appointments

to family names and titles, deposition of chiefs,

land tenure and control, control of food supply,

tribute or first fruits and cognate matters, and

succession and inheritance. The head of the

social group was the holder for the time being

of the recognized title or name of the group.

“He was believed to be invested with a degree

of sanctity, varying according to his rank and

the general status and rank of the group of

nhioh he was the head; and he was the natural

high priest of the group, though the higher chiefs

or kings had a practice of delegating some of

their sacred duties to others”. An interesting

suggestion made by our author is that the chiefs

aisd their families were descendants of a conquer-

ing race, now merg^ in the conquered. The book

is one of absorbing interest from cover to cover,
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and the author has placed anthropologists under a

deep debt of gratitude by the publication of this

excellent work.

The Engines of the Human Body.—By Sir

Arthur Keith, M. D., L. L. D., D. Sc., F. R. S.

(Williams and Norgate, Ltd., London. 1925') pp.

XVI+SiS, Price 12 s. 6 d. Net.

The book under review is, so far as we are

aware, by far the best introduction to the study

of the mechanism of the human body in the

English language. It represents the substance of

a course of lectures delivered by the author as

Christmas Lectures at the Royal Institute to an

audience of boys and girls as well as adult men
and women. And admirably suited indeed to this

mixed audience of lay people, young and old,

were the plan, method and style adopted by the

eminent lecturer. All that is known about the

‘engines 'of the human body’ including the most recent

advances in anatomy and physiology are set forth

in their proper place and perspective, in a most

delightful and entertaining manner, such as can be

done only by a master hand. Although intended

primarily for beginners and lay people, even

advanced students of the human body will find

the book useful and instructive. Students of

anthropology will find the book an invaluable

introduction to the Study of Man.
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The Ao Waga Tribe of Assam.—% William

Oarkton Smith, A. M., Ph. D., with an Introduction

by J. B. Button, C. L E., D. Sc., M. A., L C. S.,

(Macmillan & Co. London, 19M5). Price 2i s net.

The first definite account, though rather sketchy,

of the Ao Naga tribe was published in this

journal last year. We welcome the volume under

review which covers a much wider field, although, so

far as the ethnography of the tribe is concerned,

a more detailed and exhaustive, account of the

hhbits, customs and beliefs of the people would

have been still more welcome. Such an account

from the pen of Mr. J. P. Mills is promised in the

introduction by Dr. Hutton. The present account of

the Ao tribe is divided into eight chapters, headed

respectively, I. Habitat and General Characteristics

of the People, II. Personal Appearance and

Artificial Adornments, III. Domestic Life, IV.

Social Organization, V. Eeligion and Magic, VI.

The Place of the Ao Nagas in the Human Pamily,

!^I. Changes through Contacts with more

Advanced ' Peoples, and VIII Conclusion. A
Bibliography, Glossary, and Index complete the

volume. An interesting and suggestive introdao-

tion by Dr. J. H. Hutton, Honorary Direolior of

Ethnography in Assam, precedes the volume.

The book under review has special features

of its owe. By far the longest chapter consisting

of as many as 6S pages is devoted to a discus-

sion of the plaof^;,rf Nagas in the human

^

' is'
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family, and ^mother chapter of 23 pages deals with

the social changes through contacts with more

advanced peoples, “the processes of’ both personal

and social disorganization and EeDrganiza4iion observed,

among the Aos dicing the Iasi) half-century of

contact with, peoples who have moyed farther

alpi^ in the scale of civilization” As regard^ the

a|S;nitien.yQj|. %i Sfftith,, fijnds that

they belong to a large gEOup of closely related

hiU tribes, dwelling in the hilly cpuntry on both

si4®s of the Brarphapnt^^a Riyer, op the hills- that

border the valleys of the Irraw;addy anjd, Salvfeen

i^yers of Burma and
|
far. into the. Chinese pppr

viu(^ , of; YoppSsD, (suchf- as,; the

Miris, AhorS| Mishmis and ^ingphps
,

of . thp, S^uh-

Hipisdayap region; the GajfOS, Mikir^ Bpshpis,

Manipnris, Nagas, Kaohips, Clpns apcf other tribps

of the Indo-Burmese . area; and Bolos,j*h|^g.s

and other, small groups w the proyipoe of Yunp^p),

Besides strifcmg
- physical resemblhnoes,." one- author

finds thj© following outstanding characteristics : and

institutions common to all these people:—t(1) head-

hunting; (2) common sleeping-houses for the

uamarried men,, which are. taboo, to . women
; (3)

dwelling-houses built on posts or piles
; (4) dis-

posal of the dead on raised platforn:^
; (5) . a

sort of trial marriage, or great freedom of . inter-

course between the spxes before marriage.; (3)

betel-chewing; (7) aversion to milh. as, ap. arthjle

of diet; (8) tattooing by pricking; (9) absence of

any’ powerful political organization
; (10) the double-

cylinder vertical forge; (11) the simple loom for
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weaving' olotfh
; (12) a large quadrangular or

hexagonal shield; (13) residence in hilly regions

and a crude form of agriculture. These charac-

teristics, ohr author points out, do not appear

uniformly throughout this group of tribes at the

present tlime. But this is said, to be due to the

fact thdt since they separated from their primeval

cradle^and they have not all been subjected to the

same conditions.

As for the affinities of the Aos outside of the

Asiatic mainland, ohr author says that they are

not only related to the other hill tribes of Assam

and Burma, blit that they are closely related to

many of the inhabitants of the islands skirting

Asia, such as the Dayaks and Kayans of Borneo,

the Battak of Sumatra, certain groups of Formosa,

the IgorOt and the Ifugao, and several other groups

of the Fhillipines,—all which tribes have Oauoasic

characteristios such as are found among the hill

tribes of Assam and Burma. Dr. Hutton, in the

lalroductioo, points out that the Connection of the

Ao 'g^bes much further than Indonesia, and offers a

number of strikingly close: parallels with New Gruinea

and with Fiji, and with the Pacific generally, the

resembianees being rather with Melanesia than with

Polynesia, but extending nevertheless to New
Zealand, and possibly even to South America. As
regards origins, Dr. Huttcm in a foot-note (P. 149):

doubts if Dr. Smith’s account gives any idea of the;

exceedingly complex raeial origin of the Naga tribes,

and says, ‘^they are, I am eoavinced, the result

of the -fesion if Sbeut three differents races, if
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not more”. In the Introduction, Dr. Hutton

refers to Professor Dixon’s analysis of the coin-

positon of the Assam tribes, in an article in this

journal on The Khasi and the Racial History of

Assam ( Man in India, 19M2 ), and says, “the net

result of this is to conclude that the Ao tribe

is eomposed of a substratum of Negroid with

Austro-Afeiatio and Alpine elements superimposed,

land althdugh I /do not feel convinced that it

contains the whole story, it is a very plausible

conclusion based as it is upon anthropometrieal

data, but agreeing with what we are able to infer

from the historical, traditional and ethnological

material available”.

In the last chapter the author seeks to find

out from an analysis of the changes that have

taken place among the Ao Nagas and the pro-

cesses of social and personal disorganization and

reorganization in the tribe through contact with

higher cultures, whether there are sufficient data

upon which to base the formulation of mecha-

nisms for controlling the processes of social ohangej

so that such a backward group may not deterihrate

as have often happened during a period of transitiohi

An analysis of -the changes that have taken place

among the Ao Nagas does not indicate that the

process has been one of “adherence to some logical

or cosmic pattern, as Moi’gan . supposed, neither

has it been a matter of crowding into a single

generation the achievements which have only come

after many centuries of eflfort on the part of

civilized groups in the Occident”. An analysis of
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the data on the Aos shows that “there has been

a change in the, means for satisfying the four

primary or fundamental wishes” that away indivi-

duals and commuriities, namely, the desire for new

experience, the desire for security, the desire for

recognition, and the desire for response. This substitu-

tion of means has been partly accomplished

by force,... partly by suggestion and inJitation,

due to the influence of commerce, the British

Government, education and the introduction of

Christianity. In some instances the changes have

been abrupt, while in others they have been

gradual. In certain cases the means substituted

have been of a higher order, while in others there

has been a distinct decline in quality. The author

concludes with a plea for the application of the

results of research of ethnologists .and sociologists

towards directing the course of development, of the

backward groups of mankind in an orderly manner,

thus avoiding the baneful influences which have

worked such havoc in so many instances. This

is a matter of great importance to which particu-

lar attention is needed not only from missionaries

but also administrators and legislatures in ' India

and other countries where the ‘primitive’ and

^backward’ tribes form an important element iq the

population.

The book under review will be a welcome

addition to the library of the student of Indian

ethnology.
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The Belief in Immortality and the Worship

of the Dead.— Vol. III. The Belief among the

Miofonesians.—By Sir James G. Frazer, F, R. S.,

F. B. A., B. G. L., L. L. B,, Litt. D. (London;

MacmlMcm d Co,, 19^4). pp- IX-¥S26. Price 18 s, net.

Tn the first voWme of this work Dr, Frazer

treiifced of the belief in itomortaiity and tbe wor-

a^ip nf the dead atndiag fee aborigines of Australia,

v Straits Islands,' New Guinea and

iCelatiesia, and in the second vdfdme he treated

of shch belief and worship anaong the Polynesians.

In Ihe present voluihe we have an illuminating

aooount of the corresponding belief and worship as

fe^e exist, or existed till recently, among the

Micronesians. Like its predecessors, the 'present

volume is a vast well-arranged storehouse of

valuable information about ' the religion of the

people, and particularly their belief in survival of

the soul after death and their worship of the

,4^ in' the previous volumes, a succint

account of the social and intelleotUal activities,

" and the physical surroundings of e^^nh pebplo

dealt with is given as an invaluable ahd indis-

pensable intrduotion to an account of thdir religibn

and particularly their belief in immortality

worship of the dead. It goes without sayihg that

this volume aud its companions will assuredly

take their place among the great classics of the

anthropological literature of the world.

-'If

Ilf
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Scientific Study of Human Society.—By F. H.

Oiddings, Ph. D,, LL. Di, ( Chapel Hill. University

ofNorth California 'Press. 192A). PP. 2Ji7.

In this book, Professor Giddings describes the

strict methods that sociology can avail itself of

and points out precautions and limits that must be

observed in the use of each. The methods which

every scientific student of society must follow, are

thus set forth :

—

“The first procedure, is to delimit the field withiu whiph

the societal experiiuentation in question hm been, going on*

The facts enumerated must ail be taten from, within
;

this .field,

The delimilation may be regional, temporal, or categorical. If

it can be , delimited, in all three ways that is beet., This pre-

caution having been observed, we can do one or anothp^ of

four more things and perhaps all of them
; the.more the better.

Mrst, remembering V the significance, of
,
skewed

of numerical data, we can compare tfie d^j^rihutions of, the

facts we have gathered within the given.iarea
,
as thpy aippear

before the introductiou of an e^perimen%ljfa^tqr and
;
aftpi* it.

If there is an unmistakable and , cpusiderahle increase of skevr,

0^ a considerable change in its form, we have strong presump-

tive evidence that a new cause has been at work. It remains,

however, to ascertain, if we can, whether the new cause can

be identified with the experimental factor which we are

observing.

In the. second place renitwd^nngt thati probf^^lit^xJs

a ratio, we canf ask whether expeyirpental faptpr. ia^ of

appreciable
f or impressive magnitude by cqpaparison with the

of changes attributed to it.

ird thing that we can do to check the vailidity of

an inference drawn from societal experimentation, ^^^ we have

obtained adequate data, ie,. to pompam our ra-tios^ , wtth the

arithmetic of chance. Ipr this -purpose w,e, mp^at, have' an

apBroximately complete ]i|[tjhig^pl^ ocpji^i^ep^ pheno-

mena of a given kind or of given kinds, into which the

experimental
^
fartnr tinder observation has been intruded, and
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of occurrences of phenomena of the same kind or kinds from

which it has been absent. Then, if in more than fifty per

cent of all occurrences the experimental factor has been pre-

sent, there is a reasonable' presumption that it has been an

effective cause of change,’ and the probability increases with the

percentage. The probability that one or the other of two

alternative possibilities will occur by pure chance is fifty-fifty,

as everybody knows. The probability of occurrence of each of '•

a toger number of possibilities is proportional to the number

cif possible occurrences of each.

Finaily, we may measure correlations. This is a precise

^ay of defermining degree of coincidence, concurrence, or

assomation of phenomena that can be numerically expressed in

arrays of counts or measures. If, in a large number of cases,

we find a high correlation of the occurrence frequencies of.

the result attributed to it, the presumption of causal nexus is

strong.
'

It is by the application of these procedures to relevant

and adequate data that we may hope in time to build up a

scientific criticism of the enormous mass of loose inferences

which we now encounter relative to the consequences of count-

less societal experiments which, in modern democracies, are

being made in every realm of human effort. ^

A scientific sociological survey of a oommunity

conducted in this way would discoTer, record,

map, and graph phencHnena that are social or

societal in a st^rict instead of in a lobse meaning

of the words and would ascertain and disclpse

prevailing, unuroai, and peculiar stimulations and

rospohses, exhibited in multi-individual behaviour; \)

habits of associatioo and of co-activitj^, especially

the variate forms; common excitements Va^n^ un-

common outbreaks, and their lawie^> persbtiin^^^

folk-ways, changing ones, and new ones ; contro-

versies and deliberations; cultural conflicts; group

and class struggles; variate forms of leadership
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and of organization
; social work and societal

engineering ; status and its variablity ; the variability

of coercion, including intinaidation and bullying

;

the variability of liberty, and ' the clash of

liberty with coercion ; the variability of

such ameliorations of life as security and abundance,

the variability of viable departures from type

;

the variability of socialization, as shown by the

kinds and amounts of prevailing vice and crime

;

and the variability of individuation and of adequacy.

The last two chapters deal with the necessity

and importance of the measurement of societal

energies and trends and the methods of such

measurement.

Investigated in this way sociology becomes a

true scientific study of Human Society.

Thjs is a most interesting and instructive

volume which should be in the hands of all students,

of sociology.

The Conduct of Life. —By Benedetto Croce.

Trtmdated by Arthur Living^on. ( George Ha/rrap

d Co. London). PP, XIV+S26.
' This is a collection of stimulating and thought-

ful esseys in which the .eminent Italian philosopher,

Benedetto Croce, seeks to apply the fundamental

principles of ethics to nthe various situations of

everyday life. The essays are replete with practical

wisdom, and various problems that arise in the

‘sphere of the practical' are grappled in a masterly

way. The language of the translation is lucid and
perspicuous.

19
'
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at the '‘MAN IN INDIA” office,

Church Road, Ranchi.

1- THE SZBBOBS : a Liute-hnown Jmigle Tribe of Ghotor

By Bai Bahadur Sarafc Chandra Boy, m. a., b. l., m. l. c,

Pp. ^iii+608 36 plates. (Ranchi: MAN IN INDW Office,

)
Ptice Bs. 10/- ;

15 s.

SOME OPlNIOi^S.

Bm JAMES G, FBAZEE, n. a l,, l, l. d., LiU. b,, f. b. a.,

% 0. Professor of Anthropology in the Trinity College,

Cambridge writes

find it characterised by the same high qualities as

mark your former monographs on the Mundas and Oraons.

You have rendered a valuable service to anthropology by plac-

'

ing on record the customs and beliefs of a very primitive tribe

about which very little was known before and which, but for

your careful and prolonged observations, might passed

away practically unknovim. As in your former volumes I

admire the diligence with which you have collected a large

body of interesting faobs and the perfect lucidity with which

you have set them fortii. book is a fine specimen or a

monograph on an Indian ttibo and must always remain the

standai-d authority on the mib|ect. I cOn heartily

on your aohieVeraent, and earnestly trust that you will continue

your valuable investigation and give us other similar accounts

of other primitive and little known Indian tribes.

Sir AKTHUJl KEITH, m. d., p. r. c. s., l. l. ,R.A., Con#

servator of the Museum and Hunterian Professor, Boyal GoUege

of Surgeons of England, writes:

—

......... Y'ou have done a splendid piece of work— Vididch will

make Europe indebted to you ;

/

Db. a. C. HADDON, m. a., Sc. d,, p. r. s., Reader "In ^thno-

logy, of Cambridge, writes:—



.Your accustomed excellent “work. It is a most ‘useful

contribution to Indian Ethnology... J

De. -EpLAND B. DIXON, a, m.. Ph, n., Professor of Anthro-

pology in the Harvard TJuiversity writes :

—

...You are certainly doing work to be proud of in the

studies you have published of the Chota-Nagpur tribes, and all

anthropologists are in your debt. If only we could have simi-

lar studies of all the wilder peoples of India, how fine it

would be !

THE NATURE, (London: September 19, 1925):

—

Students of Indian anthropology are deeply indebted to

Mr. Roy for the light he has thrown on the past and present

culture of the Chota-Nagpur plateau. In the BUmr cmd Ortssa

Beaea/rch Societ^^s Journal he has opened up new gi-ouhd in the

archaeology of his area. His monographs on the Mundas and

Oraom are classics. “The Birhors” is yet another first-rate study,

a study not merely of an obscure tribe but also of the work-

ings of that mysterious complex of thought and feeling which

go to thake up human culture • Mr. Roy is never a

theoriser or a pattisan ;
his diction is simple and precise, his

inspiration comes straight from the hearts of the humble folk

he has made his friends. ,

THE SERVANT OF INDIA, ( April 1 6, 1 925 ).

Ethnologists throughout the world will be glad , to see a

successor to Rai Bahadur Barit Chandra’s previous monographs

on the Mundas and Oraom, As is to be expected, the book

is first-class and deserves a place in every library where such

subjects are encouraged at all. It will be found very interest-

ing and pleasant-reading by the non-expert, and for tho^e to

whom ethnography is business or hobby, it is only necessary

to say that the author is one of the very few Indian scholars

whose writings are read outside India.

THE ENGLISHMAN, (July 27, 1925).

v,vw.w*.T;he r^oarches of Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Roy ai‘e"

universal among the most backward groups of savages^ The

contact with civilization is exterminating the aborigi|xes and the

author^ has done a real service* to the cause of knowledge by

his well-gleaned contribution' T,be author’s interest in Rthno-
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graphy is praiseworthy. No department of the life of the

Eirhors has escaped the eagle eyes of the author. How they

lire^ what ceremonies they observe, what sufferings they hear

what feasts they are inclined to, how they think and what is

their outlook on life have been very interestingly noted The

illustrations make the book doubly delightful.,.We have every

reason to thank the Rai Bahadur for this excellent monograph

oit the Birhors of Ohota-Nagpur. . A,

THE MADRAS MAIL, (May 22, 1925 ).

^ There is no science which affords more opportunity for first

hand^ research work, and none much more neglected in

iMia than the cf Anthropology. The author of this

Splendid work is one of the few faithful men who are devot-

ing themselves to making records of the customs and lore of

tribes which are fast disappearing. His works on The Oraons

and The Mmidas have 4i^eady put the workers in that field

tunder deep obligation to him. And his well-conducted Journal,

' in India^^ is also performing a valuable service to the

science. In the present volume he maintains the high standard

of scholarship which he has happily attained in his previous

works. The work contains an ama-zing amount of information

about this much neglected tribe, and must have required years

of parent labour to collect. It is made the more valuable by

copious UlustraiaoDs representing the people and their modes of

living.
,

One oi the interesting sections of the hook deals with folk-

lore, than which there is no surer index £o a Peoples’s

psychology. Primitive man lives in a world ^in which nothing

is impossible. He has no seienlifie "worid-view which precludes

the possibility of miracle md hiagi^ She folk tales
"

disclose the typical world-view of primitive man, such wotld-
'

view as wo- see still reflected in the fairy tales which our

children love to hear.

It is impossible to give a really adequate review of this

interesting and scholarly book. But we must commend it to

all who are interested in anthropological matters and express

thanks to the author for giving to the world i)xis excellent

record of the Birhors.

O'



2. Principles and Methods of Physical

Anthropology, (Patna University Readership

Lectures ).

\ Frice^—Five Rupees.

SOME OPJmOES.

Sir James Frazer, d. a l., l. l. d,, Littp., p. b. a., p. r, s.,

Professor of Social Anthropology in the University of Liverpool

writes :

—

I admire the range of your knowledge and intellectual interests,

the sobriety and soundness of your judgment, and the lucidity and

sucointness of your exposition. The book seems .to me to deserve

a wide circulation not only in India but wherever the English

language is spoken, for, so far as I am aware, * * there is no hook on

the same broad philosophical lines in English. Hitherto by your

monographs on the Mundas and Oraons and your other wiutings

you have proved yourself a first-rate field anthropologist, in your

new book you have shown powers of higher quality and wider

range. India is to be warmly congratulated on possessing in you

an anthropologist of a very high order, and I am happy ho know

that the authorities have had the discernment to appoint you to

the first teaching post of anthropology in the University of Patna.

I could envy India your possessiqn, for good anthropologists are too

rare anywhere
;
hut I am satisfied that for the advancement of

our science you are far better situated in India than you would

be in Europe, seeing that India includes such an immense diversity

of races and of cultures, from low savagery up to high

civihsatiQB. * * ^ "

Sir Arthur Keith, m. a. o. s., n l. n., f. b. a, Conservator

of the Museum and Hunterian Professor, Royal Gojlage of

iSttrgeons of .Englani^ in Natwre ( London : Apiil 1922 )
—

The Leotinre^ fotm one of the best introductions into the study

of anthropology in the English language.

Dn R, R. Marett, W. At, p Sb., Reader in Anthropology in

the University of in The Lcmdon Mercv/ry (June,

1921)i—* “^^A most learned and lucid epitome of the methods and

results of the study of man, prehistoric and present, considered

,on his physical f
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Wtt A. C- Haddoa, m. a., Sc. d., p. b. s., in Folk-Lore

(Lcadon, Sept. 1921).—* * *The author is quite up-to-date in his

reading The hook gives an accurate epitomised survey of

pur present knowledge p£ the subject treated. Indian students

are to be congratulated on having an instructor so learned,

broad-minded and sane,

Br. ^^HfiamOrooke, b. a., d. So. 0. I. B., of Oxford writes:—

have read your book with care and find it a very
^

learned and interesting contribution to our knowledge of the

s. Diatou, Fh. 15., ftofessor of Anihropology

in fc Harvi^rd TJniversity, Cambridge, Mass., writes :

—

......It seems to me that you have idmirably covered the ground to

preparatory statement for beginners and have presented the

maiOt fa^ts in such from that they should be certain to arouse* the

of students, and lead them to wish to take up the study of

man. We here in America labor under the same difficulties in not

having any adequate book which can be used as a text book,

and have much felt the need of something of the sort you have so

weJI provided for students in India.,...,..,,,. * t

; Tih^ Mimdfts Tk^if 0^
With numerous illaetrations, and an Inferbduetion hy 8i^

EEWABB GAIT, k. c. s, i., a i. b., i* d. s.i tit. n., a

Pribe—^ix llupeeSi
'
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Sm jr."G. MAZSB,' i.. u b', hivt. ©.,

Professor of Booial Anthropology in the University of ILiverpol ,

'

writes:-—

It is a work of greafeinteresfe and high value as a full and accurate

description of an Indian Hill-tribe. T congratulate you on having

produced it. You most have givmpt, much time and labour to

the researches which you have embodied in this book. But the

time and labour have been well spent The descnptian seems



e^xfcreuoaly clear ajad well wiritteii in iiie simple language wkick is

appropriate to the theme, and the translations of the poetry are

charming.

Br, a. 0. HADDON, m. a., Se. d., f. r. s., University Reader

in Ethnology, Cambridge, writes :

—

* * * Students have long wanted an authoritative account

of this interesting people, and now you have supplied it.

Pbof. Sie W. RIBCEWAY, m. a., So. d., f. b. a., Litt, n., l. l. d,

of Cambridge writes

* * * work of real importance. It is a great aid to a

scientific knowledge of the races of India to have a work like

your dealing with the subject.

Sir EDWARD GAIT, k. c. s. i., c. i, e., Ph. d., l o. s., formerly

Cmsm Gowmiissioner of India^ writoB :

—

* * * It is a most valuable contribution to Indian Ethno-

graphy.

THE SPECTATOR(London):—Anthropologists will welcome this

careful account of the Mundas : The first part of the book is

occupied with a history of the tribe and an attempt at solving

the difficult problems that eurround ita origins. But possibly its

most interesting section is the Ethnographical me, in which the

tribal oustome are described in detail.

The REYIEW OF RETIEWS (London, September^ 1912),

under the heading ‘Hotable Book of the Months writes

Mr. Chandra Roy is intensely interested in the task he has set
’

himself. * * The history, accurate and legendary, and ethno-

graphy of this interesting people are given in great detail by '

Mr. Boy* * *

The BTATESMAN (Oaleutl^, Aug. 7, 1912) writes:

—

An exceedingly attractive volume from the pen of Mb. Sabait

OuMfeRA Roy of Ranchi. ^ ^ *

The ENGLISHMAN ( Calcutta, July 22, 1212 ) writes

The book before us is, we believe, the first attempt to put

together a oonneoted history of this interesting people. Mb. H A*

GAIT, I. c. 8., the Census Commissioner, himself an acknowledged:

authority on Indian Ethnology, has written a learned lntroduc6o*n w
the book, of which he expresses a very high opinion. * ^



The INDIAIJ^ WITNESS (Calcutta,'January, 28; 1913) writes:

—

It is a genuine pleasure to welcome so thorough a study of the

Mundas as is found in these pages. Mb. Gait, in the illuminating

Introduction to the book writes concerning the chapter on Ethno-

graphy :—*‘Thi8 chapter contains a full account of the daily life of

the Mundas, their dress, agriculture, tribal organization, social and

religious ceremonies, folklore and song. It has evidently been

written in the light of a close personal knowledge of the people and

deep and and sympathetic insight into their feelings, mentality and

views of life,*'
* ^ This book will fill a much-needed blank on the

shelves of those who are engaged in a study of India's people.

The HIN^DTJSTHAN REVIEW (Allahabad, July, 1912)

write :

—

The work under notice is an instructive sketch of the' people,

.

hisfcoiacal, descriptive, ethnological, sociological.

li is a mine of valuable information on all matters relating to

the Mundas. It is a valuable contribution to such sciences as

Ethnography and Sociology. The style is very pleasant. Altogether

Mr. Roy's book is of absorbing interest.

The MODERN REVIEW (
Calcutta, June, 1912 }

writes:

—

This neatly printed and well-bound book is a storehouse of

information regarding the Mundas and the Country they inhabit,

J&0:^thor has looked up carefully all available records and has

ffiemted his sel-imposed task mth scholarly abiHty. It is a pity

that such a capable man as the author is, devote his

whole time to the work of ethnological researoh in India, for which

there is a pressing need in this country. Mr. Gait, who is now

undoubtedly a great authority on the subject of Indian Ethnology,

has written an introduction for the book which is by itself an

imteieeting and instructive study.
,

The INDIAN WORLD (Oalcatta, September 22, 1912)

writes':^'

The , auther has coBected, collated and systematisee the vast

materials at his dispoeal with a care and devotion that must be

the ambition of aU students of history. His insight into the true life

and spirit' of the people is not born of dilettante interest but of

close acquaintance with their manners and sustoms. The chapter
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on the Ethnography of the Mundas is worth its wieight in gold In

a word, the book is an invaluable contribution to the Ethnological

literature of India.

Also highly spoken of by such papers as the ATHEil^UM
(Aug, 10,1912), the ANTHROPOS ( Jany, Feby,, 19l3), and

the CATHOLIC HERALD (June, 1912)/

4. The Oraons of Ohota Nagpur,
With numerous illustrations, and an Introduction by Dr. A.. C.

HADDON, M. A., So. n., p. r. s.

Price—Eight Rupees.

SOME OPINIONS.

Sir James FRAZER d. c. l., l, l, n., Litt. d., p. b. a., p, r. s. :

—

The book is full of very valuable and interesting information

I cordially congratulate you on your success in collecting so, much

anthropological information concerning the tribe, and on the

admirable lucidity and terseness with which you set forth the facts

cerefully distinguishing them from inferences which you have

drawn from them. The inferences seem to me for the most part

just and probable.

Your work on the Oraons promises to rank with the very best

nionographs on Indian tribes.

^ The SPECTATOR ( London, J any. 29, 1916 ) :—... In Bengal, at

least a genuine interest in the anthropology of the province has

led to the writing of books of real merit and importance by Bengalis.

Such was Mr. Roy^s own account of The Mmdas and Their Ccnmtrg*

Mr. Roy now gives a caerful desciiption of another of the aboriginal

tribes of the Cbota Nagpur plateau, with numerous illustrations

and a may. Dr. Haddon^s introduction summarises with his wonted

^kill and learning, the most interesting and singnificant of tire

writer^a observations and diseov^enes. ' .

the TIMES ( London, January 6, 1916 )
:^... Sarat Ohandra

Rojr haS given us inuch valuable information in this book, and we

hope that. MS' fine example will be followed by some of Ms

fellow-countrymen.
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‘*A hook is shut is hvia block’'

(SOVT. OF INDIAOOVT. OF INDIA

Department of Archaeology nji

^ NEW DELHI. ^
O

. Pleaa© Jielp^ us to

clean and moving.

i , . KfB^ i+a.H, artBi.


